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Preface to ”Biomechanics of Contemporary Implants
and Prosthesis: Modeling, Experiments, and Clinical
Application”

Modern medicine is now more oriented towards patient-based treatments. Taking into account

individual biological features allows for increasing the quality of the healing process. Opportunities

for modern hardware and software allow not only the complex behavior of implants and prostheses to

be simulated, but also take into account any peculiarities of the patient. Moreover, the development

of additive manufacturing expands the opportunities for materials. Technical limits for composite

materials, biomaterials, and metamaterials are decreasing. On the other hand, there is a need for more

detailed analyses of biomechanics research. A deeper understanding of the technological processes of

implants, and the mechanobiological interactions of implants and organisms will potentially allow us

to raise the level of medical treatment. Modern trends of the biomechanics of contemporary implants

and prostheses, including experimental and mathematical modeling and clinical application, are

discussed in this book.

Oskar Sachenkov

Editor
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Temporary Protective Shoulder Implants for Revision Surgery
with Bone Glenoid Grafting
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4 Department of Prosthetic Dentistry, University Dental Clinic Vienna, Sensengasse 2a, A-1090 Vienna, Austria
* Correspondence: peter.schuller-goetzburg@meduniwien.ac.at; Tel.: +43-676-5339832

Abstract: This article describes the development of a temporary protective glenoid prosthesis placed
between the augmentation and humeral head prosthesis during the healing phase of shoulder
prosthesis revision with necessary reconstruction of the bony structure of the glenoid. The glenoid
protection prosthesis ensures the fixation of the augmentation material and protects the screws
from contact with the metallic humeral head prosthesis. Another approach of the development is a
reduction of the resorption of the augmentation by targeted mechanical stimulation of the tissue. The
aim should be to achieve significantly improved conditions for the implantation of a new glenoid
component at the end of the healing phase of the augmentation material in comparison to the current
standard method. The development of the protective prosthesis was carried out according to specific
needs and includes the collection of requirements and boundary conditions, the design and technical
detailing of the implant, the verification of the development results as well as the validation of the
design. For the verification, FEM simulations (Finite Element Analysis) were performed to estimate
the mechanical stability in advance. Mechanical tests to confirm the stability and abrasion behavior
have been carried out and confirm the suitability of the protective implant. The result of the present
work is the detailed technical design of two variants of a glenoid protective prosthesis “GlenoProtect”
for use in revision procedures on shoulder joints—with large-volume defects on the glenoid—treated
by arthroplasty and the necessity of augmenting the glenoid, including a description of the surgical
procedure for implantation.

Keywords: glenoid implant; implant development; finite element analysis; 3D modelling; abrasion
test; glenoid defect

1. Introduction

The annual number of shoulder arthroplasties increases continuously. In 2017, an
estimated number of about 800,000 patients were living in the United States with a shoulder
replacement with a prevalence of 0.258%, increasing markedly from 1995 (0.031%) and
2005 (0.083%) [1]. In 2008, 27,000 shoulder arthroplasties (total endoprostheses only) were
performed [2]. Although the number of shoulder arthroplasties performed is still far below
that of knee or hip arthroplasties, the indications for shoulder arthroplasties are much
more varied and range from rheumatoid arthritis, degenerative arthroses and osteonecrosis
to posttraumatic osteoarthritis or osteoarthritis [3,4]. Due to the increasing demand for
total endoprostheses to the shoulder, the revision of the glenoid is becoming increasingly
important and demonstrates the need for basic research and development in this field.

Problems with arthroplasty or reimplantation of glenoid prostheses consist of the
large-volume combined with central-peripheral glenoid defects. Due to the destroyed
glenoid with bony defects, immediate insertion of a prosthesis is not possible because
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primary stability cannot be guaranteed by anchoring the prosthesis. So far, there have been
several attempts to correct the bony defects with augmentations, however with moderate
success [5–12].

A common problem was identified in connection with the screws used to fix the
augmentation material. In one study, complications were reported in 78% of the observed
cases of screw fracture, bent screws or metallic abrasion [13]. The main reason given
for performing revision surgery is loosening of the glenoid prosthesis in 32% to 39% of
cases [14–16], followed by instability in 23% to 30% and periprosthetic fracture in 11%
of cases [14,17]. The success rate over shorter periods of time (<5 years) is given as up
to 98% to 99%, which drops drastically to between 33% and 51.5% with a follow-up of
>10 years [18–21]. Eccentric loads and the resulting high micro-movements at the boundary
between bone cement and cortical and trabecular bone play a major role in loosening the
glenoid component. Over a longer period, a phenomenon occurs which is referred to in
pertinent literature as the “Rocking Horse Phenomenon” [22,23] and can subsequently lead
to bone resorption and massive bony defects in the area of glenoid anchorage. When the
glenoid is loosened, patients often suffer increasingly from load-dependent pain after an
interval that is sometimes very long and symptom-free [24]. In the case of a confirmed
loosening of the glenoid prosthesis, there is in principle an indication for a one-stage
changes of the glenoid component, provided that stable anchoring is possible. However,
the biggest problems with revisions of the glenoid with a new prosthesis (implant) are
large bone defects or deficits in which both the cancellous part and the cortical layer are
affected [25]. In these cases, insertion of a new glenoid component is often not possible
because it cannot be sufficiently attached to the scapula and glenoid.

In addition to other options for augmentation with calcium phosphates, bio-glass,
hydrogels, human bone allografts and biocomposites made by bioactive elements [26],
there are some experimental studies about cell-instructive bioengineering procedures to
support and restore preexisting bone repair and osseointegration [27,28]. An option that
is commonly used as a standard is still a two-stage procedure by means of building-up
the defective glenoid with autologous bony augmentations [5–7,10,11,29,30]. The defec-
tive glenoid component is removed, and large-volume bone deficits are built up with
cortigospongious chips from the iliac crest.

In the case of extensive defects and thus large augmentations, it is necessary to fix the
augmentation with screws. After sufficient osseous integration of the cortigospongious
augmentation material in the glenoid (about 3 months), a new glenoid component is in-
serted into the bone material [31,32]. A retrospective examination of 16 revision procedures
of shoulder arthroplasties with glenoid build-up showed a settlement or atrophy of the
augmentation in all cases [25]. The observed shrinkage is 5 mm in 3 patients, 5 to 10 mm in
six patients and more than 10 mm in two patients. All four cases of the investigated group
in which the augmentation was fixed with screws showed such a large shrinkage in which
the screws were exposed and touched the metallic humeral head of the humeral prosthesis.
In one case, the screw even broke due to the additional load.

In cases where the screws used to fix the augmentation material comes into contact
with the metallic humeral head, abrasion may occur, which may subsequently lead to
complications such as metallosis [33,34].

In this paper, we propose the application of temporary protection implants for the
augmentation of shoulder prosthesis revision procedures. This paper describes the devel-
opment of two kinds of temporary prosthesis which support the correction of bony defects
and shall significantly improve the result of glenoid augmentation. This is intended to
ensure a high degree of primary stability during insertion of a glenoid prosthesis, even
during revision, and consequently to achieve more effective rehabilitation.

The goals of this study are as follows: to protect screw heads against direct contact with
the metal joint ball of the implant (humeral head), to prevent screws from being unscrewed,
to form a sliding partner during the healing phase, better “cohesion” of the bone fragments
and to provide a more even force introduction and even pressure on the augmentation
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material (functional load). In the following sections, the material and methods used in this
study are described.

2. Materials and Methods

GlenoProtect is a glenoid component made of a suitable material that was developed
to protect the augmentation in shoulder prosthesis revision procedures. Two variants have
been developed to ensure the above-mentioned capabilities.

2.1. Variant 1: Multidirectional Angle-Stable Screw Connection (Rigid Fixation)

The screws have a thread in the head area and can be placed at an angle to the implant
(multidirectional). To achieve angular stability, the thread cuts into the implant material
and thus fixes the screw. The inclined position of the individual screws results in greater
stabilization and resistance to dents (medial/proximal) and withdrawal (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Rigid fixation of the augmentation material.

Resorption is the greatest unknown factor despite the protection of the augmentation.
The resorption leads to a reduction of the functional pressure on the augmentation material
and possibly to an increased resorption. The original design was adapted and improved in
detail in several processing and optimization steps, with the aim of maximizing mechanical
stability while reducing the profile cross-section (thickness or height of the implant). For
this purpose, the originally designed curved oblong holes for screw connection were
replaced by circular holes, as the intended cutting of the thread of the screw heads did not
provide sufficient stability in this case. In addition, the radius of the implant surface was
adjusted to achieve an even lower implant height. The result of the detailed design can be
seen in Figure 2.
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Particular attention was paid to the design of the fixing holes. The exact geometry
of these holes is important to ensure that the screw heads are held securely and that the
screw heads do not project beyond the implant surface. The implant or the fixing holes
were designed for the use of osteosynthesis screws “Locking Screw 3.5 mm” from the
Small Fragment Locking Compression Plate (LCP) System (DePuy Synthes Companies,
Zuchwil, Switzerland, and Warsaw, IN, USA, https://www.jnjmedicaldevices.com/en-
EMEA/companies/depuy-synthes, accessed on 8 July 2022). The screws can be introduced
in multiple directions, i.e., at different angles to each other, in order to adapt to the respective
anatomical situations and to increase the mechanical stability of the fixation (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Multidirectional screw positioning possibility.

2.2. Variant 2: Dynamic Fixation (Angular Stable Pins)

To compensate for the risk of functional underloading of the augmentation material, a
dynamic system is proposed. Instead of screws, pins are used which only have a thread in
the head area that cuts into the implant material. The pins should be placed at a right angel
to the implant backside (defined by the geometry), as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 4. Dynamic fixation using angle-stable pins: (a) initial post-operative situation; (b) dynamic
load results in compression and functional stimulus of the augmented bone.

Only shear and torsional forces in the medial or sagittal plane are absorbed. The
entire unit can sink if the bone block atrophies and the dynamic load and thus a functional
stimulus is maintained. This is to reduce bone resorption. The dynamic version can be
fitted with up to five pins, and the most appropriate pins should be used depending on the
specific circumstances.
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Figure 5. Visualization of dynamic variant of GlenoProtect on glenoid/scapula (a) digital model for
simulation purpose (bone defect, augmentation not shown) and (b) analog model for development
purpose (foam material simulates the bone augmentation).

As an implant material, the use of a plastic material should be considered as the most
sensible option. Metallic materials are critical due to the sliding pairing with the also
metallic humeral head [35,36]. PE (polyethylene) and PEEK (polyetheretherketone) are
possible plastics [37–39]. PE is the most commonly used material for primary glenoid
components, where ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is used. PE has
good sliding properties, is easy to process and is comparatively inexpensive. With PEEK,
the raw material is more expensive, however, it has more suitable mechanical properties
than PE. Thus, the modulus of elasticity is closer to that of bone. This results in a better or
natural distribution of force on the bone [40,41]. PEEK is a high-performance biomaterial
suitable for long-term implantation. It is used to manufacture a wide variety of medical
devices and human implants (dentistry, orthopedics and traumatology) and is used in a
variety of ways in these applications [42–45]. Due to its chemical composition, PEEK is a
very pure and inert material. Extensive biocompatibility tests do not provide any evidence
of cytotoxicity, systemic toxicity, irritation or acroscopic reactions [31–35]. In addition, the
very low levels of residues and extractable metal ions minimize the potential risk of allergic
reactions commonly associated with nickel or other metal ions. In addition, PEEK can be
sterilized using all common methods. PEEK is suitable for gamma, ethylene oxide and
saturated steam sterilization [46].

In order to determine the mechanical strength, corresponding simulations were carried
out. The selected implant variants were analyzed using FEM (Finite Element Method), also
known as FEA (Finite Element Analysis) [47]. The simulation program Abaqus (Dassault
Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France, http://www.3ds.com, accessed on 8 July 2022) was
used. A material approved for medical applications in the human body and repeatedly
proven in implants is PEEK-Optima from Invibio Ltd. (for properties, see Table 1: Material
properties PEEK, Invibio Ltd., Lancashire, UK). These material properties were used as a
basis for the FEM analysis.
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Table 1. Material properties PEEK.

Property Units PEEK-OPTIMA

Tensile Strength (Yield) MPa (ksi) 115
Tensile Elongation (Break) % 20

Flexural Modulus GPa 4
Flexural Strength MPa 170

Izod Impact (Unnotched) kJm−2 Does not break
Izod Impact (Notched) kJm−2 4.7

The load and force assumptions for the simulation were selected by Westerhoff and
Bergmann [48] according to the measurements at the Julius Wolff Institute. For the FEM
analysis, the data set “Lifting a weight of 10 kg” was used, since the measurement results
here show the highest values. The data give a maximum value of 1500 N for the force
acting normally on the implant surface. After consultation with shoulder surgeons, a
maximum realistic force of 500 N is to be assumed for the intended application. The
simulation was performed with 1500 N as well as with 500 N. In the FEM simulation,
static forces/loads are applied and the resulting stresses, displacements (elastic) or plastic
deformations are determined. For this purpose, a so-called substitute model must be
created, which represents a section of the entire situation, reflecting the relevant force
application. For the calculation of the stresses in the protective implant, the replacement
model was in the form of a hemisphere representing the humeral head with an equally
distributed load application.

For the simulation of the rigid version, a joint ball made of stainless steel, with a
diameter of 48 mm, and its support centered on the implant was modelled (Figure 6).
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Fixation of the implant was assumed with four screws. The posterior implant surface
was assumed without bone support, so the implant is only held in place by the screws.
Thus, the determined displacement (corresponds to “deflection”) of the implant can act
as a stimulus on the augmentation. At the simulation model for the dynamic variant, the
joint ball is resting eccentrically on the implant. The fixation of the implant was assumed at
the end of the conical pins. The eccentric loading and clamping of the pin ends result in a
displacement and thus a (rotational) moment at the connection points of the pins with the
implant main body. This in turn represents the load situation that occurs when the implant
is attached to the bone via the pins and “tilts” the implant surface away due to an eccentric
load (with corresponding movement of the shoulder).

Mechanical testing was performed in order to confirm the results from the simula-
tion and to demonstrate the effective strength of the implant variants and the respective
fixing methods. For the mechanical tests, a specific test stand was built at the Center for
Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering of the Medical University of Vienna at the
AKH Vienna.
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The test bench is used to simulate the movements of the shoulder joint. For this
purpose, the test stand was primarily designed as an actuator-controlled pendulum system.
Thus, it is possible to perform cyclic movements of a simulated humeral head prosthesis in
relation to the glenoid protective implant. The contact force (force normal to the implant
surface) and the type of movement of the ball of the humeral head (from rolling on the
implant surface to a pure friction movement at one point) are adjustable.

The first mechanical test is intended to confirm the mechanical stability of the combi-
nation of the implant itself and the fastening elements (screws in the rigid and pins in the
dynamic variant) under static loading. The implant itself as well as the fastening elements
and the connection of the implant with the fastening elements must be sufficiently strong.
In particular, the connection of the implant with the screws or pins represents a critical
point. With a static implant, the screw heads must not protrude beyond the implant surface
under load.

Following the static load test, a dynamic load test was carried out. For this purpose, the
pendulum frame was oscillated with an angular deflection of ±30◦. Due to the dynamics
of the system and the centrifugal forces that occur when the pendulum frame is loaded
with the additional weight, the test was carried out with a maximum load of 1000 N.

Comparative measurements were carried out to determine differences in the abrasion
behavior of different materials. The following test materials were examined in Table 2:

Table 2. Overview of test objects for abrasion measurement.

Test Object No. Material

Test object 1 Test sample of a glenoid protective prosthesis made of technical
PEEK: KETRON PEEK-1000 (not medical grade)

Test object 2 Test plates made of medical grade PEEK No. 1
Test object 3 Test plates made of medical grade PEEK No. 2

Test object 4
Comparison sample of a glenoid component of an anatomical

shoulder prosthesis (Global Advantage Keeled Glenoid, DePuy)
made of PE (1020 XLK UHMWPE)

To create largely real conditions, the test objects were placed in a shell filled with a
physiological solution of H2O, agar-agar and NaCl during the pendulum motion. Agar-agar
was added to increase the viscosity of the liquid, as the synovial liquid is also more viscous.

A high-precision galvo scanner (scanner galvanometer) was used for the tactile mea-
surement of the surface [49] to quantitatively determine the abrasion. The galvo scanner
has a resolution of 200 nm. This means that any abrasion in the form of “material shrinkage”
can be measured at the relevant point. This method does not determine the abrasion as
detached particles, but whether there is abrasion on the implant surface. These depres-
sions in the material can be very precisely measured with the galvo scanner and are thus
displayed quantitatively.

The test objects were clamped on a cross table. The galvo scanner was fixed via a 3D
articulated tripod so that its lever arm rests on the test object (Figure 7). Now the cross table
was moved manually, and the output signal was recorded with a DAQ measuring system
(DEWE-43 from DEWESoft, Trobvlje, Slovenia, http://www.dewesoft.com, accessed on
8 July 2022).
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3. Results

In this chapter, the results for the simulation (FEM), mechanical testing results and the
abrasion measurements are summarized.

3.1. Simulation

The results of the FEM simulation for both implant variants are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of FEM simulation results.

Tensile Elongation Rigid Variant Dynamic Variant

max. Tensile Elongation PEEK-Optima 20% 20%
Analysis Sample Material 24% 24%

Result FEM (500 N) 2.2% -

Strain Rigid Variant Dynamic Variant

Tensile Strength PEEK-Optima 100 MPa 100 MPa
Analysis Sample Material 117 MPa 117 MPa

Max. Strain FEM (500 N) 60 MPa ~100 MPa (168 MPa
peak)

Max. Strain FEM (1500 N) 90 MPa >100 MPa

Displacement Rigid Variant Dynamic Variant

Max. Displacement (deflection/sag) at 500 N FEM 0.1 mm 0.95 mm

With the rigid variant at 1500 N load, stresses greater than 90–100 MPa occur selectively
in the material (Figure 8).

Since these areas are rather small and surrounded by areas of significantly lower
stress, it can be assumed that structural integrity will be maintained. However, it is to be
expected that superficial damage may occur (the areas of high tension lie on the surface of
the implant in contact with the joint ball).

Peak strain values of up to 168 MPa occur selectively in the material of the dynamic
variant (see Figure 9).
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However, these areas are very limited and are justified by the fact that the ends of the
pins were firmly clamped for the simulation. This is exactly where these high stresses occur.
It is more realistic to distribute the forces over a larger surface of the pins. The maximum
strain values occurring over a large area are in the range of 100 MPa. However, this is
already at the limits of the material.

The simulation with a load of 1500 N resulted in peak strain values well above 100 MPa.
This would mean that the implant would no longer be able to withstand the load. The high
stresses occur again in isolated areas and could occur due to the modeling (clamping only
at the tip of the conical pins would distribute the dissipation of forces along the pins).

Summary:
The results of the FEM analysis of the rigid variant show that there will be no perma-

nent damage (plastic deformation) when the load is 500 N. Under a load of 1500 N, plastic
deformations or material damage can occur on the contact surface with the joint ball, but
the overall strength of the implant and the screw connections would still be guaranteed.
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The results of the FEM analysis of the dynamic implant variant show that loads of
500 N do not lead to any damage to the implant or that the entire structural integrity is
preserved. At a load of 1500 N, the maximum permissible stresses in the material would be
significantly exceeded. In such a case, modeling becomes very difficult, and it is very likely
that the resulting stresses arise due to the model assumptions. However, since a maximum
of 500 N can be assumed as a realistic force, the simulation of the dynamic implant variant
also shows that it has sufficient mechanical stability.

3.2. Mechanical Testing
3.2.1. Rigid Variant

For the test, the protective glenoid implant was attached at a distance from a test
block with three angular stable osteosynthesis screws (Figure 10). This simulates the case
where the protective glenoid implant was attached to the scapula above the graft and the
graft was already slightly resorbed. This creates a small gap and the forces applied to the
implant are transmitted exclusively via the screws into the scapula, which is the worst case
from a mechanical point of view. In this case, the force is transmitted in the area of the
small thread onto the head of the osteosynthesis screws. The screw heads must remain
securely fixed in the implant and not “tear out” so that the screw heads protrude beyond
the implant surface.
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Figure 10. Fixing the test implant at the test block (represented is only one screw before insertion, the
test implant was fixed with three screws).

The test implant was loaded with 1300 N. There was no damage to the implant and
the threaded connections also withstood the load. This result corresponds to the behavior
expected from the FEM simulation (no permanent deformation, maintenance of overall
stability up to 1500 N).

The implant and the threaded connection were also stable in the test with dynamic loads.

3.2.2. Dynamic Variant

The dynamic implant variant with the conical spikes for fixation, which allow the
implant to sink, was also fixed in a test block. This test block has a convex surface and
parallel holes to accommodate the fixing pins; see Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Test abutment for the dynamic implant variant: (a) view of the actual test setup;
(b) schematic view of the test block.

The test implant was loaded in the same way as in the static loading test of the rigid
implant variant. The load did not cause any mechanical damage to the test implant.

The dynamic test implant was also tested with dynamic loads, where it was attached
to the test block and the pendulum frame was made to vibrate. This resulted in a fracture
of the conical pins in the area of the thread transition. However, the fracture did not occur
until a forced extreme load was applied, with the force being applied eccentrically and
transversely (pivot point of the joint ball outside the central axis). Such loads are not to
be expected under real conditions, so this test also confirmed the stability of the dynamic
implant variant.

3.3. Abrasion Measurement

The summary of all abrasion measurement results is shown in Figure 12a–d. The
different diagrams show the measurement curves of test objects 1–4 (compare Table 2).
Figure 12a contains additional descriptive elements.

The position along the implant surface (geometric longitudinal axis) is plotted on the
x-axis and the deflection (normal distance) of the galvo scanner measuring tip is plotted
on the y-axis. The y-axis thus represents the measured abrasion. A standardized abrasion
value in µm/100 cycles is exhibited for each object. Sudden, strongly deviating signals
correspond to depressions in the surface and are a direct measure of the abrasion occurring
at this point.

The results clearly show that the abrasion to be expected with the glenoid protec-
tive prosthesis is much lower than with a standard glenoid component of an anatomical
shoulder prosthesis made of PE.
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This result corresponds to the order of magnitude of a study already carried out,
in which a wear factor was determined that is 10 times higher for a friction pairing
of UHMWPE with CoCrMo steel than for PEEK with CoCrMo steel [50], as compared
in Table 4.
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Table 4. Total Wear Factors (values times 10−6 mm3/Nm) for Carbon Fiber-Reinforced PEEK-
OPTIMA against different Counterparts and UHMWPE against CoCrMo steel [47].

CFR PEEK-
OPTIMA/CFR

PEEK-OPTIMA

CFR PEEK-
OPTIMA/Alumina

CFR PEEK-
OPTIMA/CoCrMo

Steel

UHMWPE/
CoCrMo Steel

0.34 0.18 0.1 1.1

The difference between the result with the technical PEEK (test object 1) and the medi-
cal grade PEEK (test objects 2 and 3) can be explained by different mechanical properties
due to the use of different starting materials for the synthesis. The technical PEEK used for
the test has a notched impact strength of 3.5 kJ/m2, whereas the medical grade PEEK has a
notched impact strength of 5.5 kJ/m2.

4. Discussion

Within the scope of the present paper, two variants of a glenoid protective prosthesis
were developed, with the following functions in the foreground:

Protection of the screw heads against direct contact with the joint ball of the metal
humeral head prosthesis, prevention of unscrewing or loosening of the screws, formation of
a sliding partner during the healing phase, better “holding together” of the bone fragments
as well as targeted application of force and uniform pressure on the augmentation material
(functional load).

The development was carried out based on specific known problems with the method
currently used and potential improvements based on the selected design. The results are
prototypes, which were first validated in mechanical tests and then tested in a clinical
pilot study. These two variants were developed for the research program for prosthetics,
biomechanics and biomaterials research at Paracelsus Medical University, in order to take
the second question into account and to enable a direct comparison within the framework
of a clinical study. The specific question is whether significantly better results can be
achieved with a dynamic system of fixation of the protective prosthesis or the augmentation
compared to a rigid fixation. From a biomechanical point of view, it was postulated that
the atrophy of the augmentation should be lower with dynamic fixation. This was justified
accordingly in the presented research carried out.

Both implant variants were tested for stability and strength by means of FEM simula-
tion. In addition, based on the results of the FEM simulation, it can be assumed that the
rigid design of the protective denture also has advantages in terms of osseointegration of
the augmentation, since the modulus of elasticity of the implant material used (PEEK) is
similar to that of cortical bone tissue and thus exerts a natural load on the augmentation,
which in turn is intended to reduce atrophy.

Final mechanical tests confirmed the results previously obtained in the FEM simula-
tions regarding the stability of both implant variants. In addition to checking the stability,
the abrasion behavior was also measured during the mechanical tests, since in contrast
to the surface loading in a total prosthesis with a form-fitting ball and ball socket, the
present protective implant with only a slight concave curvature is subjected to a theoretical
point load. Despite the compressibility and elasticity of the material, the contact surface
is relatively small, so that an experimental test of the abrasion properties is necessary.
Here, too, the result was positive to the extent that the abrasion determined was very low
(significantly less than with the material of a commercial glenoid prosthesis measured
in comparison).

In addition to the actual development of the glenoid protection prostheses, appropriate
documentation was carried out to register and conduct a clinical study to test the implants.
The documentation has also been prepared in accordance with applicable standards and
guidelines for the development of a medical device in order to facilitate possible approval
and marketing.
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As mentioned above, a clinical pilot study will be carried out following the discussed
activities with the results obtained. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that the
use of a glenoid protective prosthesis can significantly improve the outcome of glenoid
revision in shoulder prostheses. Depending on the findings of this study, various fur-
ther developments would be conceivable. A promising option would be to not solely
use a protective prosthesis during the healing period of the augmentation material (still
two-stage procedure): The old glenoid component is removed and the glenoid is rebuilt
using the protective prosthesis, followed by the insertion of the new glenoid component in
a second surgery, but, in addition, a “revision glenoid prosthesis” is inserted which remains
permanently implanted.

The theoretical background and the basics for it were determined and corresponding
potential suggestions for improvement were implemented in the form of a glenoid pro-
tective prosthesis. “In silico” (FEM simulations) investigations and mechanical tests on
prototypes served to verify the (bio)mechanical properties of the protective prostheses. A
particularly interesting result was the abrasion measurements. It was found that the abra-
sion of the protective implants made of PEEK is significantly lower than that of the glenoid
component of a standard anatomical shoulder prosthesis. This fact opens up the possibility
of further developing the proposed protective prosthesis in such a way that it could be
used as a permanent revision implant, thus avoiding the need for a second intervention.

Two variants were designed in the development of the protective prosthesis, and
the subsequent clinical trial will show whether the dynamic variant has the postulated
advantages over the rigid variant.
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Abstract: The paper considers a new technology for the treatment of non-carious cervical lesions
(NCCLs). The three parameterized numerical models of teeth are constructed: without defect, with
a V-shaped defect, and after treatment. A new treatment for NCCL has been proposed. Tooth
tissues near the NCCLs are subject to degradation. The main idea of the technology is to increase
the cavity for the restoration of NCCLs with removal of the affected tissues. The new treatment
method also allows the creation of a playground for attaching the gingival margin. The impact of
three biomaterials as restorations is studied: CEREC Blocs; Herculite XRV; and Charisma. The models
are deformed by a vertical load from the antagonist tooth from 100 to 1000 N. The tooth-inlay system
is considered, taking into account the contact interaction. Qualitative patterns of tooth deformation
before and after restoration were established for three variants of the inlay material.

Keywords: tooth; NCCL; contact; modeling; finite element method (FEM); biomaterials; strain

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Objectives

The object of the study is new prosthetic inlays in non-carious cervical lesions (NCCLs).
They suggest the expansion of the cavity of the NCCLs.

Research objectives:

- the creation of parametrized models of teeth with and without the NCCL;
- the creation of parametrized models with the restoration of the NCCL in the form of a

new prosthetic inlay;
- the implementation of a series of numerical experiments on strain of the tooth before

and after restoration;
- the analysis of the impact of prosthetic inlay materials on strained teeth.

The development of a new method for replacing NCCL and a preliminary assessment
of the effect of restoration materials on the tooth-inlay system deformation are the main
goals of this study. This method can increase the restorations’ service life and their aesthetics.
An NCCL is often combined with gingival margin recession. The new treatment method
allows the creation of a playground for attaching the gingival margin. The evaluation of
the restoration materials’ performance is also an important factor.

The work includes only computational experiments at this stage. All studies are in
silico. The analysis of therapy parameters and the preliminary selection of materials occur
on numerical models.

1.2. Problem Context

Computer modeling and the accumulated experience of describing the behavior of
various materials allow them to be used in the field of medical research. Today there are
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many examples of successful applications of numerical models in dentistry [1,2]. Research
of the finite element method (FEM) allows us to expand our understanding of the causes of
the occurrence and development of mechanical damage to teeth. Analysis of NCCLs in
terms of mechanical behavior seems interesting and promising [3,4].

NCCLs are a fairly common dentition disease in the world [5–7]. This is a non-carious
disease of the teeth with tissue degradation near the cervical area. There are four types of
NCCLs according to the nature of development in the tooth tissues, as well as two types
according to the geometry of the “wedge” section (V and U shaped) [8,9]. It is scientifically
substantiated that the shape of the NCCLs affects the load distribution in the tooth. In the
area of development of a V-shaped NCCL, the stress concentration is four times higher [9].
Tissue degradation in the defect zone develops without treatment. It has a significant
impact on the patient’s life quality. Such NCCLs cause a number of inconveniences to the
patient: violation of the tooth aesthetics, pain, overload of healthy teeth, etc.

There are many works aimed at studying the causes of the occurrence and devel-
opment of NCCLs. The hard tooth tissue properties of NCCLs affected are being in-
vestigated [10–14]. The biomechanical reasons for the occurrence of abfraction are ana-
lyzed [12,15–17]; Occlusal loads and resulting stress-strain states of teeth are being stud-
ied [16,18–20]. It is found that the enamel strength decreases in the direction from the
outer surface to the dentine-enamel junction [21]. The axial load is 30% more strongly
distributed in the enamel. The response to axial load is 30% higher in the enamel than in
the rest of the tooth tissues. Multiple multidirectional loads cause reactions that are five
times higher than the reactions to the axial load of the same level [17,18]. At the same time,
the enamel-cement border and the cervical part of the vestibular surface experience the
maximum load, mainly in the incisors and premolars. Abfraction is considered the main
cause of developing tooth NCCLs [12,22,23]. However, Grippo J.O. and Masai J.V. [24]
found that the stresses occurring in the cervical region on the vestibular surface are similar
to those on the oral one, where NCCLs are extremely rare. The combination of acids and
internal stresses on tooth enamel is the reason for this effect according to scientists [24,25]. A
relationship is also established between parafunctions, such as bruxism, and the occurrence
of tooth NCCLs [26,27].

The loss of restoration of NCCL is a serious problem that dentists face daily. This
is due to many factors, for example, high loads on the tooth crown part [11,12,28]. Part
of modern research is aimed at analyzing the effect of the material on the strain of the
tooth-restoration system [29–31]. Other authors consider the influence of different mecha-
nisms of inelastic strain on the restorations’ performance [32,33]. The modification of the
restorations’ geometric configuration and new treatment technologies is another research
area [34,35]. Science-intensive approaches in dentistry have made it possible to study the
processes occurring in the tooth tissues [10,15,19,36–39]. The influence of occlusal and
parafunctional loads is researched. An analysis of change in the properties of hard tooth
tissues is performed. The pattern of the stress distribution in healthy and affected teeth is
investigated. However, to date, the information obtained on the etiology and pathogenesis
of abfractions is still insufficient to provide quality care to patients with NCCLs.

This problem requires new effective solutions. The modern level of providing highly
qualified medical care makes high demands in the treatment of dental system pathologies.
The methods of biomechanical modeling and mathematical analysis acquire a special role
in the planning stage of dental treatment [11]. FEM is used for the modeling and analysis
of complex systems, including biomechanical ones [9,18,32–35]. The numerical model will
allow planning options for the formation of a cavity for optimal long-term restoration.
Changing the defect geometry during preparation can change or transfer the load vector to
stronger areas. The prediction of the impact of loading for various restoration options will
help to assess the possible effectiveness of orthopedic treatment. A reasonable choice of
treatment tactics will prevent or reduce the rate of progression of the disease.
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1.3. Problem Description

An NCCL is a fairly common tooth lesion. The disease causes increased tooth sensi-
tivity and violation of dentition aesthetics. NCCLs are located near the cervical area. The
tooth perceives the worst loads from the antagonist’s. Further development of the defect
is possible. With the disease progression, movement of the gingival margin in the apical
direction is possible, which leads to developing the gingival recession.

An NCCL and its development cause a change in the tissues surrounding the le-
sion [40]. According to research, a local detachment of enamel from dentin was found
in 30% of clinical cases. The separation causes a gap. The gap leads to the breaking off
of the enamel area and the development of the defect in the future [25]. According to
existing data, enamel changes are of a different nature. Focal enamel demineralization
occurs in the areas around the defect [25]. Demineralization is aggravated when exposed
to an acidic environment [41]. Various lesions are fixed in the enamel. The nature of the
damage depends on the defect form and the main cause of its development. The damage
can take the form of microscopic furrows, cracks, and craters [42,43]. Microdamages can
lead to enamel chipping and defect expansion in the future [25,44]. The directions of the
cracks do not have a definite dependence. Cracks propagate deep into the pulp chamber
in the direction of the lesion, also in different directions from the defect [41,44]. Dentin
changes occur in the NCCL zone and depend on the shape and depth of the defect [44,45].
Replacement dentin appears with deep damage and prevents the expansion of the cavity
with gradual development NCCLs [25,46].

At the moment, the most widespread are direct restorations. However, they have a
number of disadvantages:

- polymerization shrinkage;
- dependence on the manual skills of a particular specialist;
- short service life;
- pigmentation;
- the inability to ensure reconstruction of the periodontal attachment between the

artificial material and the gum.

The necessity to create new technologies and methods for NCCL restoration has arisen.
The new prosthetic inlays with an additional expansion of the wedge cavity are one of the
solutions. The proposed method involves a significant amount of tissue preparation, both
to expand the defect and to create zones of additional retention. It is important to note that
mainly tooth tissues with accumulated macro- and micro-damages are removed.

Deformation of the tooth before and after restoration by a new method is considered
in the work. Modeling is performed in the ANSYS Mechanical APDL application package
(ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). The tooth geometry is modeled as a first approxima-
tion and is more rounded. Crown geometry can be changed. In the first approximation, the
crown geometry is not symmetrical and has different heights, i.e., an attempt is endeavored
to bring the geometry of the crown closer to the individual case.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Model

The central section of the tooth, with and without taking into account the NCCL, is
shown in Figure 1. The tooth model includes the volume of enamel (1) and dentine (2). The
tooth pulp (3) is not modeled but is taken into account when parameterizing the NCCL.
When deepening the NCCL in the tooth tissue, it is taken into account that it should not
penetrate into the pulp.
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Figure 1. The central section of the tooth, taking into account (a) and without taking into account
(b) an NCCL: 1 is enamel; 2 is dentine; 3 is pulp; I is defect.

The tooth geometry without taking into account the root system is often used in
practice [47]. Such models make it possible to quickly obtain qualitative results on the unit
deformation. The tooth models do not take into account the root system. This decision was
made to qualitative assessment of tooth deformation in the first approximation.

Parameterization of the tooth geometry is performed according to its main parameters:
height h, length l, and thickness of the enamel le. le is the parameter of the enamel’s
maximum possible thickness. The actual enamel thickness in the model can be more or
less by 10–15%. Figure 1 shows the geometrical configuration of a tooth with h ≈ 7.2,
l ≈ 9.44, and le ≈ 1.5 mm. Overall dimensions of the tooth correspond to premolars and
molars. Static boundary conditions are set on the tooth surface S1 and kinematic ones on
the surface S2. The boundary conditions for all models are the same. The load varies from
100 to 1000 N. The NCCL is parameterized. Parameterization is based on the position and
coordinates of the defect. As a result of modeling, an NCCL (I) 2lw × hw × bw is obtained.
Figure 1 shows the NCCL (I) with parameters 5.38× 0.73× 1.3 mm.

A cavity is created in the tooth for a prosthetic inlay when creating a new type of
restoration. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the cavity central section of the tooth model
prosthetic inlay.

An original new method of treatment is proposed. The formed cavity to fix the inlay
(II) includes the main part obtained by expanding the lesion, with an additional retention
point in the form of a cavity passing to the proximal surface of the tooth, an additional
platform at the top of the cavity for fixing the veneer part of the inlay, and a gingival fold
(III) located more apically than the lesion.

Element (III) was introduced into the construct to recreate the dentogingival attach-
ment. Often the NCCL is combined with a gingival margin recession. The reconstruction
of the periodontal attachment between the artificial material and the gum is not possible.

The inlay cavity was parameterized using 3 parameters:

- h1 is to create a gingival fold;
- h2 is to create the main cavity;
- h3 is to create an additional retention point with an additional platform at the top of

the cavity for fixing the veneer part of the inlay.

A geometric configuration of the inlay cavity is shown in Figure 3 for parameter values
h1 = 0.3, h2 = 0.2, and h3 = 0.5 mm. The central section of the cavity extends over the
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entire length of the NCCL. The inlay’s final appearance is formed with the geometry of the
veneer part.
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Figure 2. Modeling a cavity for a prosthetic inlay: 1 is enamel; 2 is dentine; 3 is pulp; 4 is inlay; II is
cavity to fix the inlay; III is gingival fold.
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Figure 3 shows the tooth geometry with the NCCL restoration using a new prosthetic
inlay, as well as the view of the inlay in the tooth cavity. Model 1 is enamel, 2 is dentin, and
4 is a new restoration of an NCCL using different materials. The pulp of the tooth (3) is not
modeled but is taken into account when creating a cavity for a prosthetic inlay.

The inlay is quite streamlined on all sides. The inlay model is parameterized. The
thickness, veneer part, and cavity area can change. The figure shows one of the options for
the veneer part geometry of the inlay. Given inlay geometry will be used in a numerical
experiment series.

The prosthetic inlay maintains the aesthetics of the dentition. The inlay restores
the aesthetics of the tooth and increases the contact area of the tooth and the prosthetic
structure.

The main limitations of the model at the moment:

- roots and gingiva are not taken into account in the model to save computational
resources and a detailed study of the tooth-inlay contact zone;

- only the vertical load from the antagonist tooth in a wide range is considered;
- only the case of complete adhesion of the inlay and tooth is considered, although in

reality sliding is possible;
- the elastic deformation behavior of materials is considered at this stage. It is planned

to study the effect of heat shrinkage on the stress state of the biomechanical unit and
refine the behavior model of the system materials in the future;

- the degradation of materials is not taken into account, as well as the formation of
cracks due to the complexity of such mechanical models.

2.2. Mechanical Properties of the Mouthguard Components

The materials of the model are considered in elastic formulation. The elastic com-
pression modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (v) of enamel and dentine are shown in Table 1.
Properties of dentine and enamel are taken from reference literature.

Table 1. Physical-mechanical properties of dental tissues.

Parameter Enamel Dentine

E, GPa 72.7 18.6
v 0.33 0.31

The materials for the prosthetic inlay: CEREC Blocs (Sirona, Bensheim, Germany) is
material 1; Herculite XRV (Kerr Corp, Orange, CA, USA) is material 2; Charisma (Heraeus
Kulzer GmbH, Hanau, Germany) is material 3. The physical-mechanical properties of the
inlay materials are presented in Table 2. The material properties for restoration are taken
from reference literature [48,49].

Table 2. Physical-mechanical properties of the prosthetic inlay materials.

Parameter Material 1 Material 2 Material 3

E, GPa 45.0 9.5 14.1
v 0.3 0.24 0.24

The most promising material for creating an inlay is considered to be fine-structured
feldspar ceramic blocks of industrial production CEREC (material 1). The material is used
to make inlays, onlays, crowns, and veneers. The minimum values of the cavity parameters
for the inlay are selected according to the restrictions imposed on the material when milling.

For comparison, inlays from two different composite materials are considered. Her-
culite XRV (material 2) is a versatile microhybrid composite material. Charisma (material 3)
is a radiopaque glass-based composite material.
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2.3. Numerical Finite Element (FE) Solution and Convergence

The simulation is implemented in the applied ANSYS Mechanical APDL engineering
analysis package (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). Volume finite elements SOLID185
(four-node tetrahedra) with Lagrangian approximation and three degrees of freedom at
each node are used. Contact gluing is modeled in the inlay-tooth interface zones, taking into
account friction. The model eliminates the divergence of contact surfaces and appearance
of sliding zones. The contact interaction is modeled using a contact pair of elements
(CONTA173, TARGE170). The surface-surface contact is considered. The contact algorithm
is the extended Lagrange method.

The finite element partition of the model is chosen within the assessment of the
influence of the system discretization degree on the numerical solution of the problem.
The minimum overall dimension of the finite element near the tooth-inlay contact area is
0.05 mm. When moving away from the contact zone, the size of the finite elements increases
in a gradient. The maximum overall dimension of the final element reaches 0.15 mm.

3. Results

The crown part of the tooth is deformed together, i.e., there is no change in the crown
geometry. The position and number of the points of load application from the antagonist
tooth has little effect on the stress-strain state of the tooth-inlay system.

The stress-strain state of a tooth without defect was considered in advance (Figure 4).
The nature of the distribution of the intensity of stresses and strains is shown on the
example of the load of 500 N from the antagonist tooth.

1 

 

 
Figure 4. Stress and strain intensity of the tooth without NCCL: (a) is stress intensity; (b) is strain
intensity.

The maximum stress and strain intensity is observed in the zone of kinematic boundary
conditions. The maximum intensity of stresses and strains is observed in the tooth enamel
near the cervical area. The maximum stress level in dentine is 85% lower than in enamel
and reaches 28.8 MPa. The maximum level of strains in dentine does not exceed 0.2%. The
intensity of stresses and strains in the zone where the NCCL will be modeled reaches the
level of approximately 70 MPa and 0.1%, respectively.

The stress and strain intensity of the tooth with NCCL at a load of 500 N are shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Stress and strain intensity of the tooth with NCCL: (a) is stress intensity; (b) is strain
intensity.

The maximum level of stress and strain in the tooth model with NCCL is observed
in the “wedge” zone. The maximum stress intensity is observed at the edge of the NCCL
in the enamel and reaches 181 MPa. The maximum stress intensity is higher more than
2.5 times than in the tooth without NCCL. The maximum strain intensity is also observed
in the NCCL in the dentine and reaches 0.32%, which is 1.6 times higher than in the model
without defects.

The next stage of the study is analyzing the effect of the prosthetic inlay in the NCCL
by changing the “wedge” geometry. Figures 6 and 7 show the stress intensity distribution
in the biomechanical tooth-inlay system under the load of 500 N from the antagonist tooth.
The qualitative view of the distribution of the deformation behavior parameters of the
tooth-inlay system does not depend on the inlay material. The main difference between the
solutions is in quantitative values. Stress and strain intensities are shown in the example of
a model with an inlay from material 1.

The level of the stress intensity in the area of the prosthetic inlay is comparable to
the stresses in the tooth without defects. The maximum stress intensity in the tooth-inlay
system has shifted to the cervical area of the tooth.

The stress intensity in the inlay is 60.2% lower than in the tooth. At the lower boundary
from the outside, local stress concentrators are observed at the level of 77 MPa. The
distribution of stress fields in dentine corresponds to the loading conditions. The main
stresses from the antagonist tooth action are realized in the enamel and in the inlay. The
stress intensity on the outer surface inlay is lower than on the inner one.

The dependences of the maximum values of stress intensities in the biomechanical
system elements on the applied load value are shown in Figure 8.

The inlay material does not significantly affect the values of maximum stresses in
the enamel. The more uniform distribution of the stress intensity in the biomechanical
tooth-inlay system is observed by the use of material 1. A significant increase of stress
intensity in the tooth dentin is observed in this case. The maxσint in dentine when inlay
material 1 is 2.5 and 1.2 times higher than in the tooth model without and with an NCCL,
respectively. A decrease maxσint in enamel and an increase in dentine were also observed
when using prosthetic inlays from materials 2 and 3. A comparison of the stress level with
models without and with NCCL is shown in Table 3.
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Figure 8. Dependence of the maximum values of the biomechanical assembly stress intensity on the
load: (a) is enamel; (b) is dentine; (c) is inlay; black (solid line) is model without defect; black (dotted
line) is model with defect; green is model with material 1 inlay, red is model with material 2 inlay,
blue is model with material 3 inlay.

Table 3. Comparison maxσint (%) in the biomechanical assembly elements of different models.

Model Element
Model Accounting for Prosthetic Inlay

Material 1 Material 2 Material 3

Not taking into account
the NCCL

Enamel <by 16.00% <by 11.86% <by 12.93%
Dentine >by 154.62% >by 15.17% >by 38.83%

Taking into account the
NCCL

Enamel <by 10.65% <by 6.24% <by 7.38%
Dentine >by 23.39% <by 44.19% <by 32.72%

A decrease in the stress intensity in the tooth enamel when using a restoration in the
form of a prosthetic inlay by 12–16% can be noted. An increase in the maximum intensity of
stresses in the dentine and the inlay near of the gingival fold is observed due to the contact
gluing. The stress intensity in the model with a prosthetic inlay made of material 1 is more
than two times lower on the main volume of materials. The influence of the geometry of
the cavity for the inlay and veneer part on the deformation behavior of the biomechanical
assembly must be studied.
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Let us consider the nature of the strain intensity distribution in the biomechanical
tooth-inlay assembly (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Strain: (a) is tooth-inlay system; (b) is enamel; (c) is dentine; (d) is inlay.

The maximum strain intensity is observed in the dentine near the edge of the contact
interaction zone with the prosthetic inlay. The strain intensity is lower by two or more
times on the rest of the dentine volume. The maxεint in the enamel is observed near the
cervical area of the tooth. The maxεint in the prosthetic inlay is located on the lower surface
near the edge of the contact zone. This effect can be eliminated by: changing the geometry
of the prosthetic inlay; the selection of material and refinement of the finite element model.

A dependence of the strain maximum intensity on the load level is shown in Figure 10.
The strain intensity in the enamel is lower in the models with a prosthetic inlay in the

NCCL. The maximum influence on the nature of the distribution and the level of strain
intensity is observed in the tooth dentine. The strain increase in the dentine and a shift
of the maximum level εint to the “wedge” area in model with a defect can be noted. The
maxεint dentine in the model with an NCCL is 1.7 times more than in the tooth without
a defect.

The use of a new NCCL restoration in the form of a prosthetic inlay makes it possible to
reduce the strain intensity in the dentine when using materials 2 and 3. An increase maxεint
in dentine is observed in the model with an inlay made of material 1 by 2.1 times than in
the tooth without defect. The maximum level zone εint is localized near the inlay-tooth
contact border near the area of the gingival fold. The level of strain intensity is comparable
to the strains of the tooth without defect on the main volume of dentine.
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Figure 10. Dependence of the maximum values of the strain intensity of the biomechanical assembly
on the load: (a) is enamel; (b) is dentine; (c) is inlay; black (solid line) is model without defect; black
(dotted line) is model with defect; green is model with material 1 inlay, red is model with material 2
inlay, blue is model with material 3 inlay.

The minimum value maxεint is observed in the inlay from material 1. The maximum
strain level of the inlay from materials 2 and 3 is comparable to the tooth enamel. This can
adversely affect the service life of the prosthetic structure.

It is important to evaluate the dependence of the contact parameters because of the
problem statement. The interface zone parameters are indicators of the strain behavior of
the tooth-inlay system: contact pressure PK and contact tangential stress τK. A dependence
of the maximum (max) and average (∆) levels of contact parameters on the tooth-inlay
mating surface for three inlay materials are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Dependence of contact parameters in the inlay on the load: (a) is contact pressure; (b) is
tangential contact stress; solid lines is the maximum; points is the average; green is model with
material 1 inlay, red is model with material 2 inlay, blue is model with material 3 inlay.

The maximum contact parameters are observed near the edge of the tooth-inlay contact
zone near the gingival fold, similar to stresses and strains. The average level of contact
pressure and contact tangential stress is 3–4 and 7–8.9 times lower than the maximum
values of the parameters respectively. The maxτK and ∆τK are 7–9 and 15–19 times lower
than maxPK and ∆PK. The study of the influence values of the friction coefficient on the
biomechanical assembly deformation is required.

The obtained estimates give an idea of the qualitative patterns of the influence of the
new restoration type and its materials on tooth deformation.

4. Discussion
4.1. Limitation Statement

This article is the result of preliminary research for a new type of restoration. The
object of study has the following limitations:

- tooth root system in the model is discarded;
- interaction with gums is not taken into account;
- dental pulp is not modeled;
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- enamel and dentin are deformed together;
- contact interaction is modeled as a complete adhesion of mating surfaces.

Material models have the following limitations:

- the behavior is described as isotropic elastic;
- materials shrinkage is not taken into account.

The main task of the work was to evaluate the effect of the material and geometric
configuration of a new type of NCCL restoration on tooth deformation. The patterns of
change in the deformation behavior of the restored tooth from the level of external load
are also revealed. The accepted limitations are acceptable, but the geometric model and
description of the materials behavior needs to be improved. The researchers face a number
of tasks:

- the refinement of design schemes and finite element modeling of a biomechanical
assembly;

- the analysis of the effect of the polymerization shrinkage of restorative composites on
the total deformation of the tooth;

- the analysis of the influence of the cavity geometry for the prosthetic inlay in the
NCCL;

- the analysis of the influence of materials for the restoration of an NCCL with different
tooth configurations and cavities according to the prosthetic design;

- the analysis of the influence of loads from the antagonist tooth acting at an angle to
the biomechanical system;

- the analysis of the influence of the nature of the tooth elements conjugation and the
tooth-inlay system.

4.2. Materials

Researchers [50–52] note that one of the main criteria for the performance of NCCL
restorations is adhesion between the restoration material and tooth elements. Battancs
et al. concluded that the performance of the tooth-restoration system does not depend
on the material. Thus, any material that already exists and is used in the treatment of
an NCCL is suitable for prosthetics. Ichim et al. [3] come to the opposite conclusion and
recommend the use of materials with a Young’s modulus of less than 1 GPa in restorations.
The results of this work confirm that a material with a lower elastic compression modulus
delivers a favorable strain behavior to the tooth-restoration system. At the same time, it
should be noted that in the restoration of a harder material, a lower level of deformation
is observed. Machado et al. come to the conclusion that non-straight ceramic inlays in
the NCCL have less roughness, which favors subsequent periodontal treatment [53]. The
authors of [53] also obtain information that composite restoration materials can reduce the
stress level in the tooth-inlay system, but at the same time they have significant thermal
shrinkage. Ceramic inlays and crowns have become widespread in the last decade [54,55].
Ceramic inlays make it possible to obtain good adhesion with the tooth elements, which
is considered an important factor, especially in the prosthetics of an NCCL [55]. The
maximum values of stress and strain intensity are observed near the contact between
the lower part of the inlay and the tooth, which does not contradict the study data [3].
Additionally, there is a significant excision of the size of the tooth tissues, a significant
number of defects, which probably does not only affect the increase in load, but also creates
additional retention losses.

Today, there is a lot of research on the applicability of innovative biomaterials in
dentistry. An interesting idea is to use oral-derived stem cells together with biomaterials
or scaffold-free techniques to obtain strategic tools for regenerative and translational den-
tistry [56]. The authors [57] have developed a synthetic P26 peptide that demonstrates a
remarkable dual mineralization potential to repair incipient enamel decay and mineraliza-
tion defects localized in peripheral dentin below the dentin-enamel junction. The research
in [58] indicated the prospect of using black phosphorene (BP) for pharmacological applica-
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tions as scaffolds and prosthetic coverings. In our opinion, the combined use of innovative
materials and new restorative inlay has great potential in the treatment of NCCLs and
the prevention of their development. In the implementation of new clinical practices, it
will be important to confirm them with the help of reliable computer models, which we
are creating.

4.3. Influence of Taking into Account the Root System on the Tooth Deformation

Creating complete parameterized tooth geometry is a complex process. The modeling
of teeth with a truncated root system [4,30,59] and without taking into account the root
system [47,60,61] is often encountered in practice. Such limitations can have a significant
impact on the numerical simulation results. Edge effects appear in the rootless model.

The root system of a tooth is often modeled with simplified geometry to pilot studies
of new treatment methodologies [62,63]. The canonical geometry in the form of a single
root is modeled [62,63]. The simulation of the simple geometry of two root canals is also
encountered [35,64].

Influence estimates of the tooth root system on the modeling results are of interest. It
was decided to consider the tooth deformation (Figures 1 and 3), taking into account the
root system in order to clarify quantitative patterns. The tooth root system is modeled in a
simplified setting (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Models of teeth taking into account the root system simple geometry: (a) is without defect;
(b) is with a defect; (c) is with the restoration new type.

The tooth root is modeled as a truncated cone. The boundary conditions are: the pro-
hibition of the normal displacement of the side surfaces; the prohibition of all coordinates
displacements of the root system lower part.

It has been established that taking into account the root system has little effect on the
tooth deformation qualitative picture. A significant influence on the quantitative values of
the deformation state parameters and the contact characteristics of the tooth-inlay system
can be noted in this case.
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The analysis of quantitative differences in the deformation behavior parameters of
teeth with and without taking into account the root system will be performed according to
the formula, where we take the model taking into account the root as reference values:

∆A =
1000

∑
F=100

[( A|without root − A|with root)/ A|with root·100]/10%, (1)

where A is maximum parameters σint (Figure 13), εint (Figure 14), PK and τK (Figure 15).
The difference percentage in deformation parameters slightly depends on the load. ∆A is
the arithmetic mean of the deviation. The parameters were compared in terms of materials
volumes in the crown area. The root volume was not taken into account when determining
the parameters maxima.
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Figure 13. ∆maxσint: (a) is enamel; (b) is dentine; (c) is inlay; dark-grey is model without defect;
light-grey is model with defect; green is model with material 1 inlay, red is model with material
2 inlay, blue is model with material 3 inlay.
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2 inlay, blue is model with material 3 inlay.
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Figure 15. ∆maxPK (a) and ∆maxτK (b): green is model with material 1 inlay, red is model with
material 2 inlay, blue is model with material 3 inlay.

Accounting for the root has the maximum effect on the behavior of the tooth without
and with the defect. The maximum intensity of stresses and strains has a more pronounced
localization in the defect area in this case.

The intensity of stresses and strain in the enamel is approximately two times lower in
the tooth-inlay system when the root is taken into account. Accounting for the root system
has an insignificant effect on the dentin deformation parameters (less than 20%).

The effect of taking into account the root on the contact parameters depends on the
inlay material. For contact pressure: in material 1, there is a decrease in the parameter
maximum level by approximately 40%; in materials 2 and 3, there is a slight increase in the
parameter maximum level by 14 and 2%, respectively. The contact tangential stress in the
model taking into account the root is higher.

The model without taking into account the root system gives only a qualitative idea
of the tooth deformation. The refinement of models taking into account the root system
close to real geometry is required. An analysis of the possibility of tooth root truncation to
increase the computational procedures speed is also necessary.

This research direction is a priority for the scientific group. The rationalization of
calculation schemes is necessary due to the wide scope of future research: influence analysis
of the geometry cutout under inlay, inlay materials, occlusal load, the conjugation patterns
tooth-inlay, etc.

4.4. Main Results

The distribution nature and the stress intensity level in a tooth with an NCCL are
comparable to the results obtained by Jakupović et al. [9]. According to [3], the maximum
stresses in the interface between the restoration and the tooth are observed near the edge of
the lower surface of the inlay. The data obtained in this work show a similar result. An
important result of the article is the investigation of a new technology for the restoration
of an NCCL that allows the use of ceramic inlays that contribute to the creation of the
required adhesion with the tooth elements. The use of a contact strain mechanism of the
biomechanical system tooth restoration brings the nature of the strain closer to the real case.
Many works on numerical analysis consider the strain of a tooth with the restoration of an
NCCL within the framework of joint strain of the elements, which does not reflect all the
features of the strain of a biomechanical assembly [3,9,32–35]. At the moment, a significant
increase in stress in the dentine has been established, with a decrease in the stress level
in the enamel at the inlay from the CEREC Blocs material. This effect can be avoided by
the rational selection of the prosthetic inlay geometry and analyzing the influence of the
tooth-restoration interface nature.
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5. Conclusions

In general, the new restoration of the NCCL with the expansion of the cavity under the
prosthetic inlay and the formation of the area of the gingival fold for the gum growth shows
its viability. On the main volume of tooth materials, there are levels of strain parameters
comparable to the tooth without taking into account the lesion. It is required to study
the influence of the cavity geometry for the prosthetic construction and the veneer part
of the inlay to eliminate local zones of the maximum level of stresses and strains in the
biomechanical assembly. The problem of frictional contact interaction in the region of the
tooth-inlay interface with the refinement of the finite element model should be extended.

It is established that the material of the Herculite XRV inlay (Kerr Corp, Orange, CA,
USA) in this formulation of the problem delivers a favorable strain state to the biomechani-
cal system. The nature and levels of the distribution of the stress values of the maximum
and average level of the contact parameters of the interface zones and strain intensity are
close to those of a tooth without taking into account the lesion. At the same time, the level
of strain of the Herculite XRV inlay is comparable to the strains in the tooth enamel, which
can adversely affect the service life of the structure.

The results obtained in this article reflect the qualitative patterns of tooth deformation
behavior. Accounting for the root system and its rationalization is required for quantification.

6. Patents

A patent of the Russian Federation “Method of treating a wedge-shaped tooth lesion
and a device for its implementation” No. 2 719 898, registration date 23 April 2020. The au-
thors of the patent are Astashina Natalia, Petrachev Artem, Kazakov Sergei, Rogozhnikova
Evgenia. The patent holder is Perm State Medical University named after E.A. Wagner.
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Abstract: In this manuscript, we discuss our approach to developing novel patient-specific total
TMJ prostheses. Our unique patient-fitted designs based on medical images of the patient’s TMJ
offer accurate anatomical fit, and better fixation to host bone. Special features of the prostheses have
potential to offer improved osseo-integration and durability of the devices. The design process is
based on surgeon’s requirements, feedback, and pre-surgical planning to ensure anatomically accurate
and clinically viable device design. We use the validated methodology of FE modeling and analysis
to evaluate the device design by investigating stress and strain profiles under functional/normal and
para-functional/worst-case TMJ loading scenarios.

Keywords: TMJ; biomaterials; custom devices; finite element analysis; 3D models; mandibles

1. Introduction

In treating the TMJ dysfunction, all nonsurgical approaches should be exhausted. In
some select patients, the end-stage TMJ pathology resulting in distortion of anatomical
architectural form and physiological dysfunction dictates the need for total joint replace-
ment (TJR) [1–4]. The goal of TMJ TJR is the restoration of mandibular function and form;
any pain relief attained is considered of secondary benefit [1,2]. The TMD patients with
serious osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, and ankylosis might be good
candidates for receiving TMJ prosthesis [1–8].

TMJ resections have been carried out for about 150 years [4,9,10]. Before 1945, the tech-
nique of alloplastic reconstruction of TMJ was mainly limited to replacement of condyle [9].
Interposition of alloplastic implants, resection dressings and prostheses were the dominant
techniques [9]. Sterilization, biocompatibility and fixation of the alloplastic implants were
main concerns in early days [9]. No evidence-based data on outcomes are available from
that time. By 1945 reconstruction of the TMJ involved the close cooperation of surgeons
and dentists [5,9]. In view of the rare application of TMJ prostheses, their relatively wide
variety described over past six decades emphasizes that alloplastic TMJ reconstruction is
still evolving.

TMJ implants can be differentiated into fossa-eminence prostheses, ramus prosthe-
ses and condylar reconstruction plates, and total joint prostheses. Although singular
replacement of the fossa or condyle is preferred as a temporary solution, the partial TMJ
reconstruction finds comparatively declining usage by surgeons for clinical reasons. Total
TMJ implants are recommended when the glenoid fossa is exposed due to excessive stress
in conditions such as degenerative disorders, arthritis ankylosis, and multiply operated
pain patients [1–7]. Table 1 lists indications for alloplastic reconstruction of the TMJ.
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Table 1. Indications for the alloplastic reconstruction of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ).

Sr. No. Indications for Alloplastic TMJ Reconstruction

1. Ankylosis or reankylosis [1,3,4], degeneration, or resorption [3,4] of joints with
severe anatomic abnormalities.

2. Failed autogenous grafts in multiply operated patients [1,3,4].

3. Destruction of autogenous graft tissue by pathology [1,3,4].

4. Failed Proplast–Teflon that results in severe anatomic joint mutilation [1,3,4].

5. Failed Vitek–Kent total or partial joint reconstruction [1].

6. Severe inflammatory joint disease, such as rheumatoid arthritis which results in
anatomic mutilation of the joint components and functional disability [1,3,4].

Relative contraindications to the use of alloplast in reconstruction of the TMJ are
age of the patient, mental status of the patient, uncontrolled systemic disease such as
diabetes mellitus or myelodysplasia, active or chronic infection at the implantation site,
and allergy to materials that are used in the devices to be implanted [1,3,4]. The perceived
potential disadvantages of the alloplastic TMJ TJR are cost of the device, need for two-stage
procedure in ankylosis cases, material wear debris with associated pathologic responses
failure of the prostheses secondary to loosening of the screw fixation or fracture from metal
fatigue, lack of long-term stability, inability of alloplastic implant to follow physical growth
of the younger patients, and unpredictable need for revision surgery. Long-term studies
comparing functional and aesthetic outcomes of various TMJ prostheses are not available
(with an exception of one study by [11] with up to 14-year follow-up), which leaves the
choice of prosthesis to surgeon’s personal preference.

We performed a comprehensive review of published literature [1–36] regarding TMJ
reconstruction, and based our TMJ prostheses design approach on the knowledge gained
from clinical, biomechanical and scientific reports about the history, designs, efficacy, and
clinical outcomes of TMJ prostheses. There are two categories of the TMJ TJR devices
approved for implantation by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA);
the stock or off-the-shelf devices, and the custom or patient-fitted devices. At the time
of implantation, the surgeon has to ‘make fit’ the stock (off-the-shelf) device. In contrast,
the custom (patient-fitted) devices are ‘made to fit’ each specific case. To date, there is
only one study [13], reported in the literature that compares a stock and a custom TMJ TJR
system. This study concluded that patients implanted with the custom TMJ TJR system
had statistically significant better outcomes in both subjective and objective domains than
did those implanted with the stock system devices studied [13].

The history of alloplastic TMJ reconstruction has, unfortunately, been characterized
by multiple highly publicized failures based on inappropriate design, lack of attention
to biomechanical principles, and ignorance of what already had been documented in the
orthopedic literature [3,4,12,14]. In addition, because TMJ is the only ginglymoarthrodial
joint in human body, and because its function is intimately related to occlusal harmony, a
prosthetic TMJ necessitates characteristics not considered in orthopedic implant design [4].
The use of inappropriate materials and designs has resulted in success rate of many TMJ
implants being lower than those for total hip and knee prostheses [14]. Most of the
published literature regarding TMJ implants has been clinical and case reports, with much
less studies investigating the design and biomechanics of the TMJ implants. In view of
paucity of this information, and the need for more efficient and durable total TMJ implants,
we undertook a study aimed at designing and evaluating customized total TMJ prostheses.

Design Requirements for Total TMJ Prosthesis

van Loon, et al. [15] indicated that there are three major requirements in TMJ TJR;
(i) to imitate the functional movement, (ii) to realize a close fit to the skull, and (iii) to
achieve a long lifetime. Table 2 lists summary of requirements for successful total recon-
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struction of the TMJ. Stability of alloplastic joint replacements depends not only on fixation,
but also on adaptation of the implant to the bone to which it is to be fixed [1,2,11]. The
orthopedic experience with implantation of alloplastic joints has shown that better adap-
tation of the device to the host bone results in more stability and functional longevity of
the implant [1,2,16,17]. Stability of TMJ prosthesis at the time of implantation is equally
important for its success. Motion of the implanted prosthesis under a load can cause
the surrounding bone to degenerate, leading to further device loosening and consequent
failure [1]. Currently, screw fixation of TMJ implants is the most predictable and stable
form of stabilization developed [1]. Screws may loosen with time and function, requir-
ing replacement. To assure long-term success of the TMJ implants, primary stability of
prosthetic components must be ensured by biointegration of the screws [2].

Table 2. Criteria for the successful alloplastic total reconstruction of the TMJ.

Sr. No. Requirements/Criteria for Success of Alloplastic Total Joint Replacement Devices

1. The materials from which the devices are made must be biocompatible [1,2,15,16].

2. The devices must be designed with sufficient mechanical strength to withstand the
loads delivered over the full range of function of the joint [1,2,15,16].

3. The devices must be stable in-situ [1,2,15,16].

4. The surgery to implant the prosthesis must be performed for the proper indications,
and it must be performed aseptically [1,2,16].

5. The prostheses should imitate the condylar translation during mouth opening, and
without restricting movements of non-replaced TMJ [15].

6. The prostheses should be fitted correctly to the mandible and the skull [15].

7. Expected lifetime of more than 20 years [15].

8. Low wear rate; and wear particles must be tolerated by the body [15].

9. Simple and reliable implantation procedures [15].

Most patients requiring TMJ replacement have deformed local bony anatomy. During
implantation of the stock TMJ prosthesis, the surgeon confronts with a difficult challenge of
making ‘off-the-shelf’ components fit and remain stable, and often the precious host bone
needs to be sacrificed to make the stock TMJ components to create stable component-to-
host-bone contact [2]. Surgeons attempt to make stock devices fit by bending or shimming
may lead to component or shim material fatigue and/or overload fostering early failure
under repeated cyclic functional loading. Potential micromotion of any altered or shimmed
component adversely affects the screw fixation biointegration. Micromotion leads to the
formation of a fibrous connective tissue interface between the altered component and the
host bone, and can cause early loosening of the screws leading to device failure. Our patient-
specific TMJ implants are designed to accurately fit each patient’s specific anatomical
condition. They conform to any unique or complex anatomical host bone condition. These
designs do not require any alteration or shimming of either the device or the host bone to
achieve initial fixation and stability. The screws secure implant components intimately to
the host bone mitigating possibility of micromotion and maximizing the opportunity for
biointegration [2].

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we discuss the methodology of designing condylar and fossa com-
ponents of the custom-designed total TMJ prostheses. Also discussed, are unique design
features such as accurate fit of the prosthetic surface to the host bone in contact, perfo-
rated notches of implant which protrude and fit into the custom-cut slots in native bone,
customized surgical guides, and screws with locking mechanism.
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2.1. Design of Patient-Specific Total TMJ Prosthesis

The schematic in Figure 1 outlines our approach to developing a novel patient-specific
total TMJ implant system. Our unique patient-fitted designs based on computed tomog-
raphy (CT) images of the patient’s TMJ and associated anatomic structures offer accurate
anatomical fit and better fixation to the host bone. The novel/unique features of the pros-
theses promise an improved osseo-integration and durability. Our design process is based
on surgeon’s requirements, feedback, and pre-surgical planning to ensure anatomically
accurate and clinically viable device design. Pre-planning of the surgery is an integral part
of the proposed design and development methodology, and is intended to reduce intra-
operative adjustments of the device components, complexity of the already challenging
operating procedure, and the overall time spent in the operating room.
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Subject-specific 3D anatomical reconstruction of the patient’s mandible and skull/fossa/
articular eminence is performed using commercial software Mimics v14.12 (Materialise,
Plymouth, MI, USA) from computed tomography (CT) scans (see Figure 2). Upon im-
porting the patient’s CT images in Mimics, anatomical model comprising of the patient’s
mandible and fossa eminence is developed by performing a series of operations such as
image processing, segmentation, region growing, mask formation for the anatomic region
of interest (i.e., bone and teeth), and calculation of 3D equivalent similar to the 3D recon-
struction method described elsewhere [18]. The prostheses and accessories are designed
using commercial software packages 3-matic v6.0 (Materialise, Plymouth, MI, USA) and
SolidWorks v2010 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA) as discussed in following sections.
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Figure 2. Subject-specific 3D anatomical reconstruction of the patient’s mandible and fossa eminence
performed from computed tomography (CT) data using Mimics software.

2.1.1. Surgical Pre-Planning and Surgeon Input

Close collaboration between device designer and surgeon (treating the given TMJ
patient) is an important aspect of the proposed design and development approach. Mutual
sharing of knowledge and expertise, clinical and design requirements and constraints
is vital in ensuring the optimal design and performance of TMJ devices. We utilize the
computerized anatomical model and its 3D printed equivalent to acquire surgeon’s design
requirements such as location of the facial nerve (to keep it from any damage or injury
during surgery), location of the condylar osteotomy (i.e., removal of the degenerated or
damaged condylar bone), outline of shape for the planned condylar and fossa prostheses,
location of screws to secure the condylar and fossa components to host bone, number and
dimension of screws, etc.

To help the surgeon accurately remove the damaged part of condylar neck/head, a
surgical guide is custom designed for each reconstruction case as shown in Figure 3. During
surgery, after putting the patient in intermaxillary fixation (IMF) and gaining access to
TMJ capsule, the surgical guide can be fixated to mandible using screws located superior
and inferior to the line of osteotomy/condylectomy. In other words, the surgical guide
is secured using screws at the condylar head and condylar neck/ramus depending on
osteotomy location and surgeon’s preference. After completing the osteotomy, surgical
guide is detached from the bone by removing the screws. The location of condylectomy
guide screw hole inferior to the anterio-posterior excision line can be selected (and custom
designed) such that the same screw hole can also be used later by one of the screws used to
secure condylar/ramus implant to the host mandible.

Our design approach and pre-surgical planning enables appropriate design of screws
and pre-drilled screw holes in implants to avoid unintentional injury to facial nerve, soft
tissue, and other delicate structures in the vicinity of the complex surgical site. Following
the similar design approach used for osteotomy guide, the screw-drill-guide is custom
designed each for the condylar/ramus component and the fossa-eminence part of the
TMJ prostheses. These drill guides are intended to create a hole of preferred dimension
(diameter and depth) at the accurate location and orientation for each screw as prescribed
by the surgeon. For a given screw, a drill of smaller diameter than that of the particular
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screw is selected so ensure less bone damage, optimal purchase, and rigid interface between
the screw and host bone during and after implantation.
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Figure 3. Custom-designed surgical guide for condylectomy (i.e., removal of damaged part of the
condylar bone). (A,B) Show the medial and lateral view, respectively, of surgical guide placed at the
location on mandible where osteotomy is to be performed. (C,D) Show medial and lateral–anterior
view, respectively, of the surgical guide alone. The visuals demonstrate that custom-design of the
device enables it to accurately adapt to the native bone. This methodology allows the designer to
control size and shape of the device, and location of its fixation screws as prescribed by the surgeon.

Based on a surgeon’s initial design requirements, the prostheses, drill guides, os-
teotomy guide, and templates are designed. In response to surgeon’s feedback about the
initial designs, suggested changes are incorporated to improve the device design. This
feedback loop is kept open, and the designs are fine-tuned, till the surgeon approves the
designs. In-vitro biomechanical assessment of patient’s host bone and TMJ prostheses is
incorporated in the design validation and improvement loop as described later in this paper.
After sufficiently improving the designs, the prostheses graduate to the next stage where
finished implants and accessories are ready for prototyping and pre-surgical simulation of
the operating procedure using anatomical models and finished prototypes. In real-world
scenario, before applying our methodology to actual clinical application, it has to be verified
and validated through cadaver studies.

2.1.2. Design of Condylar Prosthesis

Anatomically accurate fit of TMJ prosthesis to the host bone is essential for stable
fixation leading to efficacy and longevity of the device. Our custom-designed condylar
components follow the anatomical geometry and contours on the lateral surface of ramus
and condylar part of host anatomy to which the prosthesis is to be fixated. Custom shape
of the prosthesis maximizes the possibility of precise fit and secure fixation. Different
shapes of the condylar and ramal parts can be designed per surgeon’s recommendations to
conform to the patient’s unique/complex anatomical situation. Figures 4–12 show various
such shapes of the condylar component of our TMJ prostheses. Since these components are
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custom designed to meet the unique requirements of each individual patient’s situation,
the characteristic length, width, and thickness of condylar component; the number and
locations of screws; and dimensions of condylar neck and head vary from patient to patient.
The minimal level of the condylar thickness, width, head diameter, and number and
location of screws are maintained (based on orthopaedic experience listed in the literature,
surgeon’s prescription, and pre-clinical biomechanical evaluation of the device designs)
to ensure that the device provides sufficient mechanical strength and stability during
functional and para-functional loading after implantation.
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Figure 7. Custom-designed condylar/ramus component of the TMJ total joint replacement prosthe-
sis for left TMJ of a patient. (A) Shows lateral view of the implant with screw holes. (B) Shows an 
enlarged view of the screw holes, where the first superiorly located screw hole has threads to incor-
porate locking-plate-screw mechanism by engaging the threads on the head of a locking screw de-
scribed in the text. (C) Shows engineering dimensions of this patient-specific implant. 

Figure 6. Shape outline of a custom-designed condylar/ramus/mandibular component of the TMJ
prosthesis for reconstruction of left TMJ. (A,B) Show medial–anterior view and lateral–anterior
view, respectively, of the prosthesis along with 3D anatomical model of the patient’s mandible after
condylectomy. The osteotomy gap seen in the left mandibular body is due to removal of a tumor in
that region. This osteotomy gap can be filled with a graft, and the mandibular component of this TMJ
prosthesis is designed to provide mechanical support to the host bone and graft.
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Figure 7. Custom-designed condylar/ramus component of the TMJ total joint replacement prosthesis
for left TMJ of a patient. (A) Shows lateral view of the implant with screw holes. (B) Shows an
enlarged view of the screw holes, where the first superiorly located screw hole has threads to
incorporate locking-plate-screw mechanism by engaging the threads on the head of a locking screw
described in the text. (C) Shows engineering dimensions of this patient-specific implant.
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Figure 8. Shape outline of a custom-designed condylar/ramus component of the TMJ total joint re-
placement prosthesis for left TMJ of a patient. (A) Shows anterior–lateral view of the implant with 
host bone after condylectomy. The posterior–medial view in (B) shows that the medial surface of 
prosthesis is shaped to accurately follow geometric contours of the lateral surface of mandibular 
host bone for optimal geometrical match between the implant and host bone. (C) Shows lateral view 
of the prosthesis with screw holes. Dimensions of various parts of this patient-specific implant are 
shown in (D). 

 
Figure 9. Shape outline of a custom-designed condylar/ramus component of the TMJ total joint re-
placement prosthesis for left TMJ of a patient. Visuals in (A–E) demonstrate that shape of medial 
surface of the prosthesis accurately follows the geometric contours of the lateral surface of the man-
dibular host bone, and maximizes the opportunity for optimal adaptation of implant to the host 
bone. The lateral surface of the implant is flat, condylar head is spherical, and the condylar neck has 
a curvature to avoid problems seen in most right-angled designs of orthopaedic implants. 

Figure 8. Shape outline of a custom-designed condylar/ramus component of the TMJ total joint
replacement prosthesis for left TMJ of a patient. (A) Shows anterior–lateral view of the implant with
host bone after condylectomy. The posterior–medial view in (B) shows that the medial surface of
prosthesis is shaped to accurately follow geometric contours of the lateral surface of mandibular
host bone for optimal geometrical match between the implant and host bone. (C) Shows lateral view
of the prosthesis with screw holes. Dimensions of various parts of this patient-specific implant are
shown in (D).
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Figure 9. Shape outline of a custom-designed condylar/ramus component of the TMJ total joint
replacement prosthesis for left TMJ of a patient. Visuals in (A–E) demonstrate that shape of medial
surface of the prosthesis accurately follows the geometric contours of the lateral surface of the
mandibular host bone, and maximizes the opportunity for optimal adaptation of implant to the host
bone. The lateral surface of the implant is flat, condylar head is spherical, and the condylar neck has
a curvature to avoid problems seen in most right-angled designs of orthopaedic implants.
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Figure 10. Different shapes of the condylar head of the custom-designed condylar/ramus compo-
nent of the TMJ prosthesis. (A) Shows a prosthesis with spherical condylar head. (B,C) Show pros-
theses with elliptical head of different dimensions. The condylar heads are designed to offer larger 
articulating surface area to avoid stress concentration at small area which may lead to more wear of 
the articulating surfaces of reconstructed TMJ. 

Figure 10. Different shapes of the condylar head of the custom-designed condylar/ramus component
of the TMJ prosthesis. (A) Shows a prosthesis with spherical condylar head. (B,C) Show prostheses
with elliptical head of different dimensions. The condylar heads are designed to offer larger articu-
lating surface area to avoid stress concentration at small area which may lead to more wear of the
articulating surfaces of reconstructed TMJ.

An important advantage of our patient-specific design approach is that the components
can be precisely designed to withstand the loads encountered by unique anatomic condition.
For the custom-designed condylar/ramus component, the center of rotation of its head can
be moved vertically to correct the open bite deformity. The prosthetic condylar head can be
placed such that its center of location in located inferior to that of the natural condyle it
replaced, thereby allowing low-wear articulation of the reconstructed total TMJ and natural
movements of the non-replaced contra-lateral TMJ. Ramal component can be shaped to
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accommodate the amount of available mandibular host bone. The condylar heads can
be designed in different shapes to offer larger articulating surface area to avoid stress
concentration in small area of the articulating condylar head and fossa as illustrated in
Figure 10. Figures 4–12 show custom-designed condylar/ramus prostheses of varying
shape and size. These models demonstrate that our methodology of custom design enables
the condylar component to conform to the anatomic situation of damaged and/or complex
mandibular host bone. Though the shown designs of condylar component vary in size and
shape per anatomic demands and surgeon’s prescription, an important common design
feature among all these models is that each device provides accurate adaptation to the
host bone.
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are designed to permit bone in-growth into the prosthesis after implantation to provide added sta-
bility. Dimensions of these notches can be customized to fit the size and shape of patient’s native 
bone. Protrudes out of the medial surface as a notch with perforations (C). 

 

Figure 11. Modification of the custom-designed condylar/ramus component, shown in Figure 9, to
include a novel feature; perforated notches protruding into host bone at implantation. (A) Shows a
grove in the flat lateral surface of the condylar implant. The opposite side of this grove, as shown in
(B), protrudes out of the medial surface as a notch with perforations. The enlarged views of medial
notch and its perforations are shown in (D,E). The device also has pointed and perforated notch
protruding from inferior surface of the implant’s collar/neck. Perforated surfaces of these notches are
designed to permit bone in-growth into the prosthesis after implantation to provide added stability.
Dimensions of these notches can be customized to fit the size and shape of patient’s native bone.
Protrudes out of the medial surface as a notch with perforations (C).

One novel feature of our TMJ prostheses is the perforated notches protruding into
the host bone. Figures 11 and 12 show a condylar/ramus component with its medial
surface accurately following the geometric shape of patient’s mandibular bone. Also seen
protruding out of the medial surface of this device is a rectangular notch with perforations
on its surface. This notch is intended to be placed in a custom-cut grove to be created on the
lateral surface of mandibular ramus by the surgeon during implantation. Custom-designed
cutting guides and templates can be provided to the surgeon to accurately create a small
grove in the host bone. This intentional removal of native bone is performed in exchange of
the opportunity for maximizing implant stability through bony ingrowth into perforated
surfaces of the notch. Figures 11 and 12 show a perforated notch protruding from the
inferior surface or collar of condylar neck. This notch is intended to be placed into a custom-
cut grove in the superior surface of mandibular condyle/ramus resulting from osteotomy
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(performed to remove damaged condylar head/neck). In addition to providing better
stabilization, the notches also provide an avenue for load transfer between the prosthesis
and host bone. This will reduce forces and resultant stress experienced by fixation screws
which act as the only mode of load transfer between most TMJ prostheses, especially for
the condylar devices in which the collar of condylar prosthesis does not adequately contact
the host bone or the medial surface of the implant does not adapt accurately to the complex
geometry of patient’s mandible. Though having both medial and superior notches in the
condylar prosthesis is likely to be advantageous from biomechanical viewpoint, this may
make surgical implantation of the device more challenging for the surgeon. Therefore, it
will be the surgeon’s choice to have either one or both notches for condylar implant.
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Figure 12. Modification and refinement of custom-designed condylar/ramus component shown in
Figures 9 and 11. (A,C) Show pre-drilled screw holes and a grove in the lateral surface of implant. As
shown in (C), lateral surface of the device is flat and medial surface is shaped to match the host bone
geometry. (B) Shows a perforated notch each protruding from the medial surface of the ramus and
inferior surface of the implant collar/neck.

2.1.3. Design of Fossa Prosthesis

Fitting the skull is a major problem in TMJ reconstruction patients because of the irreg-
ular shape of their TMJs [14,15] The patient-specific design approach enables developing
accurately fitting models for the complex shape of patient’s fossa-eminence anatomy. Using
a similar design approach discussed earlier for the condylar implants, patient-fitted custom
designs of fossa prosthesis can be developed such that the device fits accurately to the
available host bone. Such custom designed fossa implants can correctly adapt to the natural
components of patient’s TMJ, and provide improved stability through locking screws and
perforated notches fitting into patient’s skull. Figures 13–21 show different shapes and
features of our custom-designed fossa prostheses.
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Figure 13. A simple custom-design of the fossa prosthesis with screw holes. (A) Demonstrates that 
the implant is designed for optimal usage of natural fossa eminence for fixation using screws. (B,C) 
Show different views of the implant illustrating the custom shape accurately conforms to the con-
tours of host anatomy. The implant has constant thickness throughout its body, and the shape of 
articulating surface is same as that of the natural articular surface. 

 
Figure 14. Patient-fitted design of a fossa prosthesis. (A–C) Illustrate accurate fit of the device to the 
patient’s natural fossa and eminence. The rectangular slot (with curved anterior and posterior 
edges) in inferior surface of the implant is designed to provide sufficient rotation and opportunity 
for anterior-posterior and medio–lateral translation of the matching prosthetic condylar head. The 
articular grove is designed such that it would prevent dislocation of the prosthetic condylar head 
during functional movements of the jaw. Visuals in (D,E) show that the superior surface of the im-
plant is designed to accurately match the shape of natural fossa. Sufficient thickness is maintained 

Figure 13. A simple custom-design of the fossa prosthesis with screw holes. (A) Demonstrates
that the implant is designed for optimal usage of natural fossa eminence for fixation using screws.
(B,C) Show different views of the implant illustrating the custom shape accurately conforms to the
contours of host anatomy. The implant has constant thickness throughout its body, and the shape of
articulating surface is same as that of the natural articular surface.
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Figure 14. Patient-fitted design of a fossa prosthesis. (A–C) Illustrate accurate fit of the device to
the patient’s natural fossa and eminence. The rectangular slot (with curved anterior and posterior
edges) in inferior surface of the implant is designed to provide sufficient rotation and opportunity
for anterior-posterior and medio–lateral translation of the matching prosthetic condylar head. The
articular grove is designed such that it would prevent dislocation of the prosthetic condylar head
during functional movements of the jaw. Visuals in (D,E) show that the superior surface of the
implant is designed to accurately match the shape of natural fossa. Sufficient thickness is maintained
for the lateral portion of implant to pre-drill screw holes which can host locking screws for better
fixation and stability.
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Figure 15. Patient-specific design of fossa prosthesis. Inferior rectangular surface of the device has 
a circular grove for articulation with condylar head (A,B). Visuals illustrate customized size and 
shape of the device for accurate fit and fixation (C,D) to native anatomical structure. Superior edge 
of the lateral surface (which hosts screw holes) is custom cut to follow the curvature of native emi-
nence and bone situation. 

 
Figure 16. Patient-fitted fossa implant with circular inferior surface which also has a circular grove 
for articulation with condylar head. Visuals in (A–D) demonstrate the customized size and shape of 
the implant. 

 
Figure 17. Patient-specific design of fossa prosthesis (A,B). The device has a rectangular grove (with 
curved anterior and posterior edges) in its inferior surface for articulation with condylar head. The 
uniquely designed articulating surface/hole is slanted in anterior direction. This anterior slope of 

Figure 15. Patient-specific design of fossa prosthesis. Inferior rectangular surface of the device has a
circular grove for articulation with condylar head (A,B). Visuals illustrate customized size and shape
of the device for accurate fit and fixation (C,D) to native anatomical structure. Superior edge of the
lateral surface (which hosts screw holes) is custom cut to follow the curvature of native eminence and
bone situation.
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Figure 16. Patient-fitted fossa implant with circular inferior surface which also has a circular grove
for articulation with condylar head. Visuals in (A–D) demonstrate the customized size and shape of
the implant.
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Figure 17. Patient-specific design of fossa prosthesis (A,B). The device has a rectangular grove (with
curved anterior and posterior edges) in its inferior surface for articulation with condylar head. The
uniquely designed articulating surface/hole is slanted in anterior direction. This anterior slope of
articulating surface is intended to provide opportunity for anterior translation of the condylar head
during movements of mandible. This feature of our fossa prostheses provides an advantage over
currently available total TMJ implants which, when implanted, only rotate but do not translate during
functional movements of the patient’s jaw [19].
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Figure 18. Custom-designed fossa prosthesis with circular articular surface. The device shown in 
(A,B) has relatively smaller articulating circular hole compared to the one shown in (C,D). Addi-
tionally, articulating surface of the device shown in (C,D) is slanted anteriorly to augment anterior 
translation of condylar head during mastication. 

Figure 18. Custom-designed fossa prosthesis with circular articular surface. The device shown in
(A,B) has relatively smaller articulating circular hole compared to the one shown in (C,D). Addi-
tionally, articulating surface of the device shown in (C,D) is slanted anteriorly to augment anterior
translation of condylar head during mastication.

2.1.4. Design of Screws

Unlike hip or knee joints, the bony anatomy of mandibular ramus and temporal
glenoid fossa do not afford the use of modular stock components for TMJ TJR that can be
stabilized initially with press-fitting or cementation [2]. Therefore, TMJ devices have to
rely only on screws for initial fixation and stabilization of their components. Clinicians
have underlined the need for improved methods of internal fixation of prosthetic TMJ
devices to minimize or eliminate implant loosening and joint failure [1]. The position
of inserted screws was more important than the number of screws for stable fixation of
the condylar TMJ prosthesis [20]. Our methodology of designing patient-specific total
TMJ prostheses based on anatomically accurate 3D models provides realistic and accurate
options in deciding positions of fixation screws for the prostheses. The positions of pre-
drilled screw holes in the prostheses can be selected to avoid unintentional injury to delicate
structures in the vicinity while ensuring stable fixation of the devices. Moreover, unlike
stock TMJ implants, the custom-designed TMJ prostheses do not have any unused screw
holes which may act as stress-risers under functional in-vivo loading post-implantation.
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Figure 19. Patient-specific design of a fossa implant with circular articular surface/hole in the infe-
rior face of the device (A). The device has a novel feature; perforated medial notches (B) protruding 
into host bone at implantation. Each perforated notch is designed to fit into surgically created mat-
ing grove in the host bone, thereby maximizing device stability by allowing ingrowth of bone into 
the prosthesis after implantation (C,D). The notches also provide a mode for load transfer between 
the prosthesis and native bone, thereby reducing the amount of load and resultant stress acting on 
the fixation screws. The surgeons can be provided with custom-designed templates and cutting 
guides to accurately cut the slots in native bone to accommodate perforated notches. 

Figure 19. Patient-specific design of a fossa implant with circular articular surface/hole in the inferior
face of the device (A). The device has a novel feature; perforated medial notches (B) protruding into
host bone at implantation. Each perforated notch is designed to fit into surgically created mating
grove in the host bone, thereby maximizing device stability by allowing ingrowth of bone into the
prosthesis after implantation (C,D). The notches also provide a mode for load transfer between the
prosthesis and native bone, thereby reducing the amount of load and resultant stress acting on the
fixation screws. The surgeons can be provided with custom-designed templates and cutting guides
to accurately cut the slots in native bone to accommodate perforated notches.

Motion of implanted TMJ prosthesis under load can cause degeneration of the sur-
rounding bone, which may lead to further device loosening and possible failure [1]. Screws
may loosen with time and function, requiring replacement. For long-term success of
the TMJ implants, forces from the implant to the bone and vice versa must occur with-
out relative motion or without intermittent loading [2,21]. The use of bone screws with
sharp threads in TMJ implants prevents movement between the screw head and pros-
thesis [15]. The custom-designed screws of our TMJ prostheses system provide optimal
fixation through locking mechanism—a unique feature not currently offered by any of the
US FDA-approved TMJ TJR devices (see Figures 22 and 23). Threads on the screw-head
surface provide high grade fixation by firmly engaging with the matching threads in the
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screw hole of either condylar/ramal or fossa implants. The possibility of movement be-
tween the screws and prosthesis can be eliminated by using such locked screws. In addition
to the surgical condylectomy guides, our methodology also provides the surgeons with
customized screw-drill-guides and templates for the TMJ prostheses. These drill guides are
intended to create a hole of preferred dimension (diameter and depth), and at the accurate
location and orientation for each screw as prescribed by the surgeon.
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Figure 20. Shape outline of the patient-specific total TMJ prosthesis. Ramal component of the pros-
thesis is extended anteriorly up to the chin (A–F) to support mandibular host bone and graft (with 
aesthetic dental implant) after removal of the imaginary tumor (shown in red) in the left mandibular 
body/molar region. 

Figure 20. Shape outline of the patient-specific total TMJ prosthesis. Ramal component of the
prosthesis is extended anteriorly up to the chin (A–F) to support mandibular host bone and graft
(with aesthetic dental implant) after removal of the imaginary tumor (shown in red) in the left
mandibular body/molar region.

2.1.5. Implant Materials

Using advantageous physical characteristics of biocompatible materials is an essen-
tial aspect in the design and manufacture of a successful prosthetic device. Some of the
important characteristics of materials used to manufacture the TMJ prostheses from are
biocompatibility, mechanical strength, low wear-rate, and harmless wear particles. Ad-
vancement in materials research has led to materials [22] such as medical grade pure
titanium (Ti), titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V), cobalt-chromium-molybdenum (Co-Cr-Mo), and
ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) becoming gold standard for low
friction orthopaedic joint replacement, Table 3.
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Figure 21. Patient-specific total TMJ prostheses with different articulations and fixation (A–E). 
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Figure 21. Patient-specific total TMJ prostheses with different articulations and fixation (A–E).

Wrought Co-Cr-Mo is reported to have excellent wear resistance when articulated
against UHMWPE in the non-movable articulating surface of most orthopaedic TJR de-
vices [23]. However, TMJ is a highly mobile joint in which articulating surfaces of the
reconstructed joint undergo repeated mechanical stresses resulting from movement of the
jaw. Metallurgical flaws, such as porosity, found in cast Cr-Co are suggested to cause the
fatigue failure of Cr-Co TJR components resulting in noxious metallic debris in the patient’s
body [23].
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Figure 22. Custom-designed screws with locking mechanism. The threads on the screw-head sur-
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Figure 22. Custom-designed screws with locking mechanism. The threads on the screw-head surface
provide improved/optimal fixation by firmly engaging in the matching threads in the screws holes
of either condylar/ramal or fossa component of the total TMJ prosthesis (A–F).

Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) for condylar/ramus component and bone screws, and
UHMPE for fossa component is based on their favorable characteristics and successful long-
term applications reported in scientific and clinical literature. Unalloyed titanium reacts
rapidly with oxygen in the air to form a thin (<10 µm) layer of chemically inert titanium
oxide which provides a favorable surface for biointegration of prosthesis with bone [2].
In addition to its biocompatibility and biointegration, Titanium also offers properties of
strength, corrosion resistance, ductility, and machinability [23]. UHMWPE is a linear un-
branched polyethylene chain with a molecular weight of more than one million. UHMWPE
is shown to have excellent wear and fatigue resistance for a polymeric material [24]. Untill
year 2011, no cases of UHMWPE particulation-related osteolysis have been reported in the
TMJ prostheses literature [2,25].
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the screw head varies depending on the thickness of condylar or fossa prosthesis in the particular 
screw-hole location. The outer diameter of screw is kept in the range of 1.5 mm–3.00 mm as this 
range is reported to be optimal for the screws of TMJ implants. The screw has varying pitch, with 
more threads per unit length of screw-head than the body/shaft. 

2.1.5. Implant Materials 
Using advantageous physical characteristics of biocompatible materials is an essen-

tial aspect in the design and manufacture of a successful prosthetic device. Some of the 
important characteristics of materials used to manufacture the TMJ prostheses from are 
biocompatibility, mechanical strength, low wear-rate, and harmless wear particles. Ad-
vancement in materials research has led to materials [22] such as medical grade pure tita-
nium (Ti), titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V), cobalt-chromium-molybdenum (Co-Cr-Mo), and ul-
trahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) becoming gold standard for low fric-
tion orthopaedic joint replacement, Table 3. 

Wrought Co-Cr-Mo is reported to have excellent wear resistance when articulated 
against UHMWPE in the non-movable articulating surface of most orthopaedic TJR de-
vices [23]. However, TMJ is a highly mobile joint in which articulating surfaces of the re-
constructed joint undergo repeated mechanical stresses resulting from movement of the 

Figure 23. A custom-designed locking screw for TMJ prosthesis. Visuals show different features of
the screw. Total length of the screw depends on the size of prosthesis and native bone. The body/shaft
of screw is designed long enough to utilize maximum amount of host bone (condyle/ramus or fossa
eminence) but avoid protrusion of screws from medial surface of the bone. Length of the screw head
varies depending on the thickness of condylar or fossa prosthesis in the particular screw-hole location.
The outer diameter of screw is kept in the range of 1.5 mm–3.00 mm as this range is reported to be
optimal for the screws of TMJ implants. The screw has varying pitch, with more threads per unit
length of screw-head than the body/shaft.

2.2. FEA of Total TMJ Implant

Methods for biomechanical assessment of prosthetic TMJ must be developed to make
the implantation outcomes more predictable and reliable, and to evaluate the methods
of device fixation to minimize or eliminate implant loosening and joint failure [1]. We
performed FE simulations of two patient-specific total TMJ prostheses—one device with
medial notches fitting into the groves created in the host bone (see Figure 24) and an-
other ‘simple implant’ without such notches in the condylar and fossa components (see
Figure 25)—using our validated methodology described elsewhere [18]. The objective of
this study was to investigate stress and strain distribution in prosthetic components and
host bone surrounding the screws under normal and worst-case/over–loading conditions.
To account for the user-induced errors due to variations in selecting the nodes of FE mesh
for applying boundary conditions and loads, we performed three repetitions of FE simula-
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tion under each loading condition for both total TMJ prostheses systems. Results reported
in Tables 4 and 5 are average of the values obtained from three runs of each FE simulation.
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Figure 24. A patient-specific total TMJ prosthesis with medial notches in fossa and condylar compo-
nents. (A) Shows anterior–lateral view of the ‘notched implants’ with screw holes. Fossa prosthesis
has two medial notches to be fit into host bone (B,C). The articular surface of fossa implant has
medio–lateral openings, and is designed to allow optimal anterior and medial translation along with
rotation of the prosthetic condylar head along the medio–lateral axis.

2.2.1. FE Modeling and Mesh Generation

Subject-specific 3D anatomical reconstruction of patient’s mandible and skull/articular
eminence was performed using commercial software Mimics v14.12 (Materialise, Plymouth,
MI, USA) from computed tomography (CT) scans of patient’s TMJ. Upon importing the
patients CT images in Mimics, anatomical model comprising of patient’s mandible and
fossa eminence was developed from the CT scan by performing a series of operations
such as image processing, segmentation, mask formation for bone and teeth, region grow-
ing, and calculation of 3D equivalent similar to the 3D reconstruction method described
elsewhere [18]. Using the design methodology discussed in previous sections, two patient-
specific total TMJ prostheses systems—a ‘simple implant’ without notches, and another
‘implant with notches’—were designed for total reconstruction of the patient’s left TMJ
(see Figures 24 and 25). For FE simulations, volume bound within surfaces of anatom-
ical components (cortical bone, cancellous bone, and teeth) and prosthetic components
(condyle, fossa, and screws) were meshed. Three-D volume mesh was generated for each
of these components with ten-node quadratic tetrahedral elements of type C3D10 (see
Figures 26 and 27). Mesh convergence was achieved using the technique discussed previ-
ously [18]. The finite element analyses were performed using a commercial FE package
ABAQUS v6.10 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA).
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Figure 25. A patient-specific total TMJ prosthesis. (A,B) Show two views of the ‘simple’ total TMJ
prosthesis along with left fossa bone and mandible after removal of left condyle. (C,D) Show two
views of the total TMJ along with screws.

2.2.2. Model Constraints and Loads

As illustrated in Figure 28, the condylar head of the prosthetic TMJ was allowed to
rotate along the medio–lateral axis, and translate in anterior-posterior direction. Similarly,
for the TMJ on contralateral side, the natural condylar head was allowed to only rotate
along the medio–lateral axis, and translate in anterior-posterior direction. The incisor teeth
were fixed so that they could not translate in three directions, but could rotate. The entire
fossa host bone was constrained in all directions.

The interface between prosthetic condylar head and articulating surface of fossa
prosthesis was modeled as sliding contact with a coefficient of friction of 0.3. The interface
between the prostheses and bone in contact was modeled with contact elements having
a coefficient of friction of 0.42 as reported in literature [26]. The screw-to-prosthesis and
screw-to-bone interfacial conditions were assumed to be bonded. Since use of locking
screws eliminates the possibility of movement between screw and prosthesis, the interface
condition between screw heads and TMJ prostheses (condylar and fossa) was assumed to
be perfect bonding. Two oblique bite forces, each 200 N for normal loading condition and
400 N for over–loading/worst-case scenario, were applied to the mandibular model in the
angulus area as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 26. Three-D finite element mesh of the host bone components prepared for total prosthetic
replacement of the left TMJ. (A) Shows FE surface mesh of left fossa, and (B) shows a lateral cross-
section of the 3D volume mesh of left fossa bone with screw holes. Similarly, (C,D) show surface
mesh and anterior cross-section of volume mesh, respectively, of the mandible with screw holes and
removal of damaged left condyle.
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device fixation. 
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Figure 27. Three-D finite element mesh of the components of patient-specific total TMJ prostheses.
(A–C) Show FE mesh of the condylar/ramal component of the ‘simple’ TMJ implant (without
notches). (D,E) Show FE mesh of the fossa component, and (F) demonstrates FE mesh of a screw for
device fixation.
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Figure 28. Assembly of all parts of the FE model (including anatomic and prosthetic components),
and schematic representation of model constraints and load application for FE simulation of total
TMJ prostheses and anatomical components. Green arrows depict the location and direction of bite
forces applied in the angulus region on both sides of the mandibular mesh. The asterisks indicate
constrained nodes at condyle, fossa, and incisor teeth. Left prosthetic condylar head and right natural
condylar head were constrained such that they could only rotate along the medio–lateral axis and
translate in anterior-posterior direction. The nodes at incisor teeth were so constrained such that they
could only rotate. The entire fossa host bone was constrained in all directions. The interface between
prosthetic condylar head and articulating surface of prosthetic fossa was modeled as sliding contact.
The prosthesis-to-bone, screw-to-prosthesis, and screw-to-bone interfaces were assumed to be bonded.
The interfacial and boundary conditions were kept similar for normal and over–load configurations;
and only magnitude of applied forces was changed across the two loading configurations.

2.2.3. Material Properties

Young’s modulus and Poissson’s ratio of anatomical components (fossa and mandible
bone with teeth), titanium alloy (for condylar component and all screws), and UHMWPE
(for fossa component) were selected as listed in Table 3. All anatomical components of
the model (i.e., cortical bone, cancellous bone, and teeth) were assigned properties of
the cortical bone similar to other researchers [27,28] who have previously followed this
practice since variation in material properties of these components have negligible influence
on biomechanics of the mandible. All materials used in FE models were assumed to be
isotropic, homogeneous, and linearly elastic [26]. Static FE simulations were performed
using ABAQUS software. Three repetitions/runs of FE simulation under each loading
condition were performed for both types of total TMJ implants to account for any user-
induced errors such as variation in selecting exactly the same nodes of FE mesh across
different simulations. The results summarized in Tables 4 and 5 are average of three
simulations for each loading condition for both types of total TMJ prosthesis.
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Table 3. Material properties for anatomical and prosthetic TMJ components.

Part Young’s Modulus (MPa) Poisson’s Ratio References

Host bone 1.47 × 104 0.3 [25,29]

Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) 1.10 × 105 0.3 [28]

UHMWPE 830 0.317 [30]

Table 4. Peak von Mises stresses developed in condyle/ramus and fossa components, and fixa-
tion screws of the simple and notched designs of patient-specific total TMJ prostheses during FE
simulations under normal and worst-case/over–loading configurations.

Implant
Type

Loading
Type

Peak von Mises Stress in Implant Components (MPa) *

Condyle/Ramus Condylar Screws Fossa Fossa Screws

Simple
Normal 44.3 61.4 11.3 28

Over–load 56.7 106.7 14.2 43.1

With Notches
Normal 42.6 59.6 10.5 23.4

Over–load 59.1 108.3 13.4 38.6
* Average of three simulations performed under similar constraints and loading at three different times (to account
for variations induced by the user/operator).

Table 5. Peak stress and strain developed in host bone surrounding the fixation screws of the simple
and notched designs of patient-specific total TMJ prostheses during FE simulations under normal
and worst-case/over-loading configurations.

Implant Type Loading Type

Peak von Mises Stress in Host Bone
Adjacent to Screw Holes (MPa) *

Peak von Mises Strain in Host Bone
Adjacent to Screw Holes (µStrain) *

Condyle/Ramus Fossa Condyle/Ramus Fossa

Simple Normal 4.7 3.5 1983 1253

Over–load 13.6 7.4 3586 1711

With Notches
Normal 4.3 3.2 1893 1210

Over–load 12.5 7.1 3374 1564

* Average of three simulations performed under similar constraints and loading at three different times (to account
for variations induced by the user/operator).

3. Results

The von Mises stress and micro-strain in the TMJ prostheses (fossa and condylar),
screws, and native bone in regions adjacent to screws were measured. Figures 29 and 30
show visuals of stress profiles in the anatomical components and simple TMJ prostheses,
respectively. Figures 31 and 32 show visuals of stress profiles in the corresponding anatom-
ical components and ‘notched’ TMJ prostheses, respectively. Table 4 summarizes peak von
Mises stress occurred in prosthetic components and screws. Peak von Mises stress and
strain developed in host bone surrounding the fixation screws of simple and notched TMJ
prostheses under normal and worst-case/over-loading configuration are summarized in
Table 5.
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Figure 29. Stress distribution in the host bone components during FE simulations of the total TMJ 
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Figure 30. Peak von Mises stress in patient-specific ‘simple’ TMJ prosthesis (without notches) during 
FE simulations of two different loading scenarios. (A,B) Show von Mises total TMJ prosthesis under 

Figure 29. Stress distribution in the host bone components during FE simulations of the total TMJ
replacement with custom designed simple TMJ prostheses. (A,B) Show von Mises stress in the fossa
bone under normal and worst-case/over–load configurations, respectively. (C,D) Show von Mises
stress in the mandibular bone under normal and worst-case/over–load configurations, respectively.
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Figure 31. Stress distribution in the host bone components during FE simulations of the total TMJ 
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Figure 31. Stress distribution in the host bone components during FE simulations of the total
TMJ replacement with custom designed TMJ prostheses with medial notches. (A,B) Show von
Mises stress in the fossa bone under normal and worst-case/over-load configurations, respectively.
(C,D) Show von Mises stress in the mandibular bone under normal and worst-case/over-load
configurations, respectively.
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under normal loading configuration. (C,D) Show von Mises stress profile in the prosthesis during 
FE simulation of worst-case/over-loading scenario. 
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included only the condylar TMJ implants with different loading conditions. The von 
Mises stress found in condylar and fossa components of both types of implants were lower 
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Figure 32. Peak von Mises stress in patient-specific ‘notched’ TMJ prosthesis (with medial notches)
during FE simulations of two different loading scenarios. (A,B) Show von Mises total TMJ prosthesis
under normal loading configuration. (C,D) Show von Mises stress profile in the prosthesis during FE
simulation of worst-case/over-loading scenario.
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3.1. Stress and Strain in Native Bone

Small difference in the stress and micro-strain occurred in the host bone adjacent to
screws in condylar and fossa components of both total TMJ prosthesis systems. For both
types of implant designs, von Mises stress in the bone surrounding fixation screws was
in the range of 3.2–4.7 MPa and 7.1–13.6 MPa under normal loading and over–loading,
respectively (see Table 5, Figures 29 and 31). These results are comparable to the findings
reported by [31] who studied stress distribution in the screws of a condylar implant and
host bone. von Mises strain in the bone surrounding prosthetic screws ranged from
1210 microstrain to 1983 microstrain during normal loading, and from 1564 microstrain
to 3586 microstrain during over-loading condition. A strain higher than 4000 microstrain
can cause hypotrophy of bone [32]. The highest micro-strain in host bone in this study is
below the hypertrophy limit. Moreover, use of more screws at appropriate locations would
further lower the chances of higher strains capable of bone formation around the screws.

3.2. Stress and Strain in TMJ Implants

FE simulations resulted in lower stress in anterior part of the condylar and fossa
prostheses (see Figures 30 and 32) similar to what found in [20,28] although their FE studies
included only the condylar TMJ implants with different loading conditions. The von Mises
stress found in condylar and fossa components of both types of implants were lower than
the yield strength of their materials Figure 33, Ti-6Al-4V and UHMWPE, respectively. The
trends in the stress and strain profiles under normal and over-loading conditions were
similar in both types of total TMJ prostheses. von Mises stresses of higher magnitude
were developed in condylar neck, posterior part of condylar head, and inferior region
of ramal component compared with rest of the condylar/ramus prosthesis. For fossa
component, magnitude of von Mises stress and strain was higher in the posterior region on
the articulating surface, Figures 33 and 34.
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Other than where the actual loads and constraints were applied, the stress concentra-
tion was highest around the inserted screw and the screw holes in the host bone. The medial
notches in the condylar and fossa prostheses are designed to provide improved stability
by promoting post-implantation bone growth into the perforated surfaces of the notches.
Von Mises stress in the notch regions of the condylar and fossa implants were less than that
in the screw regions, indicating that the notches may not act as stress risers in the device.
Stress profile in the host bone portion where the medical notches of the implant are inserted
show stresses lower than that at the screw holes, but higher than those in other parts of
the host bone. This indicates that the stress developed in the notches under functional
loading may augment bone growth into the perforated notches, thereby maximizing the
opportunity for improved stability of the prostheses. Also, in all simulations, the peak von
Mises stresses in the condylar component were higher than those in the fossa component of
the total TMJ prostheses (see Figure 35). This may have resulted from the model constraints
which allowed mobility of the condylar/ramal prosthesis along with natural mandible and
kept the artificial fossa fixed in its position along with the host fossa bone.

3.3. Stress and Strain in Screws

Peak stress and strain the implant fixation screws are summarized in Table 4 and
Figure 36. In fixation screws for condylar and fossa components, the highest magnitude
of stress values occurred at the neck portion of screws. However, the highest stresses
in all screws were found to be less than the ultimate stress as well as yield point of the
screw material (Ti-6Al-4V). This trend of stress profile in screws is similar to that reported
in [31] who studied stress distribution in a stock condylar prosthesis and screws using FE
method. The highest von Mises stresses found in screws in the present study are much
lower than those reported in [31]. This discrepancy suggests that screws used for fixation
of the condylar component of patientspecific total TMJ prostheses undergo lower load and
resultant stress while transferring the functional loads between implant and host bone.
This further suggests that the custom-designed implants offer better adaptation to the host
bone (compared to their stock counterparts) and partly transfer the load directly to the
bone in contact (e.g., at the location where condylar collar of the implant sits superiorly
on natural ramus after condylectomy), thereby reducing the exposure of screws to higher
loads and stresses.
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Among the screws, the highest stresses occurred in the neck portion of two condy-
lar screws—one placed most inferiorly, and another placed most posteriorly and at the
curvature of the ramal part of the implant. This is contradictory to what found in [31,33]
reporting highest stresses in the condylar screw placed most superiorly (near the neck of
implant). However, both these studies included a stock condylar TMJ implant in which the
implant collar did not contact or adapt to the host bone as it does in the present study. Also,
these researchers applied a vertically downward force at the top of prosthetic condylar
head whereas we applied load in mandibular angle region.

Screws used for both condylar and fossa components showed von Mises stresses of
higher order at their interfaces with prostheses, especially in the region of screw neck and
at the site of prosthesis-bone junction. This may have happened as the screws carried more
load when they served as a medium of load-sharing between the prosthesis and host bone.
As listed in Table 4, maximum von Mises stress generated in the screws was relatively
higher than that in the corresponding prosthetic component these screws were used for
fixation of.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In view of scarcity of published literature about design methods and biomechanical
analysis of total TMJ implants, the present study provides good reference work for patient-
specific design and biomechanical evaluation of such designs through FE simulations.
Few published studies have investigated biomechanics of the artificial TMJ implants. In
our knowledge, no study has reported FE analysis of total TMJ prostheses. The present
study can serve as a reference for the clinicians regarding advantageous features of the
patient-specific total TMJ implants. Moreover, design methodology and FE findings of this
study can provide industrial designers with reference data for improving their products, es-
pecially the custom-designed products intended for patients with complex and challenging
anatomic situations.

Limitations of this study must be considered when reviewing implant designs and
evaluating FE results. The main focus of this study was the patient-specific design and
biomechanical analysis of the total TMJ prostheses. The skill of the surgical approach
(preauricular incision or retromandibular incision) and patient-related issues such as long-
term effects were not considered. Therefore, the surgeons should be careful when applying
the findings from this study to clinical situation. The present study used only one set of
material properties for patient’s host bone. Future investigations should assess effect of
altered bone quality on the performance of total TMJ replacement. Also, material properties
of bone were assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. Although this represents a major
simplification, other studies have demonstrated that this is acceptable [20,26,34]. Only
two loading conditions (with loads applied at the mandibular angle) were used in this
study. Other muscle forces which are normally present would also affect the mandibular
biomechanics. Although several studies have suggested that forces from other muscles do
not exert major effects in the mandible [20,26,35], future work should consider using more
sophisticated FE models. It will be beneficial to evaluate the effect of screw positions on
biomechanical performance of total TMJ prostheses. Future work should also include more
comprehensive non-linear and dynamic FE simulations using different implant materials.

In summary, this study demonstrates that our custom-design approach offers potential
for stable and durable total TMJ reconstruction, and that the FE models can reproduce
information useful in design and assessment of total TMJ prostheses. Findings of this
study provide a good basis for future work focusing on developing a more refined and
standardized method for custom design of total TMJ prostheses, and pre-clinical FE tests
for design verification and validation.
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Abstract: Porcelain fused to metal is widespread dental prosthetic restoration. The survival rate of
metal-ceramic restorations depends not only on the qualifications of dentists, dental technicians but
also on the adhesive strength of ceramics to a metal frame. The goal of the research is to determine
the optimal parameters of the surface machining of the metal frame to increase the adhesion of metal
to ceramics. Adhesion of cobalt-chromium alloy and ceramics was investigated. A profilometer and
a scanning electron microscope were used to analyze the morphology. To estimate the adhesion
the shear strength was measured by the method based on ASTM D1002-10. A method of surface
microrelief formation of metal samples by plasma-electrolyte treatment has been developed. Regimes
for plasma-electrolyte surface treatment were investigated according to current-voltage characteristics
and a surface roughness parameter. The samples were subjected to different surface machining
techniques such as polishing, milling, sandblasting (so-called traditional methods), and plasma-
electrolyte processing. Morphology of the surface for all samples was studied and the difference in
microrelief was shown. The roughness and adhesive strength were measured for samples either. As a
result, the mode for plasma- electrolytic surface treatment under which the adhesive strength was
increased up to 183% (compared with the traditional methods) was found.

Keywords: dental prosthesis; porcelain fused to metal; metal-ceramic; adhesion; profilometry;
plasma-electrolyte processing; shear strength

1. Introduction

The modern development of dental science and practice makes it possible to maintain
the dental health of the population at a high level. Despite effective preventive measures,
new technologies of treatment and dental prosthetics, dental morbidity remains at a high
level worldwide [1,2]. In most cases, dental rehabilitation requires the use of dentures to
restore the integrity of the dentition [3–6].

One of the most common and traditionally used dental prosthetic restorations is non-
removable fixed dentures, in particular porcelain fused to metal (PFM) dentures. Many
years of experience in the use of these prostheses shows their effectiveness, high survival
over time and improves the aesthetics and quality of life of patients [7–10]. Despite this, in
clinical practice there are often failures and complications associated with both errors in
complex clinical planning and violations of laboratory stages during their manufacture.

There are enough publications in medical literature devoted to the issues of preserving
the vitality of teeth selected as supports for metal-ceramic crowns, decementation of
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prostheses, inflammatory phenomena of the dentoalveolar papillae and others [11–13]. All
of these complications have a human factor (dentist—dental technician) and can be caused
by the individual characteristics of the patient. Also the manufacturing technologies of
dentures are not quite perfect and require constant improvement, the development of new
high-quality and biologically inert materials.

As materials used in the manufacture of prostheses is porcelain which is applied
to the metal surface. Glass ceramics are obtained by melting glass using the method of
directed crystallization. It consists of silicon oxide, commonly known as quartz (SiO2) with
negligible aluminum content. The basic principle of obtaining a solid ceramic material is
its molding when the molten glass cools. At the same time, during its sequential heating, a
controlled crystallization process occurs, as a result of which crystals appear and grow. The
process of transformation from pure glass to partially crystalline is called “ceramization”.

Noble metal alloys are widely used in dentistry [14]. However, base-metal alloy is
an economical alternative to expensive gold alloy [15]. Nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr) and
cobalt-chromium (Co-Cr) alloys are most widely used when cost and rigidity are taken into
account [16,17]. However, the immediate advantage of the Co-Cr alloy is comparable per-
formance to other base metal alloys, but without an allergenic nickel component [18], while
titanium has low quality of metal-ceramic bond [19]. In prosthetic dentistry special grades
of stainless steels are used, the so-called alloy steels: for stamping AISI 321 or AISI 321, for
casting 20Cr18N9S2. The composition of stainless steels includes: 72% iron, 0.12% carbon,
18% chromium, 9–10% nickel, 1% titanium, 2% silicon. Alloy steels contain a minimum
amount of carbon (its increase leads to an increase in hardness and a decrease in ductility of
steel) and an increased content of specially introduced elements that ensure the production
of alloys with the desired properties. Chromium gives resistance to oxidation. Nickel is
added to the alloy to increase ductility and viscosity. Titanium reduces brittleness and
prevents intercrystalline corrosion of steel. Silicon is present only in injection-molded steel
and improves its fluidity. Stainless steel has good malleability and poor casting qualities.

The main problem in the manufacture of PFM restorations is the problem of poor
adhesion of the ceramic coating to the metal frame [20–22]. Increasing the adhesion of
materials will significantly increase the service lifetime of dentures, reduce costs, which in
turn will improve the quality of life of patients.

One of the criteria for good adhesion is the absence of impurities on the two surfaces
that will be compared. With regard to ceramic coating, the issue is at a high stage of solution
and the dental technician only needs to observe the technology of applying the mass to
the metal frame by excluding the ingress of impurities from the ambient air of the dental
laboratory, then with regard to the preliminary preparation of the metal frame itself, a
number of issues arise that require more in-depth study [23,24]. In particular, this concerns
the use of sandblasting technology of the metal frame at the stages of cleaning from the
molding mass after casting, preliminary mechanical grinding with milling cutters and
finishing with an abrasive sand with a size of 50 µm. Unfortunately, the last stage does not
exclude the possibility of introducing abrasive sand particles into the metal frame, which
in the future may cause poor local adhesion and cause chipping of the ceramic veneering.

In addition, the shape, sharpness of the peaks and cavities of the microrelief, size,
depth of surface defects and internal defects determine the strength of the material [25,26].
A review of the literature has shown that common clinical problems with ceramic materials
are chips, marginal fractures and fractures of the main mass [27,28]. Volumetric fractures
are still one of the main causes of failures in the use of PFM prostheses, but literary sources
also suggest the long-term survival of various ceramic prostheses [29–31].

Due to the presence of surface roughness, developed cracks may not spread randomly,
but occur at points with a higher stress concentration. The theory that crack nucleation
begins at points of stress concentration caused by surface roughness was proposed by
Mecholsky et al. [32], who loaded samples with grooves and furrows both perpendicular
and parallel to the direction of loading.
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Separately, a number of works devoted to the study of the processing of mating
surfaces can be noted. Thus, Imbriglio et al. [33] investigated aluminum oxide and silicon
carbide. A negative correlation was shown between the reduced powder size and adhesion.
At the same time, the adhesion for silicon carbide did not statistically depend on the
reduced powder size, and, as a consequence, roughness (the range of roughness 0.2–0.4 µm
was studied).

Budhe et al. [34] investigated the adhesion to shear strength between aluminum and
wooden samples during various surface processing. Thus, for aluminum samples, the
maximum adhesion was achieved with a roughness of about 2 µm, but with an increase or
decrease in roughness, the amount of adhesion decreased. The relationship between shear
strength and surface roughness for wooden samples was nonlinear, the maximum adhesion
was achieved at a roughness of about 1.5 µm, and then with a decrease in roughness,
adhesion decreased. Similar results for shear strength of aluminum and steel were obtained
by Ghumatkar et al. [35]. Murat et al. [36] investigated the pull-off adhesion testing for a
medium-density fiberboard lined with polyvinyl chloride, and a nonlinear relationship
between the amount of adhesion and roughness was also shown.

The purpose of the study is to increase the adhesion of cobalt-chromium alloy and
ceramics by surface machining technology. Regimes for plasma-electrolyte treatment were
investigated to find optimal surface microgeometry to increase the adhesion.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Protocol

The contact surfaces of the samples were subjected to different surface machining
techniques such as polishing, milling, sandblasting (so-called traditional methods), and
plasma-electrolyte processing. The traditional method of surface machining was carried out
using a milling cutter NTI 060. 14.2 mm (NTI, Alfeld, Germany), a sandblasting machine
(Bego Easyblast, Bremen, Germany) using sand (Renfert Cobra, Hilzingen, Germany) with
particles size 125, 90, 50 µm at 0.25 MPa air-abrasion pressure approximately 10 mm from
the sample surface during 60 s.

After surfacing, the samples were labeled. Then morphological and elemental analyses
were carried out. After that samples with ceramic layers were manufactured. Shear strength
was determined for joint samples.

2.2. Manufacturing of Samples and Surface Machining

The wax patterns were fabricated using basic wax “Stoma” (Kharkiv Oblast, Ukraine).
The cobalt chromium metal alloy “I-bond NF” (Interdent d.o.o., Slovenia) (Co 63%, Cr 24%,
W 8%, Mo 3%, So 1%) was used to cast a metal framework using Bego Fornax T (BEGO
Bremer Goldschlägerei Wilh. Herbst GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). The geometry of samples
is shown in Figure 1a.

Then the mating/contact surfaces were processed (the blue area in Figure 1a). The
metal frame was veneered with IPS Inline ceramic mass (Ivoclar vivadent, Germany), firing
was carried out in a Programat E5000 furnace (Ivoclar vivadent, Germany) by following
instructions of the manufacturer [37].

At the first stage of manufacturing PFM restoration, an opaque layer was applied
to two separate samples (see Figure 1), which was then sintered in an oven under firing
mode I in Table 1. After firing, the samples were cooled and treated with an Emmevi
(Hansgrohe-Axor, Germany) steam jet in a pressure mode of 0.6 MPa. The second layer
was re-applied with an opaque layer and the same treatment was carried out. The next
step was to apply a layer of porcelain to connect the two samples according to the scheme
shown in Figure 1b, and baked in a connected form in the oven in mode II (Table 1). The
thickness of the opaque layer and ceramics are shown in Figure 1c. Two connected samples
were cooled after sintering and subjected to steam jet treatment. At the last stage, a layer of
dentin was applied along the edge of the junction of the two samples and baked in mode III
(Table 1). After cooling, the sample was cleaned using a steam jet machine.
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Table 1. Firing parameters for ceramic layer.

Mode T, ◦C B, ◦C S, min t, ◦C/min H, min V1, ◦C V2, ◦C

I 930 403 6 100 2 450 929
II 910 403 4 60 1 450 909
III 900 403 4 60 1 450 899

where T—firing temperature, B—stand-by temperature, S—closing time, t—heating rate, H—holding time,
V1—vacuum on temperature, V2—vacuum off temperature.

2.3. The Technique of Plasma-Electrolyte Formation of the Microrelief of the Surface of
Cobalt-Chromium Alloys

The method of surface microrelief formation of metal samples by plasma-electrolyte
treatment consists of the use of gas discharges with liquid electrodes. The treatment process
occurs as a result of the gas discharge combustion on the surface of a metal electrode
dipped in an electrolyte solution. Depending on the polarity of the electrode and the
type of material, various processes can occur: surface polishing, oxide ceramic coating
formation, changes in surface roughness, application of metallic nanostructured coatings
etc. To achieve our goal—control changes in roughness—it is necessary to use the cathode
polarity of the active processed electrode.

The flat plate of the sample (9 in Figure 2) was fixed and immersed to a certain depth
by the electrode system (3 in Figure 2). The work used a DC power supply (1 in Figure 2)
with a continuously adjustable voltage, consisting of a diode bridge (diodes SD 246) and
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a laboratory autotransformer 1 M with a voltage range from 1 to 400 V (depending on
the experimental conditions, a smoothing capacitor filter (C = 1560 µF) is connected to
the power supply). Additional resistance (5 in Figure 2) also was added. The voltage and
discharge current were measured using two digital universal measuring devices APPA 305
(6 in Figure 2) and APPA 109N (7 in Figure 2), the relative measurement error is 0.8%. An
oscilloscope FLUKE scopemeter 190-062 (4 in Figure 2) was used to monitor the system.
Electrolytic bath (2 in Figure 2) was filled with electrolyte—sodium chloride aqueous
solution of concentration: 1%, 3% and 5% by weight. For each concentration of solution
was carried out removal of the current-voltage characteristics of the plasma-electrolyte
treatment. Temperature measurements were carried by thermocouple (8 in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Scheme of the experimental installation of plasma-electrolyte formation of the microrelief
of the surface: 1—electric power supply, 2—an electrolytic bath, 3—an electrode system, 4—an
oscilloscope, 5—an additional resistance, 6—a voltmeter, 7—an ammeter, 8—a thermocouple and
9—a fixed sample.

The main parameters affecting the treatment process are the magnitude and shape of
the applied voltage, the current strength of the discharge circuit and the temperature of the
electrolyte. In the experiments, a smoothed voltage form obtained by using a capacitive
filter was used, and by adjusting it, we changed the processing mode. The use of an active
processed cathode polarity electrode leads to local melting of its surface under the action
of randomly occurring single microdischarges. Depending on the discharge power and
the temperature of the electrode itself, the formation of various microholes is observed,
which in turn collectively form the overall surface roughness. The formation of microholes
occurs as a result of melting of the surface and partial release of the electrode material into
the electrolyte. Different treatment regimen forms different surface roughness. So a large
number of samples for the case of plasma-electrolyte treatment is explained by the variety
of choice of combustion regimes for discharges with liquid electrodes.

2.4. Morphological and Elemental Analysis

The study of the surface morphology was carried out with a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) “EVO 50 XVP” (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a probe microanalysis system
“INCA Energy—350” (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK). Roughness parameters were
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determined using a TR-200 profilometer (TIME GROUP Inc., Beijing, China). According
to the curves of the surface profilograms, the values of the roughness parameters were
calculated: Ra is the mean deviation of the profile; Rq is the mean square deviation of the
profile. As a result of the research, it was found that the total error is less than 5%.

2.5. Apparent Shear Strength Determining

Researchers divide methods for determining adhesion into two groups: the pull-off
strength measurement of adhesion and the apparent shear strength of single-lap-joint
adhesively bonded specimens. Nowadays there are a number of standardized methods
for their determination: ISO 4624:2002, ASTM C633-01, ASTM D7234-05, ASTM D1002-10,
ASTM D4541, ISO 9693-1:2012. Mainly these standards were developed for paints and
varnishes, for thermal spray coating materials, for rigid plastics, for metal to metal. For
metal-ceramic materials, standardized methods have not been found during the study
of this issue (except ISO 9693-1:2012). ISO 9693-1:2012 is focused on normal strength,
but in the research the focus was on shear strength. It leads from the assumption that
surface morphology critically influences shear [32]. Therefore, in this work, an approach
to determine the apparent strength is based on the developed standards for adhesively
bonded metal specimens. In this regard, for determining the apparent shear strength of
the adhesive ceramic layer taken as a basis ASTM D1002-10 (Standard test method for
apparent shear strength of single-lap-joint adhesively bonded metal specimens by tension
loading) [38]. Similar approach was used in other researches [34–36].

The samples were tested on a universal testing machine UTS 110M-100 (Ivanovo,
Russia). The range of measured loads is 0.001–100 kN, load measurement error less than
1% from the statement, up to 1/100 from the value of the permissible load. The test method
is to obtain the value of the tensile load of failure of two samples bonded together with
ceramics. The forces tending to shift one half of the sample relative to the other showed in
Figure 3, strain rate was equal to 1 mm/min. To decrease the bending stresses during the
shear test, the thickness of the metal frames was equal to 1.8 mm. Shear strength can be
calculated by the following equation:

τ =
F
A

(1)

where F is the failure load (N), A is the area (mm2) of the contact surface (ceramic joint).
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2.6. Statistical Processing of Experimental Data

Statistical analysis of the data was carried out using the MatLab software. The results
are given in the following format: average ± half of the confidence interval (p < 0.05). Non-
parametric measurements are given in the following format: median (Me) and interquartile
range of 25–75 (Q1–Q2). A normal distribution check was carried out using the Jarque-Bera
test. To compare groups two-sample t-test (p < 0.05) and Kolmogorov–Smirnov test were
used. The interpolation of the data was carried out using the least-squares method.

3. Results

Samples were prepared according to the study protocol and divided by groups with
the following marks: polishing (n = 3)—PL; milling (n = 3)—MC; abrasive blasting, with
an abrasive size of 50 µm (n = 12), abrasive size 90 µm (n = 3), abrasive size 125 µm
(n = 3)—AB50, AB90, AB125 respectively; plasma-electrolyte processing (n = 16)—PZ.

3.1. The Surface Microrelief Formation by Plasma-Electrolyte Treatment

During plasma-electrolyte treatment, the surface relief formation occurs due to the
combustion of individual microdischarges that melt the surface. For local melting, it is nec-
essary that at the ignition point of the gas discharge, the temperature of the cobalt-chromium
alloy S&S Scheftner (Mainz, Germany) becomes higher than the solidus temperature of
1170 ◦C, preferably above the liquidus temperature of 1390 ◦C. The melting process is
beginning when the solidus temperature is exceeded. A completely liquid metal can be
obtained only at temperatures above 1390 ◦C. It is known that the casting temperature
recommended by the manufacturer is 1490–1540 ◦C. At these temperatures the alloy has
good fluidity and there is no burnout of alloying elements. Insufficient invested discharge
power will not allow to achieve the required heating of the sample and lead to local melting
with the formation of microholes. And a higher power can lead to overheating of the entire
sample and its melting with loss of geometry, which is unacceptable. It should also be
noted that the treatment proceeds more intensively on sharp and protruding surfaces, this
is explained by the greatest intensity of the electric field in these places.

Thus, when processing samples, it is necessary to take into account their geometry,
mass and properties of the alloy. With a sample thickness of a metal plate of 1.8 mm, surface
melting occurred at a voltage of U = 220 V and a current strength of I = 12 A, and at lower
voltage values, samples with a roughness parameter Ra from 0.77 to 2.51 µm were obtained.

At the initial moment of the treatment, the electrolyte is in contact with the surface of
the metal sample. Depending on the magnitude of the applied voltage and the temperature
of the electrolytic anode, one of the following processes will take place: only electrolysis;
electrolysis eventually turning into the combustion of discharges on the surface of the
sample; initial combustion of discharges without the stage of electrolysis. In the case of
electrolysis, a linear dependence of the current strength on the voltage will be observed.
According to the Lenz-Joule law, when an electric current passes through a metal electrode
(cathode), the amount of heat released is directly proportional to the square of the current,
the resistance of the electrode and the time during which the electric current flowed.
An increase in voltage leads to an increase in current. This leads to an increase in the
degree of cathode heating. On the cathode surface the process of boiling the electrolyte
begins, in addition to the electrochemical release of gas bubbles. Combustion of discharges
occurs in gas bubbles. The flow of the above processes is determined by the current-
voltage characteristic (CVC) of the treatment, the behavior of which changes when the
type of electrolyte, its concentration and temperature change. By changing the dependence
of the current strength on the applied voltage, it is possible to determine the intensity
of electrochemical reactions, vaporization near the surface of the metal electrode and
combustion of single discharges.

Let us consider the CVC (Figure 4) of the plasma-electrolyte treatment of a cobalt-
chromium alloy obtained using 1, 3 and 5% sodium chloride solutions. The CVC consists
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of two branches: the first is a gradual increase in voltage from 0 to 300 V, the second is a
decrease in the applied voltage from 300 to 0 V.
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For a 1% aqueous solution of sodium chloride, the combustion of single discharges
with a pink-purple glow color occurs at a voltage of 120 V (grey line in Figure 4). When the
applied voltage exceeds 100 V, local air-gas jets are observed departing from the cathode
surface by 3–4 mm from the surface. On the CVC curve in this section, the beginning of a
decrease in current strength is observed. A gradual increase in voltage leads to an increase
in the number of single discharges. At a voltage of 177–181 V, local discharges of a different
glow (yellow-orange) are additionally observed. At a voltage of 193 V, only yellow-orange
glow discharges remain. The process of intensive heating of the electrode begins, it heats
up to a temperature of 850–900 ◦C. At a given temperature of the electrode, a film boiling
of the electrolyte will occur. Film boiling presupposes the presence of a stable vapor-air
shell that covers the surface of the electrode. However combustion of discharges leads
to a violation of the film boiling of the electrolyte and its splashing. The glow at the tip
of the electrode turns white and corresponds to approximately a temperature of 1300 ◦C,
in other areas of the surface it turns yellow and corresponds to a temperature of 1000 ◦C.
Combustion of “yellow” discharges stops to prevail on the second branch of the CVC with
a decrease in voltage to 216 V, mainly the combustion of electrical “pink-violet” discharges.
Combustion of individual “yellow” discharges of low intensity occurs with a decrease in
voltage to 163 V. When the voltage drops below 90 V, combustion stops and electrochemical
reactions occur with boiling of the electrolyte near the electrode surface.

The use of a 3% aqueous solution of sodium chloride as an electrolyte changes the
CVC curve while maintaining its outlines (red line in Figure 4). Namely, at 45 V—sound
vibrations appear, at 60 V—the beginning of combustion of individual discharges on the
cathode surface is observed. As the voltage increases, the number of discharges increases.
The glow has a pink-purple color. At 100 V, larger yellow discharges appear. At 113 V, only
yellow discharges burn. With increasing voltage, the intensity of radiation and acoustic
vibrations increases. There are strong current fluctuations associated with intense splashing
of the electrolyte near the cathode electrode. With a decrease in the applied voltage, the
reverse transition occurs at 83 V. Local melting of the electrode surface is observed.

An increase in the concentration of sodium chloride in the electrolyte to 5% contributes
to the displacement of the CVC to the region of lower voltages and an increase in the current
strength (blue line in Figure 4). A voltage to 65 V increase leads to acoustic vibrations in
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the form of a crackle. At 67 V the combustion of individual discharges on the electrode
surface begins. The color of the discharge radiation is yellow. At 88 V acoustic vibrations
of a different frequency occur. With a decrease in voltage, the reverse transition from the
combustion of discharges to the flow of only electrochemical reactions is observed at 63 V.

For all three CVCs with different concentrations of electrolyte, the presence of hys-
teresis is characteristic, with a reverse decrease in voltage, the current strength becomes
significantly less. This is due to the heating of the electrolyte and the processed metal
electrode. However, to a greater extent from the heating of the electrode, since it creates a
film boiling that separates the electrolyte from the metal surface, and the absence of contact
no longer allows electric current to be conducted due to electrochemical reactions. The
current flow occurs only due to combustion of electrical discharges.

The obtained results of the CVC curves of plasma-electrolyte treatment indicate that
a 3% solution of sodium chloride is the most optimal for use. With this sodium chloride
content, there is no flow of high current densities for both 5% of the solution concentration
and the risk of sample melting is reduced, and the use of 1% solution requires the use of
higher voltage values to achieve the required energy supply. Based on the CVC curve for a
3% solution, the samples were processed to create roughness in the range from 120 to 200 V.

Varying plasma-electrolyte regimes generate different values of roughness. So, data
of voltage, the temperature of the electrode, and the received roughness was interpolated
by Delaunay triangulation (the natural neighbor interpolation method in Matlab). The
obtained results are shown in Figure 5. The received interpolation allows selecting the
plasma-electrolyte treatment mode to obtain a given roughness.
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3.2. Analysis of the Microrelief of the Surface after Treatment

It should also be noted the gradient nature of the formation of the microrelief of the
surface along the immersion of the sample in the electrolyte. The maximum size of the
holes at the end of the sample, however, as they gradually move away from the edge,
their size decreases. Using the example of changing the surface roughness parameters
of the samples, it can be said that Ra in the longitudinal direction changed as follows:
2.734→2.064→1.728→1.375 µm.

Figure 6 shows pictures of the characteristic treated surface of the sample obtained by
scanning electron microscopy. The images show that, depending on the depth of immersion
of the electrode, the morphology of the surface changed. Conventionally, the surface can
be divided into several sections, differing in morphology and size of microholes. The first
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region covers the end of the sample with a length of 2.5 mm, its morphology of the surface
of the 1st region is very developed (Figure 6a). The diameter of microholes varies from
~3 µm to ~10 µm. Figure 6b shows the 2nd research area with 1000× magnification, which
is 2.5 mm away from the edge of the sample, its surface morphology is developed. The
diameter of microholes varies from ~1.5 µm to ~5 µm.
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Figure 6c shows the 3rd area of study of the sample with 2000×magnification, which
is removed from the edge of the sample by 5 mm, its morphology is very developed. The
diameter of microholes varies from ~500 nm to ~2 µm.

It is established that the magnitude of the applied voltage strongly affects the nature of
the plasma processes and heat generation. At insufficient voltages, the processing effect is
not observed, and at higher voltages, melting of the electrode may occur. The most optimal
voltage range is 160–190 V. Also an interesting fact is the strong heating of the electrode and
its glow to red when using a new electrolyte at room temperature at the initial moment of
gas discharge combustion, but after a certain time the effect of incandescence of the cathode
passes, and it acquires a natural color. At the end of the process, if the electrode is removed
from the electrolyte in a heated state, without contact with water and its natural cooling
in air, then it is covered with a dark oxide film. If the electrode is cooled in the electrolyte,
there is a transition from film boiling to contact boiling, with local near-electrode boiling of
the electrolyte, and the formation of a black oxide film does not occur.

Sandblasting and new plasma-electrolyte treatments were compared. The surface
roughness parameter Ra of cobalt-chromium samples after various processing methods
presented in Figure 7. Grouping in ascending order of Ra value: PL, MC, AB50, AB90,
AB125. The PZ group was divided into three groups according to Ra values: PZ1, PZ2, and
PZ3. The values of Ra in groups are described in details in Section 3.3.
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A comparison of the roughness parameters of standard surface treatment methods
with plasma-electrolyte microrelief formation shows that this method is superior in its ca-
pabilities to sandblasting, milling and surface polishing. Thus, by adjusting the parameters
of the processing process, it will be possible to obtain the required surface roughness.

A complex relationship exists between surface roughness and adhesion. As expected,
when a larger particle size abrasive is used, the Ra value is seen to increase. However, the
average roughness increases as the larger particles create higher peaks and deeper valleys
in the surface profile [39]. Also in [39] it was shown that as the Ra value increases, the Rz
and Rq values increase proportionally.

A comparative assessment of the surface morphology for various processing methods
was carried out. SEM images of the surface for various processing methods presented
in Figure 8. The surface after polishing is presented in Figure 8a–c. Irregularities in the
form of cavities formed by the abrasive of the polishing tool are detected at 2000× and
3000×magnification. The surface after smearing the surface layer with a processing tool
presented in Figure 8d–f. Surface after sandblasting using sand with a dispersion of 50 µm
presented in Figure 8g–i. In these images can be observed the remains of sand particles
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pressed into the metal base. The morphology of the surface has many sharp protruding
irregularities left as a result of the sliding of sand particles on the metal surface.
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significant decrease in adhesion strength for the PL group (p < 0.05). Shear strength in 
group AB90 was significantly higher than in group AB50 (p < 0.05) and insignificant 
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Figure 8. SEM images of the surface for various processing methods: (a–c)—surface after polishing
(PL group); (d–f)—surface after milling (MC group); (g–i)—surface after sandblasting with an
abrasive size of 50 µm (AB50 group); (j–l)—surface after sandblasting with an abrasive size of
90 microns (AB90 group); (m–o)—surface after sandblasting using with an abrasive size of 125 microns
(AB125 group); (p–r)—surface after plasma-electrolyte treatment (PZ groups).

Figure 8j–l show images of the surface after sandblasting using sand with a dispersion
of 90 µm. Figure 8m–o show images of the surface after sandblasting using sand with
a dispersion of 125 µm. Sand particles are found on all the studied surfaces. The main
difference is the size of the formed irregularities.

Figure 8p–r show images of the surface after plasma-electrolyte formation. A porous
structure is observed, the protrusions have a spherical shape. The surface obtained by
this method is fundamentally different in morphology from standard processing methods
in the absence of sharp ledges, which later, when applying ceramics, can act as stress
concentrators and lead to chipping of ceramics under cyclic loads.

3.3. Apparent Shear Strength

The distribution of shear strength by groups is presented in Figure 9. There was
a significant decrease in adhesion strength for the PL group (p < 0.05). Shear strength
in group AB90 was significantly higher than in group AB50 (p < 0.05) and insignificant
higher than in group AB125. Groups AB50, AB125, and MC did not differ significantly. In
plasma-electrolyte groups the shear strength of PZ2 was significantly higher than in PZ1
and PZ3. Ra and shear strength results in groups are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 9. Shear strength distribution by groups, where are shown: the median (red line), the lower
and upper quartiles (blue lines), and the minimum and maximum values (black lines) that are not
outliers.

Table 2. Ra and shear strength results in groups.

Group Ra, µm τ, MPa

PL 0.422 ± 0.04 0.26 ± 0.05
MC 0.944 ± 0.11 1.69 ± 0.68

AB50 1.069 ± 0.12 1.05 ± 0.27
AB90 1.243 ± 0.13 3.75 ± 1.24

AB125 2.425 ± 0.26 1.52 ± 0.51
PZ1 1.136 ± 0.15 1.93 ± 0.10
PZ2 1.45 ± 0.16 8.35 ± 0.21
PZ3 1.91 ± 0.21 1.38 ± 0.07

Thus, when considering the relationship between the roughness parameter Ra and the
shear strength for the PZ group a nonlinear relationship was noted. Due to the nonlinear
dependence of shear strength on Ra for the PZ group, their averaging over the full data
set is incorrect. So the data from the PZ group were divided according to the Ra values
into three groups (see Figure 7). For the PZ1 group from PZ roughness Ra value was equal
to 1.136 ± 0.15 µm and the shear strength was 1.93 ± 0.10 MPa, for the PZ2 group Ra
was 1.45 ± 0.16 µm and the shear strength was 8.35 ± 0.21 MPa, for the PZ3 group Ra
was 1.91 ± 0.21 µm and shear strength was 1.38 ± 0.07 MPa. Figure 10 shows the average
values of shear strength and Ra value for all groups.
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Assuming the homogeneity of all data, thereby excluding the influence of the chemical
component and microrelief, it is possible to construct an exponential interpolation (red line
in Figure 10) of the form:

τ(Ra) = a + b· 1
σ
√

π
Exp

(
(Ra− µ)2

2σ2

)
(2)

The parameters of interpolation (2) were as follows: a = 0.984 MPa, b = 3.271 MPa·µm,
µ = 1.514 µm, σ = 0.165 µm, error of interpolation was calculated as a squared norm of the
residual (r2) and was equal to 0.7564.

Due to the form of interpolation, the curve reaches a plateau in intervals of Ra values
up to 1 µm and over 2 µm. In a strict sense, this fact illustrates a bad interpolation, but
values of shear strength in these intervals are too small and these intervals are of no
practical interest. Interpolation describes the results obtained quite qualitatively in the
range of Ra values from 1 µm and up to 2 µm. Summarizing, the received interpolation and
previous interpolation of roughness distribution depending on voltage and temperature of
the electrode (see Figure 5) it is possible to select the appropriate mode of plasma-electrolyte
treatment to obtain the required shear strength.

4. Discussion

The developed method of microrelief formation by plasma-electrolyte treatment allows
to obtain the required surface roughness of metal frame by changing the parameters
of gas discharge combustion. The microrelief arises due to combustion of individual
microdischarges that melt the surface and create roughness. Size of microholes can be
changed by controlling microdischarge parameters. This method of processing allows
to obtain a clean surface, devoid of foreign impurities that may occur during abrasive
processing. This method gives an opportunity to achieve the same results on the same
parameters of plasma-electrolyte treatment. Also plasma-electrolyte treatment leads to the
formation of a microrelief with spherical shape hollows and protrusions that can reduce
the local stress concentration [40–42].

The main application of the plasma-electrolyte treatment is realized for surface pol-
ishing [43], heat treatment of products [44] and the formation of functional coatings [45].
In the presented work, the combustion of gas discharges with liquid electrodes was used
to form a microrelief or controlled change in surface roughness. This application of the
plasma-electrolyte treatment is achieved due to the possibility of local melting of the sur-
face by single microdischarges. It should be mentioned that the study of the influence of
the plasma-electrolyte treatment on the surface of the CoCr alloy was carried out on flat
samples. Actually a dental crown has a complex geometry with different wall thicknesses.
In the case of uniform burning of individual discharges on the surface of the dental crown,
uneven heating of different parts of the crown is expected. But since the process takes place
in an aqueous electrolyte solution, overheating of the CoCr alloy doesn’t occur. However,
there may be a change in the power of individual microdischarges depending on the ge-
ometry of the crown, which can lead to different roughness parameters, such as Ra. So,
changes in roughness parameters for different geometries and types of metal frames of
dental crowns should be investigated additionally.

For the proposed treatment method, as well as for classical methods, shear strength
was measured. It was shown a nonlinear relationship between roughness parameters Ra
and the shear strength value, such results correlate with other authors [34–36]. It was
proposed to describe the obtained dependence by exponential interpolation. Such inter-
polation was received excluding the influence of the chemical component and microrelief
over shear strength. Unlike plasma-electrolyte treatment, traditional methods (polishing,
milling, and sandblasting) provide sharp geometry of hollows and protrusions.

As the result shear strength nonlinearly depends on the value of the roughness pa-
rameters. Similar trend of shear strength with respect to surface roughness was found by
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Budhe et al. [34], Ghumatkar et al. [35] and Sekercioglu et al. [46]. Thus, the maximum
shear strength appears near 1.5 µm Ra value for aluminum AA6061 [34] and steel S235JR—
EN 10,025 [46]. Ghumatkar showed that the maximum shear strength appears near 2 µm Ra
value for aluminum AA6063 and steel AISI1045 [35]. Comparing the dependence between
roughness and shear strength for AA6061 and AA6063 it can be noted that maximum value
remains about 5 MPa. Meanwhile the roughness (in terms of Ra) was about 1.75 µm for
AA6061 and 2.25 µm for AA6063. Similar results obtained for AISI1045 and S235JR—EN
10,025—maximum shear strength localized at Ra values equal to 1.8 µm and 1.5 µm respec-
tively. The influence of chemical adhesion with the frame microrelief is observed indirectly.
It reflects on the absolute value of adhesion during the shear strength. So, the fluctuation
of Ra value for maximum shear strength can be explained by chemical adhesion and the
number of roughness points in the experiments.

A shear adhesion study showed that with standard metal surface treatments, the
dispersion of test results was not big and it was sufficient to carry out tests on 3 samples. In
contrast, plasma treated samples gave a large dispersion; so 16 samples were carried out.
Subsequently, it turned out that the dispersion of results is greatly affected by temperature
and current intensity.

So, the certain shear strength can be reached according to the received interpolation
between mode and roughness and between roughness and adhesion. This increasing the
value of the shear strength by 183% compared to the traditional method. The obtained
results allow us to estimate the localization of the maximum shear strength depending
on the roughness. Despite it, the determination of shear strength magnitude according to
roughness and surface machining is still open, since it is influenced by other characteristics
of the microrelief, chemical adhesion either.

The proposed method obtained samples with a value of Ra equal to 1.45 ± 0.16 µm
and shear strength equal to 8.35 ± 0.21 MPa. The shear strength exceeds the same indicator
for sandblasting by almost two times.

5. Conclusions

The high prevalence of dental diseases and untimely dental treatment leads to the
loss of natural teeth. Missing or damaged teeth could be replaced by dental prosthesis,
including fixed metal-ceramic restorations. The functional duration of dental prosthesis
depends on many factors and one of them is the preservation of the integrity of the dental
prosthesis by itself. Despite using PFM restorations various complications are possible such
as decementation of crowns, the development of gingiva inflammation and chipping of
the porcelaine layer. The reasons for the complications are patients’ individual physiology,
incorrect assessment of the clinical case, violation of clinical and laboratory stages, etc.
These reasons include also technological imperfection of manufacturing of dental prosthesis
and as a result the adhesion quality of metal frame veneering. Sandblasting is a widespread
technology in dental laboratories, but it leads to impurities on the contact surfaces. And
the impurities can negatively influence the adhesion. The formation of metal surface
morphology and roughness affects adhesion, but nowadays there is no certain way to
provide it.

A feature of the plasma-electrolyte treatment is the uniform microdischarges combus-
tion over the entire surface of the crown. With intense combustion melting of the entire
structure can occur. To avoid this, regimes were used at lower voltages and currents, which
made it possible to implement microlocal melting of the surface without overheating the
entire structure. In this regard, the purpose of the study was to determine the optimal
parameters of the surface treatment of the metal frame to increase the adhesion of metal
and ceramics and to develop a method for forming a microrelief of the surface.

To achieve the result, experimental samples were made of cobalt-chromium alloy.
Metal frames were processed by 4 different methods: polishing, milling, sandblasting and
plasma-electrolyte treatment. Ceramic layer was applied to the treated surface according
to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Morphological and profilometric studies of
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the samples allowed estimating the dependence between shear strength and the surface
roughness. The developed method of microrelief formation by plasma-electrolyte treatment
allows obtaining the required surface roughness of metal frame by changing the parameters
of gas discharge combustion. At the same time, the geometry of the hollows and protrusions
has a spherical shape that can reduce the local stress concentration. It was found that during
sandblasting, abrasive sand particles remain on the metal surface and the geometry of the
cavities and loads are sharp. According to the results of determining the CVC, a mode
(159–178 V, 70–74 ◦C) was selected to obtain a given value of the roughness parameter
Ra 1.45 ± 0.16 µm, which allowed increasing the shear strength of ceramics to the metal
samples surfaces up to 8.35 ± 0.21 MPa.

Further research requires studying the effect of plasma-electrolyte microrelief forma-
tion on the resulting surface structure in terms of phase composition, microhardness, and
Poisson’s ratio. It is very important, since during the combustion of single microdischarges,
the point of melting is rapidly cooled in the electrolyte. This cooling leads to an increase in
microhardness. And most likely, in the study of microhardness from the surface into the
depth of the sample, its gradient decrease will be observed. This will make it possible to
create a buffer transition layer from ductile metal to brittle ceramic, thereby reducing the
likelihood of ceramic chipping. Therefore, the logical continuation of this work is the study
of changes in roughness parameters for different geometries and types of metal frames of
dental crowns.

In the same time, the received results make it possible to state an optimistic forecast
usage of the plasma-electrolyte processing for improving the adhesion. Of course pull-off
strength should be measured for the same roughness values. The evaluation of dependence
between normal strength and roughness is planned for future research. Additionally, cyclic
tests are mapped out. It is also planned to carry out modeling of a dental prosthesis in the
process of chewing by the finite element method.

The proposed method of surfacing allows increasing the shear strength between cobalt-
chromium alloy and ceramics. Consequently such an approach increases the vitality of
mounted dental construction. The usage of low voltages and currents allows the implemen-
tation of the developed method in dental labs and clinics. The plasma-electrolyte processing
duration (about 1 min), allows to produce the surfacing during dental’s appointment.
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Abstract: Cardiovascular surgery requires the use of state-of-the-art artificial materials. For example,
microporous polytetrafluoroethylene grafts manufactured by Gore-Tex® are used for the treatment
of cyanotic heart defects (i.e., modified Blalock–Taussig shunt). Significant mortality during this
palliative operation has led surgeons to adopt mathematical models to eliminate complications by
performing fluid–solid interaction (FSI) simulations. To proceed with FSI modeling, it is necessary to
know either the mechanical properties of the aorta and graft or the rheological properties of blood.
The properties of the aorta and blood can be found in the literature, but there are no data about the
mechanical properties of Gore-Tex® grafts. Experimental studies were carried out on the mechanical
properties vascular grafts adopted for modified pediatric Blalock–Taussig shunts. Parameters of
two models (the five-parameter Mooney–Rivlin model and the three-parameter Yeoh model) were
determined by uniaxial experimental curve fitting. The obtained data were used for patient-specific
FSI modeling of local blood flow in the “aorta-modified Blalock–Taussig shunt–pulmonary artery”
system in three different shunt locations: central, right, and left. The anisotropic model of the
aortic material showed higher stress values at the peak moment of systole, which may be a key
factor determining the strength characteristics of the aorta and pulmonary artery. Additionally, this
mechanical parameter is important when installing a central shunt, since it is in the area of the central
anastomosis that an increase in stress on the aortic wall is observed. According to computations,
the anisotropic model shows smaller values for the displacements of both the aorta and the shunt,
which in turn may affect the success of preoperative predictions. Thus, it can be concluded that the
anisotropic properties of the aorta play an important role in preoperative modeling.

Keywords: hemodynamics; modified Blalock–Taussig shunt; hyperelasticity; anisotropy;
fluid–structure interaction

1. Introduction

The mortality rate of cardiovascular diseases in children is 5–16% globally [1]. Ob-
structive lesions of different segments of the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) are
congenital heart defects, the treatment of which is possible only by surgical intervention. A
modified Blalock–Taussig shunt (MBTS) is adopted as the first step in surgical treatment
of RVOT. A shunt made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Gore-Tex) is used to provide
blood flow from the systemic circulation to the pulmonary circulation. In particular, the
following pathologies are considered in the present study: pulmonary artery stenosis,
pulmonary atresia, and Tetralogy of Fallot. However, MBTS operations cause a number of
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complications, such as excessive volumetric load, acute thrombosis, and low diastolic blood
pressure leading to coronary insufficiency. Modern modeling techniques can be applied to
predict and evaluate complications in the postsurgical period.

Computational modeling is used to study the local hemodynamics of MBTS surgery.
The first such studies using numerical simulation were conducted in [2,3] using the com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) method. The shunt size, its location, and its angles of
proximal anastomoses for an idealized geometry were considered in these works. A similar
study was [4]. CFD is a method determining the parameters of flow in a channel with solid
walls. It allows for a detailed description of the local flow in a complex geometry. The
hemodynamic effects of nonclosure of patent ductus arteriosus [5] on pulmonary blood flow
were analyzed using the CFD method. The degree of shunt occlusion after MBTS surgery
using CFD was determined by Arthurs et al. [6]. MBTS and right ventricle–pulmonary
artery shunts were compared in [7,8]. Liu et al. conducted a series of studies [9–12] of
MBTS shunts using real geometry to analyze the hemodynamic parameters of local blood
flow, including the degree of shunt occlusion. In [10,13], the effect of MBTS location on
blood flow distribution was investigated. Using the CFD method, the hemodynamics of
the central shunt and modified Blalock–Taussig shunt were compared [14].

Vascular walls are flexible, which can affect the hemodynamics. The fluid–solid
interaction (FSI) method is another method of computer modeling. This method, as opposed
to the CFD method, takes into account the wall elasticity of the computational flow area.
This numerical method is used to study the parameters of blood flow for different problems.
Luo et al. [15] studied fluid flow in aortic and iliac arteries bifurcations with the use of FSI
simulation. Stergiou et al. [16] investigated the occurrence and development of abdominal
aortic aneurysm using the FSI method. Sousa et al. [17] analyzed the hemodynamics of the
stenosis carotid bifurcation by FSI simulation. The deformability/elasticity of the vessel
wall is an important factor in the study of blood flow. FSI simulation has not yet been used
to study MBTS surgery. Therefore, this method was used in our study.

In this study, the shunt walls were modeled as an isotropic hyperelastic material,
while the aortic walls were modeled as both anisotropic and isotropic elastic material. An
experimental study of Gore-Tex shunts was performed to determine the parameters of
the hyperelastic material of the shunt. FSI modeling of MBTS bypass surgery is an actual
research method and has not been used before. The local distribution of velocities, pressures,
wall shear stresses, and displacements of the aortic wall and shunt were analyzed in this
study. The aim of the study was to show the effect of anisotropy on the main characteristics
of local hemodynamics for the MBTS surgery. Results for the three methods for different
shunt locations (central, right, and left) were obtained in this study.

2. Materials and Methods

Complex research, including experimental and computational studies, was carried
out. The experimental part included tensile tests of artificial vascular grafts to determine
mechanical properties and constitutive relation constants. FSI simulations of blood flow
in the aorta after modified Blalock–Taussig shunt surgery were also performed. The
results were analyzed for different shunt locations. The influence of the aortic mechanical
properties on the local hemodynamics was studied.

2.1. Experimental Study on Mechanical Properties of Grafts

The study investigated the mechanical properties of Gore-Tex vascular grafts. These
are most frequently used in surgical practice for shunt placement, including the modified
Blalock–Taussig shunt operation. The Gore-Tex vascular graft is a tube made of a special
material. It is a waterproof and vaporizable membrane. Constants of the strain energy
density function for the hyperelastic material were obtained as a result of the experiments.
The influence of the wall mechanical properties on the blood flow in an artificial vessel
was evaluated considering the interaction between the vessel wall and the blood flow. The
study employed the methods of computational fluid dynamics and mechanics. Calculation
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results were obtained for elastic and hyperelastic walls. The research considered local
hemodynamics in the aorta with regard to anisotropy and hyperelastic properties; FSI
modeling methods were applied. The results were analyzed to deduce the main factors
influencing the local blood flow.

Gore-Tex shunts (W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc., Flagstaff, AZ, USA) of different sizes
and thickness were used for tests (Figure 1). Currently, PTFE shunts are actively used in
surgery. The test temperature was 37 ◦C. Experiments were performed under different
loading to assess the effect of load rate on deformation.
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Most human tissues behave nonlinearly under a load. Such materials are called hyper-
elastic. A strain energy density function is used to describe the behavior of hyperelastic
materials under a load.

The materials are incompressible. The results of the experimental study can be de-
scribed by the five-parameter Mooney–Rivlin model:

W = c10(I1−3) + c01(I2−3) + c20(I1−3)2
+ c11(I1−3)(I2−3) + c02(I2−3)2

+
1

D1
(J− 1)2 (1)
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and the three-parameter Yeoh model:

W =∑3
i=1 ci0

(
I1−3

)i, (2)

where cij are material constants; I1, I2 are the first and the second invariant of the deviatoric
strain tensors:

I1= λ2
1 + λ

2
1 + λ

2
1, (3)

I2= λ1λ2 + λ2λ3 + λ1λ3, (4)

I3 = λ2
1λ

2
1λ

2
1, (5)

where λi are principal stretches in Equations (3)–(5). The materials are incompressible;
I3 = 1.

The constants in the strain energy density function (Equations (1)–(2)) were determined
in the ANSYS Workbench software (Ansys Workbench 18, Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA,
USA) using a curve fitting procedure based on the experimental tensile diagrams obtained
for the sample. The five-parameter Mooney–Rivlin model (Equation (1), Equations (3)–(5))
and the three-parameter Yeoh model (Equations (2)–(5)) are used to describe the behavior
of mechanical properties of grafts in this study.

2.2. Mechanical Properties of Aorta
2.2.1. Ogden Model for Description of Isotropic Hyperelastic Behavior of Aorta

In the Ogden material model (Equation (6)), the strain energy density is expressed in
terms of the principal stretches as:

W(λ 1, λ2, λ3 ) =
N

∑
p=1

µp

αp

(
λ
αp
1 + λ

αp
2 + λ

αp
3 − 3

)
, (6)

where N, µp, and αp are material constants. Under the assumption of incompressibility,
one can rewrite this as

W(λ 1, λ2 ) =∑N
p=1

µp

αp

(
λ
αp
1 + λ

αp
2 + λ

−αp
1 λ

−αp
2 − 3

)
. (7)

In general, the shear modulus is calculated as follows:

2µ =∑N
p=1 µpαp., (8)

where N = 3; by fitting the material parameters, the material behavior of rubbers can
be described very accurately. For particular values of material constants, the Ogden
(Equation (7)) model will reduce to either the neo-Hookean solid (N = 1, α = 2) or the
Mooney–Rivlin material (N = 2, α1 = 2, α2 = −2 with the constraint condition λ1 λ2λ3 = 1).

2.2.2. Holzapfel–Gasser–Ogden Model for Description of Anisotropic Hyperelastic
Behavior of Aorta

The simplified form of the strain energy potential is based on that proposed by
Holzapfel, Gasser, and Ogden [18] for modeling arterial layers with distributed collagen
fiber orientations:

W = C10(I1 − 3) +
k1

2k2

N

∑
α=1
{exp [k2Eα

2]− 1}, (9)

with
Eα= κ(I1 − 3) + (1 + 3κ)(I4(αα) − 1), (10)
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where W is the strain energy per unit of reference volume; C10, κ, k1, and k2 are temperature-
dependent material parameters; N is the number of families of fibers (N ≤ 3); I1 is the first
deviatoric strain invariant; and I4(αα) are pseudo-invariants of C and Eα.

The model (Equations (9)–(10)) assumes that the directions of the collagen fibers within
each family are dispersed (with rotational symmetry) about a mean preferred direction.
The parameter κ (0 ≤ κ ≤ 1/3) describes the level of dispersion in the fiber directions. If
ρ(Θ) is the orientation density function that characterizes the distribution (it represents the
normalized number of fibers with orientations in the range [Θ, Θ + dΘ] with respect to the
mean direction), the parameter κ is defined as

κ =
1
4

∫ π

0
ρ(Θ) sin3 ΘdΘ. (11)

It is also assumed that all families of fibers have the same mechanical properties
and the same dispersion (Equation (11)). When κ = 0, the fibers are perfectly aligned (no
dispersion). When κ = 1/3, the fibers are randomly distributed and the material becomes
isotropic; this corresponds to a spherical orientation density function.

In this study, isotropic (Equations (7)–(8)) and anisotropic (Equations (9)–(11)) Holzapfel–
Gasser–Ogden models are applied to describe the hyperelastic properties of the aorta.

2.3. FSI Simulations of Blood Flow in the Aorta–Pulmonary Artery–Shunt System
2.3.1. Problem Formulation

A concomitant pathology of congenital heart disease in children is impaired pulmonary
circulation. This leads to abnormal lung growth and insufficient oxygenation. The use of a
modified Blalock–Taussig shunt (MBTS) in such cases is one of the most common methods
for eliminating pathology. Biomechanical modeling methods are used to objectify the choice
of shunt parameters. An individualized three-dimensional model of the aorta–pulmonary
artery–shunt system based on CT images (computed tomography) with contrast was built
to analyze the local hemodynamics.

The study’s protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Perm Federal
Center of Cardiovascular Surgery (Protocol No. 12 on 25 October 2021). Informed consent
was obtained from parents of patients involved in the study.

Three-dimensional (3D) anatomical data were obtained via a 64-channel, dual-source
multidetector-row CT scanner (Siemens Somatom Definition AS, Forchheim, Germany)
with a 0.6-mm slice thickness and 0.6-mm slice interval, a 0.5 s rotation time, and a pitch
of 0.25 (Gantry opening is 70 cm; the number of reconstructed slices is 67). The tube
current was adjusted according to the body weight. Before CT examination, all patients
were sedated. Intravenous propofol was given by anesthesiologist at a dose of 1–2 mg/kg
body weight for induction. In some cases, the dose was increased to maintain sedation.
Anatomical coverage extended from above the thoracic inlet to below the level of the L2
vertebra, including the origin of the celiac trunk. For vascular opacification, a non-ionic
low-osmolar contrast agent containing 350 mg/mL was injected through the peripheral
vein (the right ulnar vein if it was accessible). Contrast was administered with a mechanical
injector at a dose of 2 mL/kg body weight. A flow rate of 1–2 mL/s was used, depending
on the size and location of the venous access, as well as the size of the cannula used.
Postprocessing was carried out on a dedicated workstation Singo via (Siemens Healthcare
GmbH, Erlangen, Germany). Image reconstruction was performed in 3D volume rendering
(VRT) maximum intensity projection (MIP) of multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) in coronary,
sagittal oblique views.

Three variants of a modified Blalock–Taussig shunt were considered: the central, con-
necting the aorta with the pulmonary artery trunk; the right, connecting the left subclavian
artery and the right pulmonary artery; and the left, connecting the brachiocephalic trunk
and the left pulmonary artery.

The results obtained for two modifications of the model were compared: the first model
the so-called “simplified” model accounting for the aortic wall’s isotropy and the shunt
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elastic properties; the second model accounting the aortic wall’s anisotropy and the shunt
hyperelasticity. The calculations were performed in Ansys Workbench software (Ansys
Workbench 18, Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). The two-way fluid–solid interaction
problem of blood flow in the aorta–pulmonary artery system in children was solved.

2.3.2. Mathematical Problem Statement

The mass and momentum conservation equations (Equations (12)–(13)) for an incom-
pressible fluid (Equation (14)) can be expressed as

ρf

(
∂u
∂t

+ (u·∇)u
)
= ∇·σ (12)

∇·u = 0, (13)

σ = −pI + τ (14)

τ = η(
.
γ)D, (15)

where ρf is the fluid density, p is the pressure, u is the fluid velocity vector, and ug is
the moving coordinate velocity. In the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation,
(u−ug) is the relative velocity of the fluid with respect to the moving coordinate velocity.
Here, τ is the deviatoric shear stress tensor (Equation (15)). This tensor is related to the
velocity through the strain rate tensor; in Cartesian coordinates it can be represented
as follows:

D =
1
2
(+∇uT). (16)

The momentum conservation equation for the solid body can be written as follows:

∇·σs = ρs
..

us, (17)

where ρs, σs, and
..

us are the density, stress tensor, and local acceleration of the solid, respectively.
It is known that blood vessels can be described as hyperelastic materials [18–20]. Be-

cause of a similar anatomical composition, the bile ducts can also be considered hyperelastic
materials. For hyperelastic materials, the stress–strain relationship is written as follows:

σs =
∂W
∂ε

, (18)

where ε is the strain tensor and W is the strain energy density function. The Mooney–Rivlin
hyperelastic potential is shown in Equation (1).

The mathematical statement of blood flow in the aorta–shunt–pulmonary artery sys-
tem is governed by Equations (12)–(18)).

The FSI interface should satisfy the following conditions:

xg = xs (19)

ug = us (20)

σgn̂g = σsn̂s. (21)

The displacements of the fluid and solid domain should be compatible, as in
Equation (19). The tractions at this boundary must be at equilibrium (Equation (21)).
The no-slip condition for the fluid should satisfy Equation (20). In the above conditions,
Equations (19)–(21) give the displacement, stress tensor, and boundary normal, respectively.
The subscripts f and s indicate fluid and solid parts, respectively. Blood is assumed to be a
Newtonian fluid. The blood density is equal to ρ = 1060 kg/m3; the dynamic viscosity is
constant and equal to µ = 0.0035 Pa·s. The velocity profile during the systolic and diastolic
phases of the left ventricle was applied at the aortic root inlet (Figure 1). The left ventricular
systole period is t = 0.22 s. The period of ventricular diastole is t = 0.28 s. The total cardiac
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cycle is t = 0.5 s. The peak velocity is 1.4 m/s. A time-dependent pressure profile was used
as the boundary conditions at the aortic outlets. Constant pressure of P = 20 mm Hg was
applied at the pulmonary artery outlets.

2.3.3. Mesh and Convergence

The computational mesh of the fluid domain was generated using the Body Sizing
and Inflation tools, respectively. Body Sizing allows one to set the mesh item type and
size. The Inflation tool allows one to thicken the mesh in the near-wall regions to further
reveal the near-wall effects (Figure 1a). The computational mesh for the solid domain was
selected based on the study of the mesh convergence of the results.

Five different element sizes were selected to analyze the sensitivity to the grid density
(Table 1). The element types used in all grids were hexahedral and tetrahedral. An analysis
of the sensitivity to the mesh density was carried out based on the achievement of a
relative difference εmin

P = 0.21%, εmin
V = 0.84% of the variation of the maximum values

of pressure and velocity in the aorta–shunt–pulmonary artery system. Figure 2 shows a
convergence plot for von Mises stress. The results of the study showed that the values of
the maximum stress values for a coarse mesh differ significantly from a thickened mesh.
Thus, for subsequent calculations, a denser mesh with a side size of a triangular finite
element h = 0.2 mm was used.
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Table 1. Parameters of samples used in the study.

No.
Body

Sizing, mm
Inflation Number of

Elements
Maximum

Pressure, Pa
Maximum

Velocity, m/s

Transition Ratio Maximum Layers Growth Ratio

1 0.95 0.5 3 1.2 80,353 17,634 3.85
2 0.8 0.4 5 1.4 159,379 17,952 4.38
3 0.63 0.3 7 1.3 349,926 17,892 4.47
4 0.5 0.35 8 1.6 709,578 18,470 4.71
5 0.38 0.32 10 1.3 1,544,745 18,509 4.75

3. Results
3.1. Results of the Experimental Study

Tensile and rupture tests were carried out. Various factors were analyzed, including
the loading rate and geometric dimensions of the specimen. As a result of the experiment,
the modulus of elasticity was determined for different specimens (Table 2). The elasticity
modulus strongly depends on the diameter and thickness of the shunt: for a thickness over
0.5 mm, its value increases several times, and for a thickness less than 0.35 mm, it decreases
strongly. The stress–strain curve for a shunt with a diameter of 4.5 mm, wall thickness of
0.35 mm, and length of 20 mm by a rupture test is shown in the Figure 3. The load rate was
30 mm/min and the preload was 0.5 MPa.

Table 2. Parameters of samples used in the study.

Sample Number E (MPa) Diameter, d (mm) Wall Thickness (mm)

1 7.41 4.32 0.34
2 9.8 3.4 0.4
3 10.3 4.5 0.35
4 11.1 5.5 0.48
5 43.5 5 0.53
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Figure 3. Stress–strain diagram by specimen rupture test.

The tensile ultimate strength σY was also determined (Table 3); its value increases as
the specimen diameter increases (Figure 4). The influence of loading rate on tensile strength
σY determination was analyzed. The tensile strength value remained practically unchanged
when the load rate application changed from 50 to 250 mm/min. The shape of the tensile
test curve for all specimens was the same. Stress–strain relationships were obtained as a
result of tensile tests for two specimens (specimen no. 1, diameter of 5 mm, thickness of
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0.5 mm, length of 20 mm; specimen no. 2, diameter of 3 mm, thickness of 0.35 mm, length
of 20 mm). The constants for the strain density function were determined from the obtained
dependences (Table 4) and stress–strain dependences were plotted (Figure 5).

Table 3. Mechanical properties of samples.

Sample
Number σY (MPa) Diameter, d

(mm)
Wall Thickness,

(mm)
Loading Rate,

(mm/min)

1 11.6 3.4 0.4 30
2 13.6 4.5 0.35 30
3 14.5 5 0.53 30
4 17.0 6.2 0.85 50
5 16.9 6.2 0.85 250
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Table 4. Values of hyperelastic models for two samples.

Strain Density Function Constants, Specimen No. 1
(MPa)

Constants, Specimen No. 2
(MPa)

The five-parameter
Mooney–Rivlin model

C10 = −1.64,
C01 = 2.59,

C20 = 4.46×10−7,
C11 = −2.39×10−4,

C02 = 0.44

C10 = −2.2,
C01 = 3.26,
C20 = 3.86,

C11 = −8.6×10−4,
C02 = 0.62

The three-parameter
Yeoh model

C10 = 0.11,
C20 = −4.96×10−6

C30 = 1.67×10−10

C10 = 0.20
C20 = −6.73×10−6

C30 = 1.16×10−10

3.2. Results of FSI Simulation of the Blood Flow

As a result of solving the problem, the distributions of hemodynamic parameters were
obtained from three patients, including blood flow velocity, pressure, wall shear stress,
time-averaged wall shear stress, and other parameters. The mechanical properties of the
aorta–pulmonary artery–shunt system are shown in Table 5 in the considered computational
domain. The most important results from the hemodynamic point of view were obtained
at t = 0.09 s, corresponding to the maximum blood flow velocity. Similar results obtained
for simple geometry (straight vessel) are presented in Supplementary Materials.
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Table 5. Mechanical parameters for aorta and shunt used in the study.

The Aorta The Shunt

Isotropic
Hyperelastic

Material

Anisotropic
Hyperelastic

Material)

Isotropic Elastic
Material

Isotropic
Hyperelastic

Material

Ogden model:
µ1 = 1.274 MPa
µ2 = −1.211 MPa
α1 = 24.074
α2 = 24.073

Holzapfel–Gasser–
Ogden model:
µ1 = 2.363 MPa
µ2 = 0.839 MPa

α1 = 0.6
d = 0.001 MPa−1

E = 10.3 MPa
µ = 0.49

Experimental data
(Table 3)

3.2.1. Velocity Distribution

Figure 6 shows the distribution of blood flow velocity characteristics. In the area of the
aorta, the blood flow has a uniform distribution pattern. There is a local increase in the rate
of blood flow in the region of the descending aorta and bifurcations. As one moves away
from the descending part of the aorta, the blood flow velocity is equalized. The reverse
situation is true in the pulmonary artery. In the pulmonary artery, there is mainly a vortex
flow of blood in all patients. At the peak moment of systole, the maximum values of blood
flow are observed in the area of the shunt.

3.2.2. Pressure distribution

Figure 7 shows the pressure distribution at the peak moment of systole. The distribu-
tion of pressure along the walls of the aorta and pulmonary artery is uneven. The highest
values are concentrated on the walls of the ascending part of the aorta and its branches (left
subclavian artery, left common artery, and brachiocephalic trunk), while the lowest values
are observed on the walls of the pulmonary artery and shunt.

In the shunt zone, the maximum values are concentrated in the area of the junction
with the aorta, then the pressures are distributed evenly up to the pulmonary artery.
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3.2.3. Wall Shear Stress

The distribution of shear stresses is important in the study of systemic blood flow.
In the literature, particular importance is given to the distribution of the shear-wall shear
stresses. Most authors associate hypoplasia of the intima of the vascular bed with high
shear stress [21].

The wall shear stress indicates two problems: lipids remain on the vessel wall at low
values, and they damage the vessel wall at high values, which also increases the ability of
lipids to linger on the damaged intima.
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Figure 8 shows the distribution of wall shear stress. The highest values are localized
in the area of the shunt, which can lead to its thrombosis. Additionally, large values of
parietal shear stresses are concentrated in the pulmonary artery in the vortex, with stagnant
blood flow on the branches of the aorta (left subclavian artery, left common artery, and
brachiocephalic trunk). The minimum values are observed in the areas of the descending
part of the aorta and the beginning of the right and left pulmonary arteries.
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3.2.4. Distribution of Time-Averaged Shear Stress

Figure 9 shows the time-averaged shear stress. The values of the shear stress at the peak
moment of systole are highest in the shunt area, causing shunt thrombosis. Additionally,
large values are located in the area of vortex movement of blood in the underlying region
of the pulmonary artery, as well as in local areas of the branches of the aorta, due to the
special geometric characteristics of each geometry of patients.
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3.2.5. Displacement Distribution

Figure 10 shows the distribution of displacements occurring in the system. The
displacement values at the peak moment of systole are highest in the area of the shunt
and the lateral part of the aorta with the central and right location of the shunt. With the
left-sided shunt position, the maximum values are distributed only along the lateral part of
the aorta.
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3.2.6. Von Mises Stress Distribution

Figure 11 shows the distribution of stresses arising in the system. The stress values at
the peak moment of systole are highest in the areas of blood flow separation and have a
non-uniform distribution pattern. Additionally, high values are located in local areas of the
aorta, characterized by the unevenness of the walls of the system.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Difference between Isotropic and Anisotropic Models

The distribution of hemodynamic parameters in the anisotropic and isotropic models
of materials in patients has the same distribution pattern throughout the system. The
dynamics of blood flow is identical in all patients. The numerical values are also the same
(Figures 12 and 13). The differences between the anisotropic and isotropic properties of the
aorta and the pulmonary artery are noticeable only when analyzing the stress–strain state,
i.e., in displacements and stresses arising in the aorta–shunt–pulmonary artery system.

The opposite situation is seen with von Mises stress distribution (Figure 14). There
is also a similar pattern of stress distribution throughout the system, with the exception
of the central location of the shunt, where, according to the anisotropic model, increased
stress values are mostly observed in the aorta. In addition, the anisotropic model of the
material shows higher stress values than the isotropic model of the aortic material. The
maximum stress on the wall of the anisotropic aorta is about 200 kPa; the maximum stress
on the wall of the isotropic aorta is about 150 kPa.
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Along with the hemodynamic parameters, the parameters of the stress–strain state,
such as displacements and von Mises stress, also affect the success of a surgical interven-
tion [22].

It was shown that the anisotropic model of the aortic material shows higher stress
values at the peak moment of systole, which in turn may be a key factor in determining
the strength characteristics of the aorta and pulmonary artery, all other things being equal.
Additionally, this mechanical parameter is important when installing a central shunt, since
it is in the area of the central anastomosis that an increase in stresses on the aortic wall
is observed.

Displacement distribution is also important. According to the computations, the
anisotropic model shows smaller values of the displacements of both the aorta and
the shunt, which in turn may affect the success of preoperative prediction. Thus, it
can be concluded that the anisotropic properties of the aorta play an important role in
preoperative modeling.

The time dependences of the volumetric flow rate of blood flow inside the shunt show
that, for all locations of the shunt and taking into account the hyperelasticity of the shunt,
the results are almost identical (Figure 15). However, in the case of the central position of
the shunt, when the aortic walls were considered anisotropic material, the volumetric flow
of blood within the shunt was different. The maximum deviation of this value was 12%, at
0.2 s of the cardiac cycle. For the elastic shunt, the volumetric flow rate throughout almost
the entire time exceeded the analogous value for the hyperelastic shunt. This difference is
essential for the further correct formation of pulmonary blood flow.
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Figure 15. Flow rate through the shunt: (a) central shunt case (isotropic aortic wall), (b) central shunt
case (anisotropic aortic wall), (c) left shunt case (isotropic aortic wall), (d) left shunt case (anisotropic
aortic wall), (e) right shunt case (isotropic aortic wall), (f) right shunt case (anisotropic aortic wall).

Based on the same dependences of volumetric blood flow on time for the aortic wall,
and taking into account its anisotropy, it can be concluded that this is reflected only in the
case of a central shunt, when the shunt is an elastic material. Susequently, there is an excess
of volumetric flow in 12% of cases with a hyperelastic shunt. Thus, taking into account
the hyperelasticity of the shunts allows for obtaining more realistic results, reducing the
possible negative consequences of operations.

Hemodynamic parameters are very important for the assessment of shunting [23]. To
evaluate the effectiveness of shunting, it is worth considering indicators that can describe
the probable risk of shunt thrombosis. Such indicators are wall shear stress and time-
averaged wall shear stress.

As a result of the analysis of the distribution of indicators, high values of wall shear
stress were revealed, and, consequently, time-averaged wall shear stress in the anastomotic
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region in all models. This, in turn, may indicate the risk of developing thrombosis [24–26].
It is also supported by the clinical and literature data [27–29].

4.2. Concluding Remarks

The obtained results of the distribution of von Mises stress show a doubling in this
value for a central shunt, with an elastic material of the shunt in contrast to the hyperelastic
material on the wall of the shunt itself. In addition, such a location is characterized by an
increase in the stress values on the aortic wall and at the site of the shunt insertion into the
pulmonary artery by 40–80 kPa. Taking into account the hyperelasticity of the shunt makes
it possible to take into account some of its “damping” properties.

The values of shear stress on the wall for the central shunt also differ depending on
the hyperelasticity of the shunt. Moreover, this is reflected in the descending aorta, where
the difference is about 20%. It can be concluded that taking into account the hyperelasticity
of the shunt material plays a particularly important role when the shunt is in the central
position. In this case, the values of many hemodynamic characteristics change, which will
further affect the development of shunt thrombosis and the distribution of pulmonary
blood flow.

4.3. Limitations

We recognize several limitations of our study. Three variants of a modified Blalock–
Taussig shunt were considered, central, right, and left, but these models are not always
possible to realize. There are other organs nearby that can make it impossible to implement
certain shunt locations.

The study does not present a retrospective clinical analysis of the MBTS operation for
patients, which would allow us to objectify, to some extent, the calculation results obtained.

CT scans from only three patients were used for modeling in our study, which is a
very small sample size. In future, with an increase in the number of subjects, these results
can be used to guide clinical practice; this can be considered a pilot study towards this goal.

4.4. Possible Future Clinical Application

The development of non-invasive diagnostic and numerical methods in the contem-
porary surgery allows the estimation of the biomechanical processes in the human body.
This circumstance increases the possibility of their use to improve existing and developing
new personalized methods for diagnosing and predicting treatment. In particular, there is
a growing need for the applications in the cardiovascular pediatric surgery.

Congenital heart disease is a general term for a range of birth defects that affect the
normal way the heart works. The modified Blalock–Taussig shunt is commonly performed
as early palliation in cyanotic congenital heart disease. One of the reasons is the use of
subjective experience and the lack of individualized biomechanical models for the analysis
of surgical interventions.

To predict and prevent postoperative complications, it is necessary to formulate and
introduce new technological approaches, which, in particular, may consist in creating a
software product (decision-making system in surgical interventions for gallstone disease
and its complications). A proposed model of the blood flow in the system aorta–hunt–
pulmonary artery makes it possible to assess hemodynamics in normal and pathological
conditions, as well as to carry out a numerical assessment of modified Blalock–Taussig
shunt to predict and prevent complications. The decision-making software based on such
a biomechanical model will be able to evaluate the shunt position for the current patient,
predict possible thrombosis risk, and evaluate mean flow rate after palliation surgery.
Therefore, using the results of this paper, the surgeon can evaluate the circumstances of the
operation for each patient before operation and evaluate the results of post-operative blood
flow features.
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5. Conclusions

There is no obviously ideal type and location for shunt insertion. Many studies have
attempted to find a universal way to guide such a choice, in particular, using mathematical
models. Our study offers a new step in the modeling of MBTS operations. In contrast
to the well-known and more commonly used CFD method, we have proposed the FSI
method, which takes into account not only the elasticity of the vessel wall but also its
anisotropy. Changes in a number of the main hemodynamic parameters of local blood flow
have been established depending on the accounting of elasticity properties. We consider
this important for further research in modeling MBTS operations.

Modeling is an activity aimed at understanding and quantifying an event, object, or
function. In state-of-the-art science, numerical modeling is often used to study a particular
process. In our study, we also used already known tools (FSI) to simulate a specific event
(MBTS). The use of the FSI method for MBTS operations has not been used before, so we
called it a “new step”.

We have carried out complicated FSI modeling for MBTS operations, taking into
account the anisotropic properties of vessel materials. No one has done this before. We
have established the importance of taking anisotropy into account when modeling central
bypass surgery. Therefore, we consider this a “new step” of modeling in MBTS operations.

A comparison between the effect of isotropic and anisotropic aorta material properties
was performed. It was shown that the anisotropic model of the aortic material showed
higher stress values at the peak moment of systole, which may be a key factor in determining
the strength characteristics of the aorta and pulmonary artery. Additionally, this mechanical
parameter is important when installing a central shunt, since it is in the area of the central
anastomosis that an increase in stresses on the aortic wall is observed. According to
computations, the anisotropic model shows smaller values of the displacements of both the
aorta and the shunt, which in turn may affect the success of preoperative prediction. Thus,
it can be concluded that the anisotropic properties of the aorta play an important role in
preoperative modeling.
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Abstract: The biomechanical performance of hip prostheses is often suboptimal, which leads to
problems such as strain shielding, bone resorption and implant loosening, affecting the long-term
viability of these implants for articular repair. Different studies have highlighted the interest of
short stems for preserving bone stock and minimizing shielding, hence providing an alternative to
conventional hip prostheses with long stems. Such short stems are especially valuable for younger
patients, as they may require additional surgical interventions and replacements in the future, for
which the preservation of bone stock is fundamental. Arguably, enhanced results may be achieved
by combining the benefits of short stems with the possibilities of personalization, which are now
empowered by a wise combination of medical images, computer-aided design and engineering
resources and automated manufacturing tools. In this study, an innovative design methodology for
custom-made short femoral stems is presented. The design process is enhanced through a novel
app employing elliptical adjustment for the quasi-automated CAD modeling of personalized short
femoral stems. The proposed methodology is validated by completely developing two personalized
short femoral stems, which are evaluated by combining in silico studies (finite element method
(FEM) simulations), for quantifying their biomechanical performance, and rapid prototyping, for
evaluating implantability.

Keywords: biomechanics; hip replacement; short stems; custom-made medical devices; strain shielding;
finite element analysis

1. Introduction

Hip arthroplasty is a surgical procedure in which the total or partial replacement of
the hip joint is performed, using an artificial device, the hip/femoral prosthesis, which
is a mechanical implant that replaces the joint primarily for two typical situations: to
reduce pain and improve joint mobility due to progressive wear caused by osteoarthritis,
or fracture of the femoral neck due to trauma or osteoporosis [1].

Koch’s femoral model, which defines two different sets of stress lines with compressive
loads along the medial side and tensile loads on the lateral one, has been used to design
stems for total hip replacement (THR). Consequently, conventional stems use the medial
side as the support, also called calcar, because bone tissue is more resistant to compression
than to tension and its use reduces the likelihood of fracture. However, Koch’s model does
not accurately describe the biomechanics of the femur because it ignores muscle action; the
forces generated by the iliotibial band and the vastus lateralis–gluteus medius complex
create a tension band effect that converts the tensile stresses of the lateral femoral column
into compressive ones [2,3].

Thus, it is proven that the cortical bone of the femur is subjected to compressive stresses
in normal function, in accordance with its histological characteristics. This rethinking of the
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mode of load transfer on the entire proximal femur revolutionizes the design requirements
of an anatomic cementless femoral implant [2].

The fixation of the cementless stem depends on the natural adherence between bone
and stem; when properly adhered, the implant is stable. However, there is short- (primary)
and long-term (secondary) stability. Primary stability depends on the tight insertion of the
stem into the femoral canal; mechanically, it is quantified through the relative displacements
that occur at the bone–stem interface [4]. The secondary stability is achieved through the
bone ingrowth on its surface. This process is known as osseointegration; for this reason,
the stem has a porous and textured coating. In addition, the material from which they are
made should be biocompatible and not reactive to bone formation.

The ideal stem should restore the physiological load transfer of the femur; unfortu-
nately, after its insertion, the load pattern is modified. Consequently, the natural response
of the bone to the conventional (stiffer) stem is proximal bone resorption and distal bone
formation, due to which the phenomenon of stress/strain shielding (SS) arises, which
occurs when part of the loads is taken up by the stem and prevented from reaching the
femur, resulting in decreased bone, reducing the implant support and increasing the risk of
loosening and fracture. The effects of aseptic loosening and micro-displacement can cause
difficulties for patients when performing daily activities. If this situation is prolonged,
it can cause a lot of pain and revision surgery is likely to be performed; however, the
bone surrounding the removed femoral component has less bone stock; therefore, the new
implant must be longer and thicker to be stabilized. However, strain shielding may occur
again; therefore, this phenomenon should be eliminated [5].

Short stems were designed as an alternative to conventional implants to preserve the
proximal bone stock. Calcar loading with lateral flare stems [6–8], a type of short implant,
is attributed to Santori et al. [2,9], whose idea was to eliminate the diaphyseal part of the
conventional stem because it causes shielding, and Jasty et al. [10] reported that it became
unusable once the implant was stabilized and bone ingrowth occurred.

Therefore, they deduced that, if this was true for a conventional prosthesis, it had to be
true also for a stem that relies on a wide lateral flare for initial stability. It is recommended that
the prosthesis be implanted initially in patients with good bone quality and normal anatomy.
Contraindications for use are hip dysplasia, severe osteoporosis and previous hip osteotomies.

The objective of this stem is a physiological distribution with a proximal load transfer
from the implant to the femur, restoring its biomechanics. In addition, by reducing the
invasion of the femur, it may preserve good irrigation and nutrition, which would benefit
the cellular action, and therefore the bone remodeling, and would consequently decrease
the risk of avascular necrosis. Since the results of the implant are satisfactory both for
stability and fixation, they would be even more so if it were personalized, eliminating the
risks that are a consequence of errors in surgery due to poor selection and/or adaptation of
the implant to the femoral cavity.

This article seeks to rethink the design methodology of customized hip prostheses,
optimizing the stems for calcar loading by employing lateral flare stems, hereinafter referred
to as short stem. The article describes how to obtain the virtual model of the proximal
femur, and then explains the development of a novel elliptical fitting app that allows
the morphological evaluation of the femur (geometric parameters and femoral cavity).
Consequently, based on the morphology and the surgical procedure, the short stem is
designed. Finally, the finite element method (FEM) is employed to verify the biomechanical
advantages described and to validate the designed short stems.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Virtual Model

Virtual models of the proximal femur were used, obtained by downloading the CT
scans of two male patients from the open-source virtual library “The Cancer Imaging Archive”
with references TCGA-VP-A878 [11] and Pelvic-Ref-009 [12] corresponding to the geometric
case 1 (GC1) and 2 (GC2). The medical images had a slice thickness of 2 and 3 mm in
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the axial plane, and 0.909 and 1 mm in the coronal and sagittal planes for GC1 and GC2,
respectively, each image being 512 × 512 pixels. Both CT scans were imported into 3D
Slicer® 4.10.2 (https://www.slicer.org, accessed on 3 January 2022) to segment the right
femur and its cortical part (Figure 1A) using the threshold, level tracing, paint, erase and
smooth tools. Then, the trabecular part was obtained through the logical operation of
subtraction between the femur and its cortical bone (Figure 1B). The 3D Slicer® allowed
us to export the segmentation of the femur, cortical and trabecular bone as meshes in STL
format, and these files were imported into Meshmixer® 3.5 (Autodesk Inc., Mill Valley, CA,
USA) for inspection, repair and smoothing. Finally, the virtual models were processed
as solids in NX® 10 (Siemens PLM Software Solutions, Plano, TX, USA), matching their
coordinate system with the femur’s coordinate system so the axial, coronal and sagittal
planes were the XY, XZ and YZ planes, respectively (Figure 1C).
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2.2. Elliptical Adjustment App

Trapezoidal, oval, elliptical and circular cross-sections have been used for the design
of femoral stems. Previous studies [13,14] determined that the elliptical section produces
a good stress distribution along the stem, allows its primary stability and improves its
adaptability to different bone sections with changes in shape and size. Therefore, using
Streamlit®, an open-source Python® library, an elliptical adjustment app was created to
obtain the ellipse that best fits the bone section (https://github.com/solor5/elliptical_
adjustment_app/blob/main/app.py, accessed on 3 January 2022). To utilize the application,
the user must sample the bone section to be adjusted by employing the NX® point tool,
and the coordinates of each point are exported in a DAT file (Figure 2), which is inserted
into the app file uploader. The mathematical fundamentals that enable the elliptical fitting
are explained below.
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As a consequence of the position of the femur in NX® (Figure 1C), the bone section is
located in an oblique plane perpendicular to the XZ; therefore, the X and Y coordinates of
the points in the DAT file (p) allow the elliptical adjustment of the orthogonal projection
of this section (Figure 2A). This conic (W) is represented by an implicit second-order
polynomial (Q), defined by a vector of coefficients (v = [A B C D E F]T):

W(v) =
{

p ∈ R2 | Q(p, v) = 0
}

(1)

Q(p, v) =
[

x2 xy y2 x y 1
]
·




A
B
C
D
E
F



= Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0 (2)

If P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} is the set of points obtained from sampling the orthogonal
projection of the bone section, it only includes the X and Y coordinates of the DAT file
loaded in the app. The vector of coefficients must be adjusted to P; for this purpose, the
algebraic distance (DA) was used. This distance is widely employed because it simplifies
the calculations and needs less computational resources [15]. Mathematically, it is obtained
by replacing the coordinates of a point pi = (xi, yi) in the Q polynomial; hence, if pi belongs
to the ellipse, its distance will be 0.

DA(pi, W(v)) = Q(pi, v) = Ax2
i + Bxiyi + Cy2

i + Dxi + Eyi + F (3)

The least squares technique optimizes the fit by minimizing the square of the algebraic
distance between the P points and the W curve, and it can be expressed as the squared
norm of the product between the design matrix DP, which contains information of P, and
the v vector.

Dp =




x2
1 x1 y1 y2

1 x1 y1 1
x2

2 x2 y2 y2
2 x2 y2 1

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
x2

n xn yn y2
n xn yn 1


 (4)

min
n

∑
i=1

DA(P, W(v))2 = min
n

∑
i=1

Q(P, v)2 = min ‖DPv‖2 (5)

To avoid the trivial solution of v = 06, the vector of coefficients is bounded [15].
Paton [16] analyzed the chromosome shape using a conic fit with a constraint of ‖v‖2 = 1,
avoiding all coefficients being zero. Therefore, using this constraint, the solution can be
an ellipse, hyperbola or parabola; however, because the bone sections, especially in the
diaphyseal part, have an elliptical shape, the conic provided by the app will be an ellipse.
The Lagrange multipliers allowed us to minimize the distance considering the constraint.
Consequently, L is the Lagrange function to be optimized.

L = ‖DPv‖2 − λ
(
‖v‖2 − 1

)
= vT DT

P DPv− λ
(

vTv− 1
)

(6)

Equating the gradient of L with respect to v to 0 for minimizing the function gives:

∇vL = 0 ⇔ 2DT
P DPv− 2λv = 0 (7)

DT
P DPv = λv (8)
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The optimization leads to the eigenvector problem; then, λ and v must be an eigenvalue
and an eigenvector of DT

P DP. If DT
P DPv = λv, Equation (5) will be:

min‖DPv‖2 = min vT DT
P DPv = min λ‖v‖2 = min λ (9)

As a result, the coefficient vector (v) that minimizes the algebraic distance will be the
eigenvector of DT

P DP corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue (λ). Once v is found, Q is
defined; however, although CAD programs allow users to enter functions to draw a curve,
this operation is often tedious. Therefore, the W ellipse can be defined with five parameters:
the coordinates of its center (xc, yc), the largest (R) and smallest (r) radius and the angle (α)
that rotates the curve counterclockwise. The coefficients of v are renamed:

v = [ABCDEF]T =
[
a′ 2b′ c′ 2d′ 2e′ f ′

]T (10)

The five parameters can be calculated using the following equations [17]:

xc =
c′d′ − b′e′

b′2 − a′c′
(11)

yc =
a′e′ − b′d′

b′2 − a′c′
(12)

R =

√√√√√√
2
(

a′e′2 + c′d′2 + f ′b′2 − 2b′d′e′ − a′c′ f ′
)

(
b′2 − a′c′

)[√
(a′ − c′)2 + 4b′2 − (a′ + c′)

] (13)

r =

√√√√√√
2
(

a′e′2 + c′d′2 + f ′b′2 − 2b′d′e′ − a′c′ f ′
)

(
b′2 − a′c′

)[
−
√
(a′ − c′)2 + 4b′2 − (a′ + c′)

] (14)

α =





0; i f b′ = 0 and a′ < c′
π
2 ; i f b′ = 0 and a′ > c′

arctan
(

2b′
a′−c′

)

2 ; i f b′ 6= 0 and a′ < c′

π
2 +

arctan
(

2b′
a′−c′

)

2 ; i f b′ 6= 0 and a′ > c′

(15)

The fitted curve of the bone section is the intersection between an elliptical cylinder,
with the W curve as its directrix and the Z-axis as its generatrix, and the section plane
z = Gx + H (Figure 2B), where the constants (G, H) are fitted using linear regression from
the X and Z coordinates of each point of the DAT file. There are two ways to export the
fitted curve from the app to NX®. The first one allows the user to obtain the points of the
curve in DAT format by clicking on Download DAT file (Figure 2B), and then import these
points to NX® and, with the spline tool, obtain the fitted curve. Likewise, the application
provides a graph of the W curve containing the parameters that define it (xc, yc, R, r,α);
these are introduced in the NX® ellipse tool and W is projected to the section plane to obtain
the fitted curve (Figure 2B). The elliptical adjustment app allows the user to download the
graph of the W curve (Figure 2B) and provides a 3D view of the fitted curves because the
app can make several adjustments at the same time.

2.3. Morphological Study

Morphological study of the proximal femur is essential because it is the region that
undergoes long-term bone resorption in most state-of-the-art implants [18]. During preop-
erative planning of THR, the surgeon chooses a suitable stem from among the prostheses
manufactured in advance. For this purpose, he/she evaluates the patient’s morphology
using radiographs; however, the femur has specific and individual characteristics, and this
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technique does not provide detailed information about the femoral cavity, so the chosen
stem may fill it poorly or exceed its dimensions, causing periprosthetic fractures.

In addition, the geometric parameters neck–shaft angle, anteversion and offset would
be inadequate, which could result in a dislocated stem [19–24]. The three-dimensional
femoral model obtained from the CT scan (Figure 1A) provides more accurate informa-
tion that allows the morphological study of each patient because it is essential for the
customized design of cementless stems, since precise dimensions of the femoral canal
guarantee mechanical stability and avoid SS [25].

2.3.1. Neck–Shaft and Mechanical Angle

To measure the neck–shaft angle, modifications of the techniques described by Wang
et al. [26] and Zhang et al. [27] were used. Previously, the femoral head was simulated as a
sphere; thus, its centers are coincident. If this estimation is not possible due to the fracture
of the femoral neck, the acetabulum can be used to define the sphere. Three reference
planes are located: the first at the femoral neck isthmus (FNI), a plane parallel to the XY
plane and rotated 45◦ clockwise with respect to the X-axis—45◦ is the supplement of the
average neck–shaft angle according to the study by Gilligan et al. [28]; the second and third
planes are located at the end of the lesser trochanter (LT) and 10 mm (LT-10) below and
both are parallel to the XY plane (Figure 3A).
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The proximal femur is cut through all three planes, generating bone sections. As de-
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can be found by sampling it with NX® (Figure 3B). The fit performed by the app for the 
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Figure 3. Steps to measure the neck–shaft and mechanical angle. (A) Estimation of the femoral head
with a sphere and location of the FNI, LT and LT-10 planes. (B) Sampling of bone sections. The
adjustment made by the app for sections (C) FNI, (D) LT and (E) LT-10. (F) Neck and shaft axis.
(G) Neck–shaft and mechanical angle.

The proximal femur is cut through all three planes, generating bone sections. As
described in the section Elliptical adjustment app (Section 2.2), the center of the bone section
can be found by sampling it with NX® (Figure 3B). The fit performed by the app for the FNI,
LT and LT-10 sections is shown in Figure 3C–E, respectively. The femoral neck axis passes
through the centers of the sphere and the FNI section, and the shaft axis passes through
the centers of the LT and LT-10 sections (Figure 3F). Both axes are orthogonally projected
on the XZ plane and the angle between them is the neck–shaft angle. The mechanical axis
is parallel to the Z-axis, and the angle between the neck and the mechanical axes is the
mechanical angle (Figure 3G). Therefore, the neck–shaft and mechanical angle (MA) for
GC1 are 126.4◦ and 141.9◦, and for GC2 are 133.1◦ and 143◦.
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The neck–shaft angles of GC1 and GC2 are within the normal range of 90◦ to 135◦;
if the inclination is greater than 125◦, it is called coxa valga, and if it is less than 120◦, coxa
vara [29]. If the stem selected by the orthopedist or designed by the engineer alters the
patient’s neck–shaft angle, valgus or varus position, a muscular imbalance is generated
and, as a consequence, affects the load to which the joint is subjected after THR, favoring
the loosening of the implant [30–32].

2.3.2. Anteversion

Yadav et al. [33] measure femoral anteversion three-dimensionally as the angle be-
tween the condylar plane, formed by the condylar and neck axes, and the femoral neck
plane, composed of the neck and shaft axes. However, the virtual model of the proximal
femur (Figure 1) does not include the condyles, and a new strategy to quantify anteversion
is proposed, which consists of taking the XZ plane as a reference and redefining the femoral
neck plane as the one formed by the neck and mechanical axes, since both planes are formed
by an axis parallel to Z, favoring the measurement of anteversion: the angle between the
new femoral neck plane and the XZ plane (Figure 4). The approximate anteversion for GC1
and GC2 is 13.5◦ and 3.6◦, respectively.
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Figure 4. Anteversion.

Anteversion aims to restore the femoral center of rotation [34]. Its reduction leads to
increased external rotation of the leg, increases torsional moments on the prosthesis [35–37]
and may be associated with an increased risk of loosening [38]. Moreover, it has a strong
influence on hip contact forces [39]; therefore, the correct anteversion angle allows an
optimal range of motion with minimal risk of instability [40,41].

2.3.3. Offset

The offset is the perpendicular distance between the shaft axis and the center of the
femoral head. Because the femoral head was simulated as a sphere to measure the neck–
shaft angle (Figure 3A), it has implicit offset information, so it is not necessary to quantify
the offset on the condition that the sphere is used in the custom design. This parameter
improves physical function, increases hip stability, maintains postoperative pelvic balance
and minimizes the risk of dislocations [31,42,43]. Several studies have shown that an
increase in offset correlates with a reduced neck–shaft angle, increased range of motion,
increased lever arm and abductor strength. If not restored, it increases the reactive force of
the joint, consequently causing wear and leading to implant failure [42–45].

2.3.4. Femoral Cavity

The customized stem design determines the areas of contact with the cortical bone,
which results in differences in biomechanics and fixation between implants. The goal is to
achieve initial stability through fixation with adequate bone contact [46], hence indicating
the importance of studying the femoral cavity, as it geometrically delimits the dimensions
of the stem and prevents early loosening and periprosthetic fractures. In addition, unlike
the geometric parameters of the femur, which correlate with each other, the femoral cavity
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has highly variable characteristics specific to each person, so it is not proportional to the
external femoral geometry. The study of the femoral cavity for the design of conventional
stems consists of orthogonal cuts that section the bone [1]. However, the cutting planes
will host the sketches that will compose the stem, which is obtained from the interpolation
of them.

As shown in Figure 5A, if the conventional analysis is performed, the result does not
mimic the lateral side of the proximal femur, increasing the SS because the biomechanics
are not restored, since this methodology is optimized to adapt the contact between implant
and bone in the calcar and the femoral diaphysis. For this reason, another technique is
needed to study the cavity and design the personalized short stem.
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(C) GC2.

To replicate the curvature of the lateral side, it was necessary to create an arch whose
origin generates oblique planes that allow the study of the canal and the design of the
stem that adapts to it. To generate the arch, the LT plane was used (Section VI, Figure 5),
and then an oblique plane (Section I, Figure 5) was placed below the FNI plane because,
according to the study by Solórzano et al. [18], this is the area with the highest risk of
fracture of the proximal femur. Finally, the arc created from both planes, whose interior
angle is the mechanical angle supplement (MAS) (Figures 3G and 5), was divided into five
equal parts, producing the planes II, III, IV and V (Figure 5).

It is possible to obtain more study planes by dividing the arch into more parts; however,
the design becomes more complex and the stem less organic.

From the oblique planes, the bone sections used to study the cavity were obtained,
and each one was sampled following the procedure described in the Elliptical adjustment
app; see Section 2.2. The app provided the three-dimensional scheme of the fitted curves
and the individual fitting graph of each section, which contained the ellipse parameters
and allowed the import of the fitted curve to NX® to check that it is properly adapted to
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the original bone section (Figure 5). These fitting curves constrained the stem geometry
and allowed the study of its implantability.

2.4. Custom Design

Gómez-García et al. [47] mentioned that, in general, the short stem design has five
basic defined characteristics: the anatomical region they occupy, geometric characteristics
of the design, areas where stress transmission occurs, osteotomy and insertion. The short
stem occupies and transmits stresses toward the metaphysis, due to which it is known as a
metaphyseal stem. Therefore, throughout this section, geometry, osteotomy and insertion
are integrated into the custom design of the short stem. As mentioned in the Morphological
study (Section 2.3), the three femoral parameters play an important role in muscle action
and range of motion; therefore, their preservation is crucial in order not to alter the femoral
biomechanics.

2.4.1. Osteotomy

This is the procedure that repairs damaged joints by cutting and remodeling the
bones. In THR, its role is to remove the femoral neck to place a stem inside its cavity and
remodel the acetabulum to align with the implant and create an artificial joint that restores
the patient’s mobility. Hereafter, the term osteotomy is used to refer to the femoral neck
removal. Dimitriou et al. [48] determined that the cutting plane, called the osteotomy
plane, affects the implantation section, the bone section resulting from the removal of
the neck through which the prosthesis enters in the cavity (I Section, Figure 5), and the
postoperative position of the non-customized femoral stem altering the neck–shaft angle
and anteversion due to the complex morphology of its proximal canal. Therefore, they
suggest that the osteotomy be optimized considering the alignment of the stem that restores
the femoral mechanical response, to avoid generating a muscular imbalance that accelerates
loosening. However, in customized implants, this is achieved through individual analysis
and design. Consequently, its role is the evaluation of the implantability, since the design
of the personalized stem must guarantee the correct interaction between bone and implant
(fit) and be able to enter through the implantation section (filling), to prevent fractures
during surgery. Recalling the subsection Femoral cavity (Section 2.3.4), the I plane was
located below the FNI and the angle that it formed with the LT plane or VI section was the
MAS; this occurs because the I plane is the osteotomy plane and must consider a cutting
zone below the fracture, which would occur in the FNI, and restore femoral parameters
such as the neck–shaft angle through the mechanical one (Figure 5).

2.4.2. Insertion

The custom short stem design is characterized by mimicking the curvature of the lateral
side of the proximal femur (Figure 5A). This lateral widening requires a new implantation
method to achieve femoral reaming, which consists of gradually opening the cavity using
calibrated elements similar to the stem until the appropriate size is achieved for insertion,
while respecting the greater trochanter and the gluteal muscles. This technique has been
called “round the corner” and is possible due to the absence of the distal part of the stem [2,9].
“Round the corner” requires that the reamers and final implant are first inserted in the varus
position and then progressively tilted into the correct alignment while descending the femoral
metaphysis (Figure 6).

This technique facilitates the use of minimally invasive approaches such as Micro-
Hip [49], but precludes the use of intramedullary guides and may also result in a varus
position when the tip of the stem touches the lateral side of the femur, contributing to a
possible fracture, so the use of fluoroscopy during insertion is advisable [50].
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2.4.3. Implantability

The designers, despite having the virtual model, often do not consider in the design
process the osteotomy and the insertion method, key aspects that determine whether the
customized prosthesis is implantable or not. Consequently, a methodology is proposed to
study implantability by ensuring that the prosthesis adapts to the canal and its insertion
is possible. From a geometric point of view, to use the “round the corner” technique, the
limits of the implant sections must be projections of the implantation curve on the planes
used in the cavity analysis (Figure 5), due to the rotation performed to place the stem in the
correct alignment (Figure 6). The orthogonal projection of the implantation or osteotomy
curve can be of two types: the first consists of projecting the I section on the oblique planes
(S1); in the second, the I curve is projected on the II plane, and the result is projected on the
III plane and so on until reaching the IV plane (S2). Interpolating the generated curves, two
solids are formed; however, not only these bodies must be evaluated, but the intersection
(S3) and union (S4) of both must also be included in the implantability analysis. These four
solids represent the constraint of the implantation section (Figure 7A).
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However, the cavity constraint should be included in the analysis. As in the previous
case, the adjusted curves obtained from the study of the femoral canal are interpolated,
forming a solid that approximates the patient’s cavity; therefore, it is necessary to rectify
areas of overestimation, which invade the cortical part of the femur, intercepting it with the
trabecular bone or subtracting the cortical one, achieving, as a result, the maximum volume
of the customized stem (Figure 7A). Both constraints must be considered to ensure the
implantability of the prosthesis; therefore, the solids, which are a physical representation
of the constraints generated by the patient’s cavity and the implantation section, have to
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be intercepted. As a result, four regions are produced, R1, R2, R3 and R4, which are a
consequence of the intersection of S1, S2, S3 and S4 with the cavity constraint (Figure 7A).

Regarding the cavity constraint, the question may arise as to why the trabecular bone,
which contains exact information about the patient’s cavity, is not used directly; this is
because, when intercepting the trabecular bone with the constraint of the implantation
section, the result invades the lesser trochanter, which, according to the study of Solórzano
et al. [18], is a moderately critical area of the proximal femur (Figure 7B). Therefore, fitted
curves that adapt to the femoral canal, and do not invade the lesser trochanter, allow proper
implant design, avoiding periprosthetic fractures.

To test the implantability, the four regions and the cortical part already included in the
osteotomy for GC1 (Figure 8B) and GC2 (Figure 8C) were fabricated to imitate the “round
the corner” technique, certifying that the regions enter through the I section and fit the
cavity properly.
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Therefore, using fused material deposition printing, PLA prototypes were produced
from the STL files of the solids, which were laminated in Ultimaker Cura 4.8.0® (Ultimaker,
Geldermalsen, Netherlands; Figure 8A) and manufactured using the Ender 3 Pro® (Creality,
Shenzhen, China) printer.

The results showed, for both geometric cases, that regions 1, 2 and 3 are implantable
solids; therefore, the customized stem was designed from them; however, region 4 is not
implantable because it did not enter through the cavity (Figure 8D,E). Now, the choice of
two geometric cases with different femoral morphology makes sense since it gives reliability
to the conclusions obtained from experimentation; however, to generalize this behavior,
further testing with other patients is needed. Moreover, to emphasize that this study is
possible thanks to the new methodology proposed to study the femoral cavity since, had
the conventional technique been used, the restriction of the implantation section would be
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an elliptical cylinder. As a result, the implantable solid would not adapt to the lateral side
of the femur, which would impair its biomechanics after surgery.

2.4.4. Stem

The implantable regions, because they adequately fit and fill the patient’s cavity and
enter through the implantation section, were the stem of the customized short implant.
However, because of the Boolean operations performed, they were not uniform (Figure 8),
hindering bone ingrowth; therefore, they were smoothed, preserving their shape using
the Meshmixer® smooth tool with a smoothing scale of 50, and, to facilitate its insertion
through the femoral canal, the edge of the VI section was rounded by 5 mm.

2.4.5. Neck and Receiving Taper

Mimicking European standards, the custom stem taper was 12/14 since, according
to the study by Morlock et al. [51], this receiving taper is the most commonly used in that
continent. The 12/14 model is defined by a proximal diameter of 12 mm, distal of 14 mm
and a height of 20 mm, resulting in a taper angle of 5◦43’30”.

To model the taper, a plane perpendicular to the femoral neck plane was defined and, to
preserve the neck–shaft angle in the design, it was rotated (90-MAS)◦ counterclockwise with
respect to the Y-axis. In addition, following the recommendation of Wen-Ming et al. [24], it
was placed at the middle of the sphere, which approximates the femoral head, obtaining an
oblique plane where the sketch of the 12 mm circumference was drawn. To maintain the
height of the cone, a plane 20 mm below the oblique plane was positioned and the sketch
of the 14 mm circumference was drawn following the direction of the femoral neck axis.
For the neck, the initial curve of the stem was needed, which was obtained by projecting
the first section onto the osteotomy plane. This whole process is illustrated in Figure 9A.
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Figure 9. Neck and receiving taper (A) sketches and (B) solid. (C) Comparison between implanted
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Based on the drawn curves, which form the neck and the receiving taper, a solid
was obtained and integrated into the stem through the Boolean union operation; to avoid
stress concentration, the edges of the curves were rounded as shown in Figure 9B. The
described process was repeated for each region (R1, R2 and R3) to obtain the final custom
stem designs (V1, V2 and V3). Once the design of the short stem has been completed
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with the described methodology that considers the patient’s features, such as his anatomy,
and those that depend on the surgery—osteotomy and insertion—the adjustment, filling
and implantability of the prosthesis are guaranteed. However, to carry out the design,
elements of the femoral morphology study were used, such as the LT plane, the MAS, the
femoral neck axis and plane and the sphere that fits the femoral head, thanks to which
it was possible to restore the neck–shaft angle, anteversion and offset of each geometric
case, as visualized in Figure 9C. Therefore, none of the proposed designs is expected to fail
due to muscle imbalance, modification of the range of motion or impingement with the
acetabulum. Another point in favor of this technique is its simplicity, since the designer
does not need to manually define the implant–bone contact zones because the program
created provides the curve that best fits the bone section guaranteeing primary stability,
thus avoiding human error in the process. The next step was to perform the finite element
analysis (FEA) to select which of the three options is the best stem for each geometric case.

2.5. Finite Element Model
2.5.1. Mesh

NX® was used for performing FEA, employing its Nastran solver. There are two finite
element models: intact and implanted femur. In the study of the intact femur, only the
cortical and trabecular bone are involved; on the contrary, in the implanted femur, the two
osteotomized bones and the customized stem interact. The cortical and trabecular bone for
GC1 was meshed with an element size of 1.87 mm; for GC2, the size was 1.3 mm, both for
the intact and implanted femur. The stems for each geometric case were meshed with an
element size of 0.9 mm. All bodies used CTETRA 10 as the element. The selection of these
element sizes and type is a consequence of the convergence analysis performed using the
p-method and h-method with an admissible error of 2%, which considers the quality of the
results and the speed of calculation. Because most of the remodeling processes occur in full
osseointegration [52], the meshes are joined through the “surface-to-surface bonding” tool.

2.5.2. Bone Properties

The biomechanical behavior of bone is extremely complex due to its anisotropic and
viscoelastic nature. However, it exhibits elastic behavior under usual mechanical conditions.
The femur being a long bone, the analysis was performed considering the transversely
isotropic properties of cortical bone and, according to the literature [53], it has been assumed
that the trabecular bone presents a large-scale isotropy. Bone properties were estimated
using the apparent density (ρapp), which was obtained employing the “Segment Statistics”
tool of 3D Slicer® [18] and considering its relationship with the Hounsfield units (HU).
Rho et al. [54] determined a linear relationship between HU and apparent density for the
proximal femur:

ρapp = 131/1000 + 1.067HU/1000[g/cm3] (16)

The Young’s modulus of cortical bone in the longitudinal direction (Ez,cortical) and
the stiffness of trabecular one (Etrabecular) were estimated using the equation described by
Keyak et al. [55] and rectified by Schileo et al. [56]:

Ez,cortical = Etrabecular = 14,900
(
0.6ρapp

)1.86
[MPa] (17)

In addition, the Young’s modulus (Ex, Ey) and shear modulus (Gyz, Gzx) in the trans-
verse direction, for cortical bone, were calculated using Pithioux’s laws [57]:

Ex = Ey = 0.6Ez (18)

Gyz = Gzx = 0.25Ez (19)

Poisson’s coefficients in the longitudinal (νyz, νzx) and transverse (νxy) directions of
cortical bone were obtained from the literature, being 0.25 and 0.4, respectively [58]; the
value of 0.3 for the Poisson’s coefficient (ν) of trabecular bone was taken from experimental
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data [59]. The shear modulus in the longitudinal direction (Gxy) of cortical bone [60,61] and
the shear modulus (G) of trabecular bone were obtained from the following equations:

Gxy =
Ex

2
(
1 + υxy

) (20)

G =
E

2(1 + ν)
(21)

Table 1 summarizes the physical and mechanical properties of both bones for GC1 and
GC2.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of the cortical and trabecular bone of each geometric case.

Properties
Cortical Bone Trabecular Bone

GC1 GC2 GC1 GC2

HU 1458 1197 779 745

ρapp
(
g/cm3) 1.69 1.41 0.96 0.93

Ex (MPa) 9140.76 6534.52

5363.09 4993.1Ey (MPa) 9140.76 6534.52

Ez (MPa) 15,234.61 10,890.87

Gxy (MPa) 3264.56 2333.76

2062.73 1920.42Gyz (MPa) 3808.65 2722.72

Gzx (MPa) 3808.65 2722.72

υxy 0.4 0.4

0.3 0.3υyz 0.25 0.25

υzx 0.25 0.25

2.5.3. Stem Properties

The material must be biocompatible to promote osseointegration, and the bone must
grow close to the implant surface and fill the grooves or pores that have been deliberately
introduced to firmly embed the stem and reduce the bone resorption, be immune and inert
to corrosion by body fluids and tissues, be strong and ductile to withstand the mechanical
demands of the patient’s daily activity, have low density, be light so as not to affect gait and
not have magnetic properties, to perform a clinical evaluation after surgery using medical
imaging such as MRI or CT [62–65].

Among the materials employed in the manufacture of femoral prostheses, the most
used is Ti6Al4V because its Young’s modulus is close to that of bone and it has proven to
be more biocompatible than stainless steel and cobalt–chromium–molybdenum [65]; it also
meets the requirements mentioned above. Nevertheless, titanium implants are retained
in bone by mechanical and chemical stabilization, as, through direct contact between
calcium atoms and the titanium oxide surface, they create an inorganic interface, leading to
osseointegration [46]; however, wear caused by friction between bone and implant liberates
metal ions that react biologically with the body, including aluminum ions, which have
been linked to the development of diseases such as Alzheimer’s and cytotoxicity caused by
excessive concentrations of vanadium [66,67].

A substitute for Ti6Al4V may be the Ti alloy Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3Al-0.2Si, also known as
Ti21S, because it reduces the aluminum content, eliminates vanadium, improving its cytotoxi-
city, and presents an extremely low Young’s modulus, good strength and ductility, excellent
corrosion resistance and biocompatibility, which makes this material suitable for biomedical
applications [68]. Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies allow the fabrication of specific
and intricate patient geometries, reduce stiffness due to inherent porosity and roughness, have
been shown to promote bone ingrowth and employ efficient material usage [69–72]. Therefore,
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Ti6Al4V ELI (extra low interstitials) and Ti21S were defined as the stem material for the FEA
(Table 2) since both are used in the AM of femoral stems.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of the stem material.

Properties Ti6Al4V ELI [73] Ti21S [68]

E (GPa) 114 52

G (GPa) 42.5 19.6

υ 0.34 0.33

σy (MPa) 795 709

2.5.4. Boundary Conditions

Solórzano et al. [18] studied the mechanical behavior of the proximal femur against
the nine loads proposed by Bergmann et al. [74], including the ISO force [75], widely used
to test femoral stems. They concluded that the representative loads that increase the risk
of fracture are ISO and jogging; consequently, both were used to evaluate the differences
between the biomechanics of the intact and implanted femur. The jogging load for the
intact femur is only composed by the contact forces (FX, FY and FZ); however, when the
stem is implanted, the moments that stress the fixation in the acetabulum appear; hence,
the implanted femur is subjected to contact forces and frictional moments (MX, MY and
MZ). This load depends on the body weight of each patient; nevertheless, in this study, the
same load state (shown in Table 3) was used for GC1 and GC2 of our recently explained
procedure [18], since, being equal, the boundary conditions allowed us to evaluate and
compare the influence of the femoral morphology in the stem design.

Table 3. Standardized loads for the intact and implanted femur.

Jogging [74] ISO [75]

FX (N) −884.8 -

FY (N) −15 -

FZ (N) −3222 −2300

MX (Nm) −0.69 -

MY (Nm) 0.76 -

MZ (Nm) 0.09 -

To apply the load on the intact femur, the body was first placed in a frontal position
and rotated (90-MAS)◦ clockwise with respect to the Y-axis, and then it was rotated at
an angle equal to the patient’s anteversion clockwise with respect to the Z-axis, to finally
place the load on the cortical femoral nodes that make up the acetabular region—the
region located from the beginning to the middle of the femoral head. Since the prostheses
were designed using the geometric parameters of the patient, in the implanted femur, the
load was applied on the flat part of the receiving taper, which happened to be the same
position as in the intact femur—since the cone was designed considering the middle of the
femoral head (sphere), the mechanical angle and the anteversion. Therefore, no torque was
produced by displacement of the forces, allowing a fair comparison between the intact and
implanted femur. In both situations, the movement of the femur was limited through the
fixed constraint in the flat part of the cortical and trabecular bone (Figure 10).
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Once the meshes were generated, the material and the boundary conditions for each of
the bodies were defined, and the simulations were carried out in NX®—first for the intact
femur of both geometric cases (GC1 and GC2) with the two defined load states (jogging
and ISO load), and then for the implanted femur for both geometric cases with the load
states and using the two materials (Ti6Al4V ELI and Ti21S) in each of the 3 stems (V1, V2
and V3). Once the results of each simulation were obtained, they were processed to extract
the information useful in the evaluation of the SS.

2.5.5. Postprocessing

According to Wolff’s law [76], the adaptation of the bone to the mechanical stimulus
causes the remodeling process. However, according to the definition of the mechanos-
tat [77], bone adapts towards a target strain; hence, osteocytes sense this stimulus and send
biochemical signals that activate cellular action to remodel bone. In vitro or in vivo studies
even use strain gauge rosettes to quantify the strain of the femur and study the relationship
between in vivo loading and bone adaptation. Strain data recorded in extensometer studies
are usually summarized in terms of principal strains. Therefore, it is necessary to represent
the multiaxial strain state as an equivalent metric, i.e., to reduce the complicated and
directionally specific strain state to a scalar quantity that is independent of direction. This
metric is called “equivalent strain”; it was first introduced by Mikić and Carter [78] with
the aim of incorporating strain gauge data in the context of bone adaptation models. Turner
et al. [79], through clinical testing of patients with femoral prostheses, evaluated changes
in their bone density and found that it adequately modeled bone remodeling. It is easy to
interpret, direction-invariant and a positive scalar, because, mathematically, it is the norm
of the strain tensor (εij):

εij =




εx εxy εxz
εxy εy εyz
εxz εyz εz


=




ε1 0 0
0 ε2 0
0 0 ε3


 (22)

To perform postprocessing, the proximal femur was cut longitudinally using a plane
coincident with the Y-coordinate of the elliptical adjustment performed for the implantation
section (I) of each geometric case (Figure 11A). Mimicking the position of the strain gauges
and the orthopedist’s analysis of bone density using medical imaging, shielding and
bone remodeling over the outer medial (M) and lateral (L) sides of the proximal femur
were evaluated using the equivalent strain, in the region bounded by section I and VI
(Figure 11B), since these regions undergo more bone resorption in the proximal femur.
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Figure 11. (A) Elliptical adjustment of the implantation section. (B) Medial and lateral side of the
proximal femur.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Remodeling Curve and Regression Graph

The bone adapts towards a target strain, and, if this is greater than desired, the bone
mass increases, and if it is less, it decreases. The dead zone is defined as the zone where bone
resorption and bone formation are in equilibrium. All these characteristics are summarized
graphically in the bone remodeling curve (Figure 12), which relates the variations in
apparent density to the mechanical stimulus. Likewise, bone density is directly proportional
to stiffness and strength and inversely proportional to its ductility; it is understood that an
increase or decrease in density causes undesirable mechanical performance.
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Iatrogenic remodeling is related to the bone changes caused by the implant; this type
of remodeling should be avoided by the designer and the orthopedist since it contributes to
implant loosening and periprosthetic fractures and complicates revision surgeries. There-
fore, the ideal stem is one that does not change the femoral biomechanics, does not cause
iatrogenic bone remodeling and integrates perfectly through bone ingrowth. However,
each stem leads to a specific change in the mechanical response of the femur. Consequently,
the designer wants the implant to keep the femur within the dead zone and not cause an
excessive increase or decrease in its density. To analyze bone adaptation, the equivalent
strain of the mesh element before (εint) and after (εimp) stem insertion was obtained; then,
the bone remodeling curve was defined, where Sre f is εint, and in order to establish the dead
zone, the “s” value was necessary, which, according to the study by Turner et al. [79], is 0.6.
Once the parameters were established, the εimp was located on the abscissae to determine
whether it was inside or outside of the dead zone.
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Despite defining whether or not the femoral region under study is in the dead zone,
many designers analyze a region of the femur by averaging the mechanical stimulus of
the mesh elements before (εint, avg) and after (εimp, avg) surgery, and calculate the respective
strain shielding (SSavg). However, the mean of the mechanical stimulus may not represent
the loading pattern caused by the stem; consequently, the designer may reach erroneous
conclusions using only the average parameters (Table 4).

Table 4. Errors caused by average equivalent strains.

Element ¯
ε int [%]

¯
ε imp [%] SS

1 0.11 0.05 0.545

2 0.075 0.13 −0.733

3 0.5 0.3 0.4

4 0.08 0.1 −0.25

Average 7.875
(

εint, avg ) 7.75
(

εimp, avg ) 0.016
(
SSavg )

Consequently, using concepts related to calculus and statistics, a method was found
not only analytically but also graphically to evaluate strain shielding, bone remodeling and
femoral biomechanics. This consists of transferring the information from the remodeling
curve to a regression graph in an equivalent strain plane of the intact implanted femur, as
shown in Figure 12. To obtain the regression graph, an assumption is made: the equivalent
strain of the intact femur is dependent on the strain of the implanted femur (εint = f

(
εimp

)
).

This may seem contradictory; however, this assumption is very useful because, if a linear
regression is performed between the values of the elemental strain before and after the
insertion, the result is:

εint = a + bεimp (23)

From this equation, it is possible to obtain the particular designs of femoral stems. For
example, the ideal stem, defined as that which fully restores the femoral biomechanics,
whose shielding is zero, describes its behavior through Equation (23) when a = 0 and
b = 1. A stem that preserves the femoral biomechanics will be one whose fit results in the
Equation (23) with |a| ∼= 0; this means that the strain prior to THR is equal to that after
but multiplied by a factor “b”, and the trend in the mechanical response of the femur is
maintained in a scaled manner. For this reason, the shielding of this type of implant is:

SS =
εint − εimp

εint
= 1− εimp

εint
= 1− 1

b
(24)

The stem altering biomechanics is defined by Equation (23) for values of “a” and
“b” ∈ R, and as a result, the shielding is:

SS = 1− εimp

εint
=

b− 1
b

+
a

bεint
(25)

High values of εint result in a strain shielding equal to Equation (24). Therefore, this
expression was used to approximate the shielding caused by stems that do not restore the
femoral biomechanics. In the regression graph (Figure 12), the ideal stem is represented by
the dashed black line, the stem that restores biomechanics by the blue line and the stem
that modifies the mechanical response by the red line. We defined the types of stems from
the assumption εint = f

(
εimp

)
, and it is necessary to bound the dead zone within the graph:

εimp = (1 + s)εint ⇔ εimp = 1.6εint ⇔ εint = 0.625εimp (26)

εimp = (1− s)εint ⇔ εimp = 0.4εint ⇔ εint = 2.5εimp (27)
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These lines limit the dead zone, which corresponds to the gray area in Figure 12. From
this zone, another two are defined: the purple and green indicate the loss and increase
of bone mass, respectively. The adjusted R-Square was used to evaluate how good the
linear fit of the equivalent strain of the elements is. The definition of this statistical metric
is the proportion of the variance of the dependent variable that can be explained by the
independent variable or how well the linear fit is able to model the dependent variable
from the independent variable, so it is an indirect measure of how dispersed the points are
around the fit line.

The results obtained from the simulations were used for the analysis, with the equiva-
lent strains of the elements of both regions, lateral and medial. The linear adjustment was
performed to obtain the “a” and “b” coefficients, the adjusted R-Square and the SS, and to
evaluate the response of each femur to the implantation of the customized stems and the
influence of the material from which it is made. Then, using scatter plots by regions, areas
of the femoral stem that can be optimized in a following work to mitigate shielding were
visualized. Finally, equivalent strain maps extracted from NX® were obtained for the intact
and implanted femur with the selected stem and material to verify if the analysis in the
lateral and medial zone is representative for both femurs.

3.2. Analysis

The linear fits between the equivalent strain of the intact and implanted femur with
each stem (V1, V2 and V3) were performed for GC1 using both loading states (ISO and
jogging) and materials (Ti6V4Al and Ti21S), whose metrics are summarized in Table 5.
Figure 13 shows the strain shielding and the adjusted R-Square produced by each stem
graphically. In addition, the SSavg was calculated for comparison with the SS obtained
from the coefficient “b” of the regression.

Table 5. Results for GC1.

Ti6Al4V Ti21S

V1 V2 V3 V1 V2 V3

ISO

Adjusted R2 0.759 0.78 0.78 0.793 0.804 0.804

Constant (a) 0.024 0.023 0.023 0.017 0.017 0.017

Coefficient (b) 1.511 1.41 1.412 1.468 1.397 1.399

SS 0.338 0.291 0.292 0.319 0.284 0.285

SSavg 0.574 0.535 0.533 0.496 0.473 0.47

Jogging

Adjusted R2 0.642 0.683 0.683 0.677 0.701 0.701

Constant (a) 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.008 0.008 0.008

Coefficient (b) 1.792 1.706 1.708 1.735 1.663 1.664

SS 0.442 0.414 0.415 0.424 0.399 0.399

SSavg 0.605 0.58 0.578 0.525 0.506 0.504

The designer is looking for the stem to be as close as possible to the ideal model,
with zero shielding, so the implant with the lowest value should be selected. However, as
explained in the previous section, the adjusted R2 is a statistic that evaluates the goodness of
the linear fit, so when it is closer to the unit, it is deduced that the points of the curve present
a linear trend and are close to the line, which in turn validates the SS obtained. Therefore,
there should be a compromise between the adjusted R2 and the shielding. Figure 13 shows
that the lowest SS and highest adjusted R2 occur when Ti21S is used; regarding implant
geometry, the V2 and V3 stems have a very similar mechanical response, with V3 being
superior in the SS by thousandths. Then, to select which of the two implants is the indicated
one, its volume was evaluated, because the prosthesis with greater volume is heavier, limits
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the gait and causes patient discomfort. The V2 stem has a volume of 33.25 cm3 and V3,
32.368 cm3; because V3 is lighter and has metrics similar to those of V2, it is the ideal
implant for GC1.
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Figure 13. Graphs of the SS and adjusted R2 for GC1.

The influence of the load has not been mentioned, because evaluating either leads to
the same conclusion; therefore, to further understand its effect, we plot the response of
GC1 to the insertion of the selected stem (V3) when the femur is subjected to the ISO and
jogging loads (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Regression graph of GC1 under ISO and jogging loads.

Examining the range of the axes, it is perceived that jogging loads the proximal femur
less in comparison to the ISO force; this is due to its mechanical nature. The femoral neck
fracture is caused by high energy mechanisms such as an axial load on the femur; for this
reason, ISO overloads it more. Graphically, the ISO force distributes the load better along
the femur; for this reason, the points of its regression graph are more concentrated and
follow a linear pattern. On the contrary, the jogging load disperses the points more and
causes them not to adapt to the regression; as a result, the adjusted R2 is low (Figure 13).
Nevertheless, the conclusions obtained by analyzing any of the two load states do not
change, i.e., whether examining the femur under ISO or jogging, the same geometry and
material is selected. From this perspective, since the use of the ISO force facilitates the
testing of prototypes and allows comparison of the experimental results with the finite
element analysis, its use is recommended for the evaluation of femoral implants.
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Regression graphs show the influence of the material on the femoral mechanical
response. For a closer analysis of its effect, the purple-colored area of the ISO graph in
Figure 14 was evaluated.

Young’s modulus is related to strain shielding. Figure 15 shows that Ti6Al4V, a material
with high stiffness compared to the femur, causes greater shielding, and consequently
exposes the points to the bone resorption area.

Figure 15. Influence of the modulus of elasticity of the stem material.

In addition, due to its quadratic tendency, it alters the femoral biomechanics since
it moves away from the linear behavior of the ideal stem and its adjusted R2 is lower
(Figure 13). In contrast, Ti21S, having lower stiffness, approaches the linear response of the
stem that preserves, in a scaled form, the strain of the proximal femur anterior to the THR
and maintains the points within the dead zone. In this way, it is verified that, in spite of
being the same stem (V3), the selected material originates different mechanical responses;
therefore, having a stiffness closer to that of the femur allows the designer to evaluate the
behavior originated by the geometry and distinguish it from that caused by the mechanical
properties of the material.

The regression graphs were divided by orange and purple squares enclosing the
medial and lateral zones, respectively Figure 14. The medial shows a set of points that
follows a negative slope and is outside of the dead zone; the stem is made of either
Ti6Al4V or Ti21S. To analyze this behavior in depth, Figure 16 shows the scatter plots of the
equivalent strain of the intact and implanted femur subjected to both loading states.

The plots of the equivalent strain with respect to the Z-coordinate show that the red
and blue curves of the implanted femur mimic the black curve that corresponds to the
strain of the intact femur, but in the medial part, from Z = −10, the curves of the implanted
femur diverge due to the geometry of V3; this section originates the set of points with the
negative slope mentioned above.
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Figure 16. Scatter plots of the equivalent strain of GC1 in the medial and lateral sides under (A) ISO
and (B) jogging loads.

The scatter plots complement the results obtained from the regression graphs. These
plots confirm that the material with the lower modulus of elasticity not only reduces the
difference between the strain of the intact and implanted femur, but also preserves the
femoral biomechanics. Furthermore, it certifies that any of the loads is useful to select the
geometry and material of the stem; further proof of this is that both exhibit the alteration of
the medial curve of the implanted femur from Z = −10 onwards. For this reason and due
to the above advantages, to study the customized stems of GC2, the femur subjected to the
ISO force was evaluated by performing the same analysis of GC1.

The metrics of the GC2 linear fits are summarized in Table 6, and Figure 17 exposes
the SS and adjusted R2 produced by each stem graphically.

Table 6. Results for GC2.

Ti6Al4V Ti21S

V1 V2 V3 V1 V2 V3

Adjusted R2 0.617 0.668 0.667 0.703 0.72 0.719

Constant (a) 0.097 0.09 0.089 0.073 0.073 0.072

Coefficient (b) 1.213 1.052 1.043 1.26 1.082 1.079

SS 0.176 0.049 0.041 0.206 0.076 0.073

SSavg 0.611 0.512 0.505 0.521 0.443 0.437
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Figure 17. Graphs of the SS and adjusted R2 for GC2.

Figure 17 shows that the shielding caused by the Ti21S stem is higher compared to
those manufactured with Ti6Al4V, which is contradictory to the deductions obtained from
the previous analysis. However, the adjusted R2 of the Ti21S stem is much higher and,
because the shielding is a result of the linear fit, Ti6Al4V cannot be reliably selected as a
material in this case. Regarding geometry, again, V2 and V3 have very similar metrics, with
the smaller volume being the reason that the V3 stem is preferred. When the metrics do
not allow correct selection of the material, the visual method is used. Figure 18 shows the
regression graph generated by the chosen geometry, produced with both materials.

Figure 18. Regression graph of GC2.

The lateral area of the graph (purple box) shows the influence of material stiffness on
the restoration of the femoral biomechanics. It is evident that Ti6Al4V locates a greater
number of points outside the dead zone; therefore, its shielding is greater, and the deduc-
tions based on the theory and the previous analysis are not contradicted by the information
shown in the figure. In short, Ti21S is the ideal material for the fabrication of the cus-
tomized stem.
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The value of the independent term (a) indicates whether the implant deviates from
the ideal behavior and alters the load distribution along the femur, which, in this case, is
quantified by the equivalent strain; therefore, the farther the regression is from the center
of coordinates (|a| > 0), the more the implanted femur strain diverges with respect to the
intact one, modifying the load received by the bone and increasing the shielding.

The independent term for GC2 defines that Ti6Al4V more strongly alters the mechani-
cal response of the femur, because the red line is more distant from the center of coordinates.
Graphically, the Ti6Al4V regression is above the Ti21S line, cutting the Y-axis at point 0.089.

Figure 18 shows, in the orange box, corresponding to the medial zone, a set of points
outside the dead zone and with a negative slope, and, in the purple box, corresponding to
the lateral zone, a series of points moving away from the linear trend. The scatter plot of
GC2 (Figure 19) supports the choice of material and allows us to identify in which specific
regions the geometry of the selected stem should be optimized. In the medial region, it
should be improved from Z = −15 onwards, and, in the lateral region, from Z = −30 to
Z = −15 because, in these ranges, the strain of the implanted femur, with the stem made
of either Ti6Al4V or Ti21S, diverges from the strain of the intact femur, with this effect
resulting from the geometry of the V3.
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Figure 19. Scatter plots of the equivalent strain of GC2 in the medial and lateral sides.

Once the geometry and the material of the customized stem have been selected, it is
necessary to verify whether the SS obtained through the proposed method is better than the
SSavg. For this purpose, we resort to the strain maps, which provide equivalent information
to performing photoelastic tests. All the maps of the intact femur of both geometric cases
distribute the color scale in the range from 0 to 0.4, while the range goes from 0 to 0.29 and
from 0 to 0.21 for the maps of the implanting femur of GC1, and from 0 to 0.37 and from 0
to 0.23 for the maps of GC2 (Figure 20), both calculated from the SS and SSavg, respectively,
a consequence of the insertion of the V3 stem made of Ti21S.

From the maps, it is verified that the SS adequately quantifies the strain shielding in
comparison to the SSavg, because of the similarity between the strain maps of the intact and
implanted femur when this metric is used. As the femur is mostly within the dead zone, it
favors bone ingrowth, which can be supplemented with osteoconductive liners, benefiting
the secondary stability, prolonging its lifespan and improving cementless fixation. Likewise,
the strain maps certify that the shear planes used for postprocessing (Figure 11), which
allow us to study the mechanical behavior and shielding in the lateral and medial part,
are a representative sample of the mechanical response of the entire proximal femur. This
plane was obtained from the Y-coordinate of the elliptical adjustment of the implantation
section, and it reflects another use of the application that aids not only in design, but also
in custom stem analysis and selection. The orange and purple boxes show, similar to how
the traumatologist evaluates the shielding radiologically, the decrease in the color scale of
the medial and lateral region, respectively, which translates into the loss of bone mass of
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the femur as a natural response to the removal of the neck. This contrasts with the analysis
of the scatter plots of each geometric case (Figures 16 and 19).
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The study performed by Yan et al. [80], whose boundary conditions are similar to this
research, on the shielding caused by two commercial stems—one of a conventional type
and the other short calcar-loaded—concludes that the SS in the proximal femur caused
by the conventional stem is 0.93 and that by the calcar loading stem is 0.82 approximately.
Therefore, both commercial implants place the femur outside the dead zone of the bone
remodeling curve, so there will be a bone resorption that, in the long-term, will cause the
implant to loosen and a revision surgery will be necessary to replace it. Yamako et al. [81],
using strain gauges, quantified, through the equivalent strain, that the shielding in the
proximal femur caused by a conventional implant made with Ti6Al4V was 0.61, being
positioned at the limit of the dead zone. The shielding resulting from the insertion of the
V3 stem made of Ti21S was 0.285 and 0.073 for GC1 and GC2, respectively. Therefore,
customization is beneficial in the mechanical response of the proximal femur; this is
mainly due to the restoration of the parameters of the patient’s anatomy (neck–shaft angle,
anteversion, offset and femoral cavity) and to the selection of a material that has a modulus
of elasticity close to the bone.

However, the precise orientation of the implant is crucial in order not to alter these
parameters and consequently its biomechanics; this depends on the surgeon’s expertise,
but, to avoid human error in the process, technological assistance is becoming more and
more common.

Since Ti21S is an isotropic and ductile material, the Von Mises criteria were used.
The V3 stem for both geometric cases, subjected to the ISO force, has an average safety
factor of 6.055, which guarantees that the implant does not yield to the load. Analyzing
the Von Mises stress map of V3 (Figure 21), it is observed that the area with the highest
concentration of stresses is the receiving taper; this is beneficial because the stresses generate
the compression of the cone walls with the articulating sphere, causing an interference fit
and a cold weld between them [82].
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Figure 21. Von Mises stress map of the V3 stem.

To verify the implantability of the prosthesis, PLA prototypes of the V3 stem of both
geometric cases were made using fused material deposition printing. With the cortical part
of the osteotomy already performed, which was used in the Implantability (Section 2.4.3), the
“round the corner” technique (Figure 6) performed by the traumatologist was imitated when
inserting the stem into the canal, verifying that the implant enters normally (Figure 22).
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4. Limitations and Future Proposals
4.1. Limitations of the Study

The authors would like to point out that the study, in its present form, is mainly theoret-
ical and simply aims to present a set of CAD and FEM resources for a more straightforward
personalization and in silico evaluation of short stem hip prostheses. Furthermore, the
printed prototypes are merely conceptual test probes, in no case intended to be implanted
or in vivo tested yet. Several improvements should be performed before considering the
proposed designs viable, and the final manufacturing technologies would be completely
different to those employed here for a preliminary evaluation of implantability. Probably,
for a hypothetical personalized implant with a design such as those presented here, additive
manufacturing of metallic alloys (selective laser sintering/melting) would be a good choice,
as well as lithography-based ceramic manufacturing using biomedical ceramics, although,
in all cases, a final postprocess (sand blasting, PVD-CVD coating) would be beneficial for
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enhancing osseointegration. The 3D printing of conceptual prototypes helped to initially
assess implantability, although design improvements should of course require medical
support. In fact, according to the EU Medical Device Regulation 2017/745 (and to most
medical regulations worldwide), customized implants cannot reach patients without the
prescription and implication in the design procedure of physicians and surgeons. This
study provides the basic point of view of biomechanical engineers.

Collaboration with surgeons would be fundamental for improving the design and for
considering challenging issues that can be encountered in real-life surgery, including: (1) the
need for rasping and for personalized rasps, which could be designed by downscaling
the personalized implants and printing both the customized implants and the supporting
tools; (2) the occurrence of unexpected collisions during surgery, which could be alleviated
by printing two or three models of the customized design, with slightly different surface
finishes or scales, and (3) the potential contraindications when abnormal morphologies are
present. In the authors’ opinion, contraindications for the proposed customized designs
would be similar to those applicable to short stems in general: presence of hip dysplasia,
severe osteoporosis and previous hip osteotomies.

In any case, before the presented designs can be considered successful solutions,
systematic in vitro and in vivo evaluations (with test benches and animal models following
the three R principles and applicable regulations) guided by physicians and surgeons
are needed.

4.2. Future Research Proposals

Future work, related to the elliptical adjustment application, consists of improving the
code and integrating it with a clustering algorithm so that the atypical points of the bone
section do not affect the fitting performed by the app. Furthermore, one could consider
integrating the program with a computer vision library so that the adjustment is performed
only with an image of the cavity (Figure 5B,C), making the extraction of points unnecessary.

For the finite element analysis, one option would be to use the open-source program
Bonemat®, whose purpose is to define the elastic properties of each element according to
the CT information, thus creating a fully anisotropic mesh that will allow a more accurate
evaluation of the mechanical response of the femur before and after stem insertion. Using
this program, it is no longer necessary to distinguish between cortical and trabecular bone
because the mechanical properties are related to the HU information of each CT voxel, thus
simplifying the simulation and making it more personalized.

The stem can improve its geometry by manually regulating its oblique sections, the
V3 sections being a limiting condition because, if they are exceeded, the new prosthesis
will not be implantable. However, it is possible to program and train a machine learning
algorithm that, based on an optimization process, determines the best section that preserves
the femoral biomechanics and reduces shielding.

Moreover, topological optimization is an interesting tool that allows a reduction in
the weight of the implant and ensures an optimal distribution of the material, as well the
optimal load, and it is possible to manufacture it using AM. In fact, the surgeon has the
availability of a wide number of prosthesis micro-architectures, thus needing adequate
guidelines for the choice of the best one to be implanted in a patient-specific anatomic
region [83]. Thus, using strain maps, the designer can improve the stem by mimicking the
architecture of the trabecular bone, whose porosity reduces stiffness, decreasing shielding
and favoring bone ingrowth, ensuring secondary stability.

A relative micro-displacement analysis should be performed to verify the primary
stability, and estimate the secondary stability, of the short prosthesis at the bone–implant
interface. In addition, the possibility of designing a short stem that allows the introduction
of necessary medications at the postoperative stage should be studied, with the benefits
of requiring fewer doses and being applied directly, improving the patient’s recovery and
reducing the probability of infection. Likewise, the clinical evaluation of the implanted
stems should be extended using surgical assistants such as ROBODOC, because it guar-
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antees the correct cutting and reaming, which allow the precise location of the implant
according to the design; in addition, it favors primary stability due to the fact that the tight
insertion inside the femoral canal restricts relative displacements, favoring the formation of
bone tissue.

5. Conclusions

This research work has proposed new tools and concepts that facilitate the custom
design of short femoral stems. The application of elliptical adjustment has proven to be
very useful for studying femoral morphology, assessing implantability and designing and
selecting the customized implant. This instrument can be used in the design of conventional
femoral stems or other prostheses in arthroplasty because human error is eliminated when
trying to empirically fit an ellipse to the bone cavity.

The implantability has been defined, which is based on the integration of the anatomi-
cal parameters with the factors related to surgery, to verify that the stems designed adapt to
the femoral cavity and are implantable. Consequently, three geometries for each case study
have been designed and evaluated using the finite element method. To analyze the results
of the simulations, a methodology based on regression graphs, scatter plots and strain
maps that integrate the study of shielding, bone remodeling and femoral biomechanics
has been proposed and proven to be more effective and provide more information to the
designer compared to the conventional methodology. Based on this, the V3 stem has been
selected for having low shielding, keeping the femur within the dead zone and being light
in relation to the other geometries, and the Ti21S material, because it restores femoral
biomechanics, reduces shielding and does not present the adverse effects of Ti6Al4V related
to Alzheimer’s disease and cytotoxicity caused by vanadium.

It has been proven, through analysis, that customized implants restore the patient’s
functional mobility, improving their quality of life, because they reproduce the physiological
distribution of the femur, in a scaled form, but subsequent optimization is necessary to
resemble more closely the mechanical response before surgery. Likewise, it has been shown
that the ISO force, being a high energy mechanism, better distributing the load along
the femur and facilitating prototype testing and analysis by the finite element method,
should be the load used to evaluate the mechanical response of the femur to the insertion
of short prostheses.
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Abstract: A correlation between patellar kinematics and anterior knee pain is widely accepted.
However, there is no consensus on how they are connected or what profile of patellar kinematics
would minimize anterior knee pain. Nevertheless, answering this question by merging existing
studies is further complicated by the variety of ways to describe patellar kinematics. Therefore, this
study describes the most frequently used conventions for defining patellar kinematics, focusing on
the rotations. The similarities and differences between the Cardan sequences and angles calculated by
projecting axes are analyzed. Additionally, a tool is provided to enable the conversion of kinematic
data between definitions in different studies. The choice of convention has a considerable impact on
the absolute values and the clinical characteristics of the patello-femoral angles. In fact, the angles
that result from using different mathematical conventions to describe a given patello-femoral rotation
from our analyses differ up to a Root Mean Squared Error of 111.49◦ for patellar flexion, 55.72◦ for
patellar spin and 35.39◦ for patellar tilt. To compare clinical kinematic patello-femoral results, every
dataset must follow the same convention. Furthermore, researchers should be aware of the used
convention’s implications to ensure reproducibility when interpreting and comparing such data.

Keywords: knee joint; patello-femoral joint; kinematics; cardan sequence; euler angles; conversion

1. Introduction

Patello-femoral pain has a prevalence of more than 20% in the general population [1]
and a high percentage of unsatisfied patients after total knee arthroplasty complain of
anterior knee pain [2,3]. Even if satisfactory patellar tracking and kinematics seem to
be evident on physical exam [4,5], it is still not entirely clear, what defines good patellar
tracking and how healthy patellar kinematics can be quantified [6].

Although previous studies have investigated patellar kinematics [6,7], it remains un-
clear what ideal patellar kinematics encompass. What we know about patellar kinematics
is that the patellar native facets or prosthetic button should be centered in the trochlear
groove without subluxation or tilt throughout range of motion [6,7]. Even with descriptions
of how the patella tracks from full extension to flexion, the issue of kinematic reference
frame and rotations to describe motion has not been standardized.

The difficulty of converting between the multiple existing mathematical definitions of
patellar kinematics or even understanding them properly is one of the major challenges
for answering these questions. When we consider rotations, the way they are described
has many implications. Researchers should be aware of these implications when they
work with kinematic data concerning the patello-femoral joint. The choice of coordinate
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systems and the mathematical definition for describing patello-femoral kinematics can lead
to substantial differences in the resulting curves and how one interprets whether normal
kinematics have been established. Therefore, studies without a detailed description of the
underlying definitions [8–12] are of limited value for researchers and clinicians.

There is a recommendation on definitions of joint coordinate systems for various joints
from the International Society of Biomechanics. However, they do not provide a recom-
mended definition for the knee joint, especially not for the patello-femoral joint [13–15].
However, since the publication of these recommendations, a lot of research has been con-
ducted for the patello-femoral joint kinematics. To describe these kinematics, a definition
using a floating axis for patellar spin [16], which has been recommended by Bull et al. [17],
has been increasingly used in the past few years. This definition follows the same principle
used by Grood and Suntay [18] for the tibio-femoral joint.

Nevertheless, there are still lots of studies that use more uncommon conventions for
patello-femoral rotations which can lead to fundamental changes in the values for patellar
flexion, spin and tilt [6,17]. Therefore, for interpretation of patello-femoral kinematics
data a clear understanding of the underlying conventions is needed. If data with different
underlying definitions should be compared, the ability to transform between several
conventions is very helpful, but rarely described in literature.

The aim of this article is to give an overview of the different methods that can be used
to describe patellar kinematics, with a particular focus on rotations. In contrast to previous
publications, this article will consider the implications associated with each definition in
greater detail. Additionally, the mathematics behind the patellar rotations will be given,
including ways to convert data between some of the most common definitions. Therefore,
the purpose is to enable researchers to choose the definition of patellar kinematics that is
most suitable to them, as well as allow them to easily perform any conversions necessary
to be able to compare the outcomes of different studies. As Supplementary Material, a
Matlab template is provided to perform the most common conversions easily.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Coordinates and Definitions

In the following description, two reference frames will mainly be used: one attached
to the femur and another to the patella, with the directions x, y and z pointing laterally,
anteriorly and proximally, respectively, in full extension. If the femur or patella rotate and
translate during flexion, the attached coordinate systems will follow the bones’ movements.
Figure 1 shows a possible system of axes for the patellar kinematics. Since the exact
orientation depends on the chosen definition, it is neither described nor shown in more
detail. The question of how these directions can be identified, i.e., which landmarks can be
used, is highly dependent on the data and the measurement methods of every single study
and will therefore not be deeply discussed. A possibility to define a reference frame for the
patella is presented and validated by Innocenti et al. [19].

The most clinically relevant kinematic parameters are patellar shift, patellar flexion
(α), spin (β) and tilt (γ) [5,17,20–22]. The patella’s resulting movements are relative to the
femur as follows: patellar flexion is defined by the relative rotation of the patella around
the medio-lateral flexion axis (x-axis). In most cases, the femoral flexion axis is used as the
rotation axis for patellar flexion. In a clinical context, patellar spin and tilt are represented
by the rotations around the local patellar y- and z-axes, respectively. Alternatively, it is
also common to use a floating axis for patellar tilt [23,24] or patellar spin [25–27]. The
patellar shift is the translation of the patella in the medio-lateral direction with respect
to the femur or the trochlear groove. Usually, the patellar shift is given as the patellar
movement in the direction of the femoral x-axis, which can be calculated by projecting
the vector of the relative patellar translations on the normalized direction of the femoral
flexion axis. The values of shift, flexion, spin and tilt for a given instance of patellar motion
can differ considerably from this intuitive understanding if different definitions are used.
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Figure 1 shows the described components of the patellar kinematics schematically without
giving precise axes and signs because these are dependent on the chosen definition.
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Figure 1. Overview on patellar kinematics and underlying coordinate systems. (Left): patellar flexion
in a sagittal view, (center): medio-lateral movement (shift) and patellar spin in an anterior view,
(right): patellar tilt in a proximal view. The exact location and orientation of the rotation axes depend
on the chosen definition and is therefore not shown in detail. The patellar axes are labelled with xp,
yp, zp and the femoral axes with xf, yf, zf.

The movements of the patella in the sagittal plane are highly dependent on the defini-
tion of the origin of the femoral coordinate system. If individual anatomical landmarks are
used to define this origin, the comparison between different subjects can be problematic.
However, since these movements are of secondary clinical interest [17] and are controlled
mainly by joint geometry [28], they are not discussed here.

2.2. How Rotations Can Be Described

There are several ways to describe the rotational state of an object in a coordinate
system. For example, well-known methods include rotational matrices, quaternions, pro-
jected angles, helical axes, and extrinsic and intrinsic rotation sequences. In biomechanics,
representations allowing the comparison of rotations around the individual joint axes are
needed. Therefore, rotation matrices, quaternions and helical axes are only suitable to
process data, but not to interpret the results of studies according to patellar kinematics.

First, a fundamental property of rotations should be noted: rotations are not commu-
tative. This means that—regardless of the mathematical description—the resulting pose
for a sequence of rotations about multiple axes is generally not equal to the same rotations
in another sequence. This statement remains valid for both multiple rotations in time and
rotation sequences to describe a pose at one point in time.

To describe any rotation in three-dimensional (3D) space, a rotation sequence con-
sisting of three consecutive rotations around three axes can be used. If the orientation of
the axes is changed by each elemental rotation, the sequence is referred to as intrinsic. For
initial coordinate axes ξ, η, ζ, the axes after the first rotation are written as ξ’, η’, ζ’ and
after the second rotation as ξ”, η”, ζ”. If all rotations occur around the axes as they are in
their initial orientation, independent of previous rotation steps, the rotation sequence is
called an extrinsic rotation.

In biomechanical literature, sometimes an intrinsic sequence of rotations around
three different axes is called an Euler rotation, and the associated angles are termed Euler
angles [29,30]. The correct term for these angles is in fact Cardan angles or Tait-Bryan-angles.
Actual Euler angles are an intrinsic rotation sequence, which uses the same axis for the first
and the third rotation (e.g., rotations around the axes ξ, η’, ξ”) [31]. While Cardan angles
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can be used for a biomechanical description of patello-femoral rotations, Euler angles are
difficult to relate to the clinical terms of patellar flexion, spin and tilt. Figure 2 shows three
different rotation sequences which lead to a particular patellar orientation.
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If femoral axes are used to describe the patello-femoral rotations [34], the interpreta-
tion of the rotations around the femoral anterior-posterior and proximo-distal axes as pa-
tellar spin and patellar tilt, respectively, are in general no longer correct. For a patellar 

Figure 2. Illustration of three exemplary rotation sequences representing one particular patellar orientation. All sequences
start in a patellar orientation where the patellar axes are parallel to the femoral axes. The upper and middle paths show the
Cardan sequences XYZ and XZY, respectively, and the lower path represents the Euler sequence XYX.

Two disadvantages are occasionally associated in connection with Cardan angles. The
first, sequence dependency, can simply be solved by appropriate standardization of the
sequence [32]. The second is termed gimbal lock, which occurs when the second angle of
the sequence is ±90◦ [33]. In this case, the axes of the first and third rotation are collinear,
and one degree of freedom is lost. Since the patellar spin and tilt do not reach absolute
values of 90◦ [6,7] sequences with either of these in the middle position are free from this
problem for the description of patellar kinematics.

If femoral axes are used to describe the patello-femoral rotations [34], the interpretation
of the rotations around the femoral anterior-posterior and proximo-distal axes as patellar
spin and patellar tilt, respectively, are in general no longer correct. For a patellar flexion
near 0◦ the deviation remains small, but for one of 90◦ the femoral tilt axis is parallel to
the patellar spin axis in a sagittal view. The same applies to the femoral rotation axis and
the patellar tilt axis. In this case, the calculated values for tilt and spin of the patella are
switched, in addition to a possible inversion of their sign, relative to the common clinical
interpretation [17] (see also Figure 3). Researchers should be aware that Cardan sequences
ending with patellar flexion (ZYX and YZX) show the same pattern (e.g., [35]).

For knee kinematics, it seems that there exists another valuable way to describe the
rotations. It is called the three-cylinder open-chain representation. For the tibio-femoral joint,
it was first mentioned by Grood and Suntay in 1983 [18]. It was suggested in 2009 by
Merican and Amis [36] and later on proven in 2014 by MacWilliams and Davis [37] that the
Grood and Suntay definition is equivalent to a Cardan XYZ-sequence. This sequence was
regardless found suitable to describe the tibio-femoral kinematics [38,39].
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Figure 3. Illustration of the switch of meaning of patellar spin and tilt for an absolute patellar
flexion angle of 90◦, if described with respect to the femoral coordinate system. Rotating the patella
around the anatomical patellar proximo-distal axis (zp) equals a rotation around the femoral anterior-
posterior axis (yf) for 90◦ of patello-femoral flexion. The zf- and yp-axes show a similar pattern.

For the patello-femoral joint, the three-cylinder open-chain representation was first
applied in 1992 by Hefzy et al. [16]. Since this way to describe patellar kinematics was
recommended in a method paper [17], it is frequently used. The proof of the equivalence
of the Grood and Suntay rotations and a Cardan sequence for the tibio-femoral joint [37]
can be carried out analogously for the patello-femoral joint. Therefore, the three-cylinder
open-chain representation of the patello-femoral kinematics is—from the rotations point
of view—equivalent to the use of the Cardan sequence XYZ. Since Bull et al. [17] do not
describe translations in a sagittal plane, their recommendation is to measure the patellar
shift relative to the femoral medio-lateral axis and describe the patellar rotations with
respect to the femoral axes as a Cardan XYZ-sequence.

The methods, which use a sequence of rotations around rotated or not rotated co-
ordinate axes, lead to the inherent possibility to receive a description of the pose of the
associated body very straightforward by executing the rotations one after the other. Nev-
ertheless, some authors [40,41] determine the rotations of the patella by projecting the
patellar coordinate vectors on the planes of the femoral coordinate system and calculate
the angle between these projected vectors and the associated vectors from the femoral
system. For instance, the patellar flexion can be calculated by projecting the y-vector of
the patella onto the sagittal plane of the femoral coordinate system and calculating the
angle between this projection and the y-vector of the femoral system. If a projection is
carried out onto the patellar coordinate planes, a rotation relative to the patellar axes can
be calculated. This method in general does not lead to values for patellar flexion, spin and
tilt which can be executed in sequence to acquire the full rotation of the patella relative
to the femur. For every projection plane, there are two vectors that can be projected to
calculate the rotation around the axis perpendicular to this plane. As the results of this
paper will show, the calculated angles for these two projected directions differ a lot for
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3D rotations. For example, the calculation of the patellar flexion as the angle between the
patellar y-axis projected onto the sagittal plane of the femoral system differs from the same
calculation with the z-axes. Therefore, the angles are highly dependent on the choice of
planes and axes.

2.3. Conversions

A method to convert a rotation from one definition to another is to calculate the
rotation matrix representing the rotation and use this matrix to calculate the parameters
of the desired definition. To that end, methods will be given to convert the common
definitions into matrix form and back. Figure 4 shows an overview of the conversion
paths introduced in this paper. The conversions are first given for intrinsic and extrinsic
rotation sequences.
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2.3.1. Rotation Sequences

With the standard uniaxial 3D rotation matrices Rx(α), Ry(β) and Rz(γ) for the rotations
around x, y and z, the rotation matrix R of the full 3D rotation can be calculated by matrix
multiplication. For an extrinsic rotation sequence, the resulting matrix R is the matrix
product of the corresponding uniaxial rotation matrices, expressed in the opposite sequence
order from left to right. For an intrinsic rotation sequence, the order of the uniaxial rotation
matrices is inverted. For example, the rotation matrix R = Rx(α)·Ry(β)·Rz(γ) represents the
extrinsic rotation sequence ZYX and the intrinsic sequence XYZ. It is important to note that
this method works the same for Euler angles.

The formulas for calculating the angles α, β and γ for a specific sequence from a given
rotation matrix R* with the entry Rst* in line s and column t are obviously dependent on
the sequence. Rotating around a particular axis twice within one sequence leads to angles
that are hard to interpret clinically. Only the equations for Cardan angles are therefore
given here.

For certain sequences, the following method is often shown in literature (e.g., intrinsic
XYZ-sequence [32,42]). Here, a general formulation which can be used for any sequence,
will be introduced.

Let (i,j,k) be a tuple of three different indices with (i,j,k) ∈ {1,2,3}. Then every (i,j,k)-
tuple represents a Cardan sequence (e.g., (i,j,k) = (1,3,2) stands for the sequence XZY). To
calculate the angles of the patello-femoral rotations, the sign sgnijk of a sequence tuple is
needed. The sign is equal to 1 if the tuple (i,j,k) can be created from the tuple (1,2,3) by an
even number of transpositions. If the number of transpositions is odd, sgnijk is equal to
−1 [43]. The equations

ϕi = arctan2 (Rkk*, −sgnijk·Rjk*) (1)

ϕj = sin−1 (sgnijk·Rik*) and (2)
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ϕk = arctan2 (Rii*, −sgnijk·Rij*) (3)

directly lead to the sought angles for flexion (α = ϕ1), spin (β = ϕ2) and tilt (γ = ϕ3). The
proof for Equations (1)–(3) is given in the Supplementary Materials.

2.3.2. Projected Angles

For the reconstruction of the 3D orientation from projected angles, giving a closed
description of all 64 possible axis-plane projection combinations is not feasible in this article.
Only a brief overview of the derivation of the equations will be given here. Every given
projected angle can be used to determine a semicircle containing all the unit vectors that
would lead to this angle if projected. If the j-th axis is projected onto the femoral (or patellar)
coordinate plane, the parametrized semicircle can be set to equal the j-th column (or row,
in the case of the patellar plane) vector of the rotation matrix. The orthogonality of rotation
matrices (pairwise orthogonality of rows and columns, Euclidian norm of every row and
column equals 1, third row/column is cross product of first and second row/column) gives
the conditions to determine the parameters and the missing entries of R.

2.3.3. Helical Axes

Helical axes are a way to represent a 3D-movement using only one rotation axis for
every time step. The movement is described as a translation along this axis and a rotation
around it. This method is sometimes used to analyze the actual joint rotation axis, especially
for the tibio-femoral joint [44,45]. This description has also been sometimes used for the
patello-femoral joint [46,47]. Consequently, the ideas for the conversion of the rotations are
discussed here briefly.

The direction of the rotation axis is given by the helical axis. Thus, the Rodrigues’
rotation formula [48] can be used to rotate a vector around any given rotation axis. Matrix
representation of a helical axis rotation can be achieved by applying this formula to the
unit vectors. The rotated unit vectors give the columns of the associated rotation matrix.
For the opposite conversion, the direction of this axis is the eigenvector to the eigenvalue of
1, while the angle can be obtained from the other eigenvalues [49,50]. For more details [51]
is recommended.

2.3.4. Three-Cylinder Open-Chain Representation

As stated previously, the angles in the three-cylinder open-chain representation [16,17]
are equivalent to the angles of the intrinsic XYZ rotation sequence. Therefore, the methods
used for this sequence can also be applied to convert rotations from or into this convention.

2.4. Data Processing and Validation

To compare the definitions described earlier in this paper, kinematic data from a
previously published and validated musculoskeletal model of the lower right extremity
simulating a squat motion [20] was used. This simulation model was implemented in the
software SIMPACK (V9.7, Dassault Systèmes Deutschland GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The
rotations of the patella relative to the femur were evaluated for a squat motion in all possible
Cardan sequences directly in the software. These were used as reference data for verifying
the implementation of the previous formulas in MATLAB (R2018a, Mathworks, Natick,
Massachusetts, USA). The deviations between the curves were quantified by calculating
the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

3. Results

The dataset for a squat includes tibio-femoral flexion angles from 0◦ to 90◦. The
discrepancy between the angles according to the different definitions increases with the
tibio-femoral flexion angles. Based on the data for the Cardan XYZ-sequence, the angles
for the five remaining Cardan sequences and the projected angles were calculated. In
order to validate the conversion process, the Cardan sequences for the same dataset were
evaluated directly from the general multibody software SIMPACK as reference. The
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deviation of these results to the values from converting the XYZ data do not exceed 0.0001◦

(RMSE < (6.13 × 10−5)◦ for all sequences and angles).

3.1. Cardan Angles

Figure 5 shows the rotation angles for all possible Cardan sequences. The choice of
definition has a minor effect on the patellar flexion values. All Cardan sequences except for
ZXY have very similar flexion angles. The maximum RMSE within this group is 0.79◦ (see
also Table 1). The patellar flexion angle of the ZXY-sequence differs up to 7.83◦ from the
others (RMSE ≥ 3.71◦).
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Table 1. RMSE of patellar flexion curves for Cardan sequences and projected angles in ◦.

XYZ XZY YXZ YZX ZXY ZYX Y on
Patella

Z on
Patella

Y on
Femur

Z on
Femur

XYZ 0 - - - - - - - - -
XZY 0.79 0 - - - - - - - -
YXZ 0.46 0.36 0 - - - - - - -
YZX 0.43 0.4 0.05 0 - - - - - -
ZXY 3.71 2.96 3.25 3.28 0 - - - - -
ZYX 0.39 0.44 0.26 0.25 3.4 0 - - - -

Y on patella 111.48 110.71 111.06 111.09 108.11 111.1 0 - - -
Z on patella 111.49 110.72 111.07 111.1 108.12 111.12 0.25 0 - -
Y on femur 0.79 0 0.36 0.4 2.96 0.44 110.71 110.72 0 -
Z on femur 0 0.79 0.46 0.43 3.71 0.39 111.48 111.49 0.79 0

In terms of patellar spin and patellar tilt the Cardan XYZ- and XZY-sequences are very
close (spin: RMSE = 0.09◦ and tilt: RMSE = 0.03◦) as Tables 2 and 3 show. The same is true
for YZX and ZYX (spin: RMSE = 0.004◦ and tilt: RMSE = 0.03◦). The sequence ZXY leads to
curves which differ considerably from those of other sequences (RMSE up to 27.72◦). These
deviations are particularly large and grow increasingly for higher tibio-femoral flexion
angles, and reach a maximum of 49.22◦ for the patellar spin and 59.91◦ for the patellar tilt.

Table 2. RMSE of patellar spin curves for Cardan sequences and projected angles in ◦.

XYZ XZY YXZ YZX ZXY ZYX X on
Patella

Z on
Patella

X on
Femur

Z on
Femur

XYZ 0 - - - - - - - - -
XZY 0.09 0 - - - - - - - -
YXZ 8.27 8.18 0 - - - - - - -
YZX 6.56 6.48 3.09 0 - - - - - -
ZXY 24.37 24.28 16.19 18.06 0 - - - - -
ZYX 6.56 6.48 3.09 0.004 18.06 0 - - - -

X on patella 7.85 7.93 15.47 14.24 31.53 14.24 0 - - -
Z on patella 31.44 31.53 39.56 37.94 55.72 37.94 24.28 0 - -
X on femur 6.56 6.48 3.09 0 18.06 0.004 14.24 37.94 0 -
Z on femur 8.27 8.18 0 3.09 16.19 3.09 15.47 39.56 3.09 0

Table 3. RMSE of patellar tilt curves for Cardan sequences and projected angles in ◦.

XYZ XZY YXZ YZX ZXY ZYX X on
Patella

Y on
Patella

X on
Femur

Y on
Femur

XYZ 0 - - - - - - - - -
XZY 0.03 0 - - - - - - - -
YXZ 11.07 11.04 0 - - - - - - -
YZX 9.64 9.61 2.27 0 - - - - - -
ZXY 16.69 16.72 27.72 26.14 0 - - - - -
ZYX 9.65 9.62 2.24 0.03 26.15 0 - - - -

X on patella 19.36 19.33 9.38 9.92 35.39 9.91 0 - - -
Y on patella 9.38 9.35 6.79 4.67 24.45 4.7 11.07 0 - -
X on femur 9.65 9.62 2.24 0.03 26.15 0 9.91 4.7 0 -
Y on femur 16.69 16.72 27.72 26.14 0 26.15 35.39 24.45 26.15 0

3.2. Projected Angles

The projected angles can be divided into two groups. Projecting the patellar reference
frame vectors onto the femoral planes gives patello-femoral rotations with respect to the
femoral system. Therefore, the angles for patellar flexion are close to the negative of the
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angles obtained by projecting onto the patellar planes (see also Figure 6, top). The flexion
angles calculated by projecting the y- (or z-) axis on the femoral standard plane are equal to
the patellar flexion angles from the Cardan XZY- (or XYZ- for the z-axis) sequence as the
RMSE of 0◦ for these combinations shows in Table 1. The same pattern is visible for the
patellar spin and tilt if the projections on femoral planes and Cardan sequences starting
with y- and z-axes are analyzed (see also Tables 2 and 3).
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4. Discussion

The first objective of this study was to show the considerable impact of different
mathematical definitions on how patello-femoral kinematics are conveyed. A framework
was thereby developed to enable researchers to choose the definitions for the patellar
kinematics which best fit their needs and to convert patellar kinematics between the
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different conventions. In this way, comparability and interchangeability between different
studies may be facilitated.

The results obtained from the conversions we have presented using the described
formulas are in excellent agreement with those obtained from the evaluation using a
general multibody software package (RMSE < (6.13 × 10−5)◦ for all sequences and angles).
Therefore, the derived equations and their implementation were verified.

The presented results indicate clearly that the chosen definition for patello-femoral
angles has an impact on the description of patello-femoral kinematics. The curves for
patellar flexion, spin and tilt deviate not only in magnitude but also in their characteristics
(see Figures 5 and 6). Therefore a correct interpretation of patello-femoral kinematic data
seems to be impossible if the details of the convention used are not clear.

Deviations between the results with different definitions only occur if rotations around
at least two standard directions differ from zero. This condition is based on the fact that the
differences are caused by changes in rotation axes for subsequent rotations. For increasing
tibio-femoral flexion angles the absolute patellar flexion angle reaches values close to 80◦,
while the absolute values of patellar spin and tilt stay relatively small if the rotations are
considered around the patellar axes. Therefore, the rotation around the x-axis and its
position in the Cardan sequence has a special impact on the data for high tibio-femoral and
patello-femoral flexion angles. In the case of small patellar spin and tilt, it can be assumed
that the rotation axes that occur before the patellar flexion in the Cardan sequence almost
agree with the associated femoral coordinate system axes. The rotations placed after the
flexion in the sequence can be interpreted as rotations around associated patellar body axes.
For the first and last rotations of a Cardan sequence these statements are exactly true.

For the patello-femoral kinematics this means that the first rotation of a sequence is
always around the associated axis of the femoral coordinate system and the last rotation is
around a patella-fixed axis, as previously shown in Figure 2. The floating axis between these
two is close to the associated patellar axis if the sequence starts with the patellar flexion
and is close to the associated femoral axis otherwise. In accordance with the previous
explanations the two Cardan sequences starting and ending with the patellar flexion
(XYZ/XZY and YZX/ZYX) show very small differences (see Figure 5, and Tables 1–3).

For 90◦ of absolute patellar flexion angle patellar spin and tilt would swap its values
if the patellar flexion would be changed from the first position (i.e., tilt and spin close to
patellar body fixed rotations) to the third position (i.e., tilt and spin close to femoral body
fixed rotation). This is caused by the inherent change from patellar to femoral coordinate
system. For the squat cycle showed here, only 80◦ of absolute patellar flexion are reached.
Nevertheless, the described effect can be seen, if the maximum patellar tilt for the sequences
XYZ and XZY (15.0◦) is compared to the patellar spin for YZX and ZYX (15.7◦).

One of the main difficulties in using Cardan sequences to describe rotational poses
is the gimbal lock, which occurs if the second rotation of the sequence is equal to 90◦.
In this case, the axis of the third rotation is parallel to the direction of the first one (or
its negative) and the rotation loses one degree of freedom. The absolute values for spin
and tilt are far from 90◦ for healthy knees [6,7]. Therefore, this situation only exists if the
patellar flexion is the second rotation of the sequence. Even if the maximum absolute
values for patellar flexion in the shown results are less than 80◦, an increase of spin and tilt
can be mentioned for the YXZ sequence and a comparably larger one for the ZXY sequence.
(see Tables 2 and 3). The reason why ZXY differs more from the sequences without the
x-rotation on second position than YXZ is that the patello-femoral rotation around the
femoral z-axis is bigger than around the femoral y-axis. These effects are making the
interpretation of the patellar kinematics in the ZXY and YXZ sequence quite laborious and
this description differs a lot from a clinical understanding for spin and tilt. Therefore these
sequences are not recommended.

The projected angles also show big differences dependent on the choice of which axis
is projected onto which coordinate system. Figure 6 indicates clearly that this method is
very sensitive to the choice of projection axis and that this effect increases with growing
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angles in the other two dimensions. The flexion angles are robust against switching from
y- to z-axis for projection, while comparable changes for spin and tilt cause completely
different curves due to the relatively higher patellar flexion angles.

For small angles of spin and tilt the projected angles for flexion on the patellar (or
femoral) planes can be interpreted as flexion with respect to the patellar (or femoral) system.
Due to the high flexion angles, the same interpretation cannot be applied to spin and tilt.
For spin and tilt the values are also highly depending on the choice of axis for projection.

It was shown that the deviations between the curves for patellar flexion, spin and
tilt for the different kinematic definitions can completely change in both, magnitude and
characteristics of the curves. Nevertheless, the differences are not big enough in every case
that inadvertently comparing results based on different definitions would be obvious at
first glance. Therefore the problem explored by this study should always be considered
when dealing with patellar kinematics.

Patellar maltracking is known as possible cause of anterior knee pain [4,5,52–55], but it
still remains unknown, how critical patellar kinematics can be distinguished from others [6].
To increase the biomechanical knowledge about how anterior knee pain can be prevented
or treated, it will help to bring the available data from the literature together. Therefore, it
is essential to properly understand the underlying definitions of every single study and
to carefully transform the data into one representation, that can be compared across the
available literature. For most of the studies available in literature the given transformations
from this study can be utilized.

If researchers are free to choose a convention for their own study, the use of Cardan
sequences is recommended due to the available straight forward methods for calculation,
conversion and interpretation. Even if all Cardan sequences are theoretically suitable to
represent the patello-femoral kinematics in a correct way, some of them are better for
intuitive interpretation from a biomechanical side of view. The definitions which are closest
to the clinical understanding of patellar flexion, tilt and spin are the two Cardan sequences
beginning with patellar flexion (XYZ and XZY), where patellar flexion is given around the
femoral flexion axis. The last rotation of the sequence is given exactly around the associated
patellar axis while the second rotation of the sequence is executed around the floating axis
perpendicular to the other two. Therefore, the rotation (out of spin and tilt) with the most
importance for a certain study should be chosen as last rotation of the sequence. The higher
clinical relevance of tilt compared to patellar spin will qualify the Cardan sequence XYZ as
recommendation for most studies.

5. Conclusions

In this study the most common definitions for patello-femoral rotations and the most
important conversions between them were described. Using kinematic data of a validated
squat motion based on motion capture, it was shown that the angles describing the patellar
kinematics are highly dependent on the underlying convention.

If researchers are not aware of the described deviations, misinterpretation of results is
very likely, which is critical for clinically relevant studies. Additionally, the comparison of
different studies should only be executed if equivalence of the used conventions can be
ensured or if the data are carefully transformed. Therefore, the methods from this study
will help to uncover the complex relationship between patellar kinematics and anterior
knee pain.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/ma14247644/s1, S1: Matlab-template to transform patellar rotations between the described
conventions, S2: Instructions for use of the template (S1), S3: Dataset used in this paper in XYZ-
Cardan sequence form, S4: Proof for the conversion formulas (1)–(3).
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Abstract: The selection of biomaterials for bearing in total hip arthroplasty is very important to avoid
various risks of primary postoperative failure for patients. The current investigation attempts to
analyze the Tresca stress of metal-on-metal bearings with three different materials, namely, cobalt
chromium molybdenum (CoCrMo), stainless steel 316L (SS 316L), and titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V). We
used computational simulations using a 2D axisymmetric finite element model to predict Tresca
stresses under physiological conditions of the human hip joint during normal walking. The simulation
results show that Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V has the best performance to reduce Tresca stress by 45.76%
and 39.15%, respectively, compared to CoCrMo-on-CoCrMo and SS 316L-on-SS 316L.

Keywords: Tresca stress; metal-on-metal; total hip arthroplasty; normal walking activity

1. Introduction

Metal-on-metal total hip arthroplasty has been increasingly selected in hip replace-
ment surgery for diseased hips, especially for younger patients with higher activity lev-
els [1]. This is due to the high number of failure cases that have been found in the use of
metal-on-polyethylene and ceramic-on-polyethylene bearings, where polyethylene wear
induces osteolysis and aseptic loosening. Meanwhile, the use of ceramic-on-ceramic is
prone to failure due to cracking due to high-intensity activities, generally carried out by
younger users.

Looking at the data published by the Australian Orthopedic Association (AOA) in
2020 [2] shows that the total failure cases of hip arthroplasty with metal-on-metal bearings
are relatively higher than other options. Even so, metal-on-metal is still widely used in
several developing countries, including Indonesia to meet the domestic market’s need for
hip joint implants independently without having to import [3–5]. This is based on the
advantages of metal-on-metal in terms of relatively affordable prices, easily available raw
materials, and limited production equipment.
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The main problem with using metal-on-metal is the production of metal ions due to
metal wear particles that can spread throughout the body from the bloodstream. These
metal ions cause poisoning and various negative reactions in the human body system.
Efforts that can be made to prevent implants from failing are the further evaluation of
the choice of metal material used for metal-on-metal total hip arthroplasty. Several metal
materials are commonly used for metal-on-metal bearings, including cobalt chromium
molybdenum (CoCrMo), 316 L stainless steel (SS 316L), and titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) [6].

In evaluating the performance of total hip arthroplasty, several previous studies used
the von Mises stress, such as that conducted by Chethan et al. [7] and Carreiras et al. [8].
However, the use of Tresca stress is considered to be better than the von Mises stress
because the Tresca failure theory has a smaller safety area than the von Mises failure theory,
so it can be said that the use of Tresca is safer than of von Mises [9]. Research related
to the evaluation of the performance of artificial joints with Tresca stress has previously
been carried out by Usman and Huang [9] and Abdullah et al. [10]. Unfortunately, the
evaluation of the use of materials for metal-on-metal total hip arthroplasty with Tresca
stresses has not yet been carried out.

To accommodate this problem, the current study focuses on evaluating the Tresca
stress in metal-on-metal bearings with different materials. A finite element-based prediction
model has been created to solve problems using computational simulations. Gait loading
has been used to reflect Tresca stress conditions more accurately in daily activities for
simulating metal-on-metal total hip arthroplasty.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Geometric Parameters and Material Properties

The bearing geometry used for the current study was adopted from the research
conducted by Jamari et al. [3] and is described in Table 1 for both the femoral head and the
acetabular cup, which are commonly used in total hip arthroplasty.

Table 1. Geometric parameters for bearing components.

Parameter Size (mm)

Femoral head diameter 28
Radial clearance 0.05

Acetabular cup thickness 5

The properties of metallic materials evaluated in the current study were based on pre-
vious studies: CoCrMo from Jamari et al. [3] and SS 316L and Ti6Al4V from Jiang et al. [11],
which are described in Table 2. All simulated materials are assumed to be homogeneous,
isotropic, and linear elastic.

Table 2. Material properties for metallic materials.

Material Young’s Modulus (GPA) Poisson’s Ratio (-)

CoCrMo 210 0.3
SS 316L 193 0.3
Ti6Al4V 110 0.3

To consider the surface roughness during articulation in metal-on-metal bearings,
the coefficient of friction is given for the current computational simulations described in
Table 3. The coefficient values for various metal-on-metal bearings were adopted from the
previous literature: CoCrMo-on-CoCrMo from Jamari et al. [3], SS 316L-on-SS 316L from
Jin et al. [12], and Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V from Arash et al. [13].
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Table 3. Coefficient of friction for different materials of metal-on-metal.

Bearings Coefficient of Friction (-)

CoCrMo-on-CoCrMo 0.2
SS 316L-on-SS 316L 0.8
Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V 1

2.2. Finite Element Modelling

A computational model is established to analyze metal-on-metal bearings is carried
out by analyzing two main components, namely, the acetabular cup and femoral head
by adopting a 2D axisymmetric ball-in-socket model as shown in Figure 1. Pelvic bones,
fixation system, and femoral stem components were not considered in the current study
to simplify the computational process but without significantly affecting the results. The
definition of contact was made by configuring the femoral head and acetabular cup contact
surfaces as master and slave surfaces, respectively. For contact formulation, discretization
method, friction formulation, and threshold are defined as surface to surface, penalty, and
nodal, respectively.

Figure 1. Metal-on-metal total hip arthroplasty model for finite element analysis.

The contact process also ignores micro separation with the femoral head always con-
centric with the acetabular cup position. The influence of synovial fluid during contact was
ignored in the analysis with only considering surface roughness in dry contact. Temper-
ature changes are not analyzed. Then, the acetabular cup component is made immobile
by selecting fix constraint set of nodes in the outer acetabular cup area. In addition, the
loading condition is given, being the concentrated load on the femoral head with selecting
center node of femoral head.

The selection of the number of elements is obtained through a convergence study to
find the optimal number of elements using the H-refinement method by finding the least
number of elements but with near-accurate results to provide computational time efficiency.
A total of 5500 CAX4 elements have been used with details of 2000 and 3500 CAX4 elements
for the femoral head and acetabular, respectively, in analyzing Tresca stress on metal-on-
metal using ABAQUS/CAE 6.14-1 software. In the present computational simulation,
Tresca stress is analyzed in the bulk area of the acetabular cup.
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2.3. Gait Cycle

Computational simulation is carried out with physiological loading by adopting
normal walking conditions that is the most common activity carried out by patients who
have performed total hip replacement surgery. However, in our present computational
simulation, we only consider gait loading in the form of resultant force and ignore the range
of motion effect for model simplification as conducted by Basri et al. [14]. This was done to
focus the present study on the effect of resultant force under normal walking conditions
against Tresca stress. The normal walking condition with one full cycle simplified into
32 phases has been adopted from the previous study by Jamari et al. [3] shown in Figure 2.
In one loading cycle consisting of the ‘stance phase’ which is the first 19 phases and
continued with the ‘swing phase’ to completion, the resultant force is highest in the seventh
phase of 2326 N that has 2.5–3 times the average human body weight in general. Then, the
lowest phase occurs in the 30th phase.

Figure 2. Gair loading based on normal walking condition [3].

3. Results and Discussion

The maximum Tresca stress from metal-on-metal bearing with different metallic
materials during normal walking cycle is presented in Figure 3. The comparison of the
highest, average, and lowest Tresca stresses of metal-on-metal bearing materials under
normal walking conditions are described in Figure 4. The maximum Tresca stress value
changes due to the difference in the resultant force applied during loading in the normal
walking condition, where the highest maximum Tresca stress value is in the seventh phase
for all metal-on-metal bearings in this study.
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Figure 3. Maximum Tresca stress for different metal-on-metal bearing materials in full cycle.

Figure 4. Comparison of highest, average, and lowest Tresca stress of metal-on-metal bearings
materials on under normal walking condition.

Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V has the lowest Tresca stress value of 38.31 MPa. Tresca stress
values were found to increase in CoCrMo-on-CoCrMo and SS 316L-on-SS 316L bearings
by about 45.76% and 39.15%, respectively, compared to Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V. Apart from
the magnitude of resultant force applied, Young’s modulus also plays a significant role
in the Tresca stress results. The greater Young’s modulus of material under the same
loading conditions will give a higher Tresca stress. Therefore, metal-on-metal bearings with
CoCrMo material have the highest Tresca stress value under normal walking conditions
compared to other bearing materials and vice versa for metal-on-metal bearings using
Ti6Al4V material. The maximum Tresca stress values of various metal-on-metal bearings
can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4. Maximum Tresca stress for different metal-on-metal bearing materials at peak loading.

Bearing Material Tresca Stress (MPa)

CoCrMo-on-CoCrMo 55.84
SS 316L-on-SS 316L 53.31
Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V 38.31

Figure 5 illustrates the distribution contour of Tresca stress from Tresca terminology in
ABAQUS [15]. The Tresca stress distribution contour is displayed using 5 selected phases
from 32 phases in a normal walking cycle, namely the 1st phase that is the initial cycle, the
7th phase that is the phase with the highest gait loading, the 16th phase that is the middle
of the cycle, the 30th phase that is the phase with the lowest gait loading, and the 32nd
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phase that is the end of the cycle. It can be seen that the distribution contour of the Tresca
stress will be wider and the value of the Tresca stress will be higher along with the greater
the resultant force applied.

Figure 5. Tresca stress distribution on the acetabular cup for different metal-on-metal bearing materials at selected phases.

The relationship between Tresca stress and acetabular cup thickness on metal-on-metal
bearings with different metallic materials during the peak phase and selected phase is
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. The highest Tresca stress does not occur in the surface contact
but in the bulk area that is very prone to losing its elastic properties. In addition, the higher
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Tresca stress experienced by a material, the higher the probability of failure based on the
Tresca failure theory [16]. In the results obtained, it is found that Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V has
the lowest probability of failure with the lowest Tresca stress compared to the other two
metal-on-metal bearings.

Figure 6. Tresca stress profile as a function of acetabular cup thickness for different metal-on-metal
bearing materials at peak loading.

Figure 7. Tresca stress profile as a function of acetabular cup thickness for different metal-on-metal bearing materials at
selected phases.
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From the Tresca stress results obtained in the current implant design, various devel-
opment efforts and further studies for metal-on-metal bearings need to be carried out to
reduce the probability of failure. Apart from the selection of materials that have been
carried out in the current study, several other efforts can be made, namely, examining
the geometry parameters [14,17], the application of textured surfaces [18], and the use of
coating layers [19]. The technical aspects of the surgeon’s total hip replacement surgery
with total hip arthroplasty also contributes to the long-term survival of the implant [20].

There are several focuses of attention to be conveyed regarding the limitations in our
study. First, the coefficient of friction used is constant to represent the effect of lubrication
that occurs, where the coefficient of friction should have a value that varies with time [13].
Second, the finite element model used is simple with a two-dimensional model that can
reduce the accrual of the results compared with the results from three-dimensional model
that are closer to the actual conditions [3]. Finally, the computational simulation does not
take into account the range of motion during a normal walking cycle by only analyzing
vertical loads that are irrelevant to actual conditions [11].

4. Conclusions

The evaluation of Tresca stress on metal-on-metal bearings with different metal ma-
terials using a 2D axisymmetric finite element prediction model has been successfully
presented in our paper. The highest maximum Tresca stress is obtained in the seventh
phase, where the resultant force is highest when conditions are normal walking. The
distribution of the Tresca stress contour also widens along with the higher Tresca stress
values experienced. The Tresca stress values also correlate with failure probability based
on the Tresca failure theory, where we found Ti6Al4V-on-Ti6Al4V bearings to be the most
superior among other metal-on-metal bearing options for reducing Tresca stresses.
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Abstract: This study carried out modeling of the contact between a pair of antagonist teeth with/
without individual mouthguards with different geometric configurations. Comparisons of the stress–
strain state of teeth interacting through a multilayer mouthguard EVA and multilayer mouthguards
with an A-silicon interlayer were performed. The influence of the intermediate layer geometry
of A-silicone in a multilayer mouthguard with an A-silicon interlayer on the stress–strain state of
the human dentition was considered. The teeth geometry was obtained by computed tomography
data and patient dental impressions. The contact 2D problem had a constant thickness, frictional
contact deformation, and large deformations in the mouthguard. The strain–stress analysis of
the biomechanical model was performed by elastoplastic stress–strain theory. Four geometric
configurations of the mouthguard were considered within a wide range of functional loads varied
from 50 to 300 N. The stress–strain distributions in a teeth pair during contact interaction at different
levels of the physiological loads were obtained. The dependences of the maximum level of stress
intensity and the plastic deformation intensity were established, and the contact parameters near the
occlusion zone were considered. It was found that when using a multilayer mouthguard with an
A-silicone interlayer, there is a significant decrease in the stress intensity level in the hard tissues of
the teeth, more than eight and four times for the teeth of the upper and lower teeth, respectively.

Keywords: mouthguard; occlusal contact; friction; teeth

1. Introduction
1.1. Problem Context

The dentofacial system is vital as its elements maintain various physiological processes,
such as respiration, digestion and speech [1]. Dental biomechanics issues have increased in
number over the past decade. These issues include the study of the heterogeneity of dental
tissues [2], modeling the teeth stress–strain state under orthodontic loads [3], orthodontics
problems to correct the occlusion [4] and numerical simulation of contact between teeth
and dental implants or mouthguards [5]. Furthermore, the condition of the dentofacial
system has a significant influence on physiological processes due to tooth injuries during
sports and hard physical labor as well psychoemotional stress [6,7].

Today, one of the most effective ways to avoid dental injuries is the use of a mouth-
guard [8]. As various mouthguard designs exist on the market, there is a need for computer
modeling of biomechanical behavior, both of the structures themselves and of the materials
from which they are made [9].

Research has been carried out on the following:

• Biomechanical analysis of the effect of the properties of mouthguard materials on the
deformation behavior of dental hard tissues [10,11];
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• Mathematical modeling of the contact interaction of mouthguards of different geomet-
ric configurations with a wide range of physiological loads [12,13];

• A comprehensive interdisciplinary study of the patterns of change in the stress–strain
state of the human dentofacial system when using mouthguards [14];

• The influence of the geometric configurations of the mouthguards on the stress–strain
state [15], etc.

Currently, there is a particular interest in studying the structural features of mouth-
guards on the elements of the dentofacial system in order to identify qualitative and
quantitative patterns of deformation behavior of teeth.

1.2. Research Objectives

The study objectives were formulated to evaluate the practical application of multi-
layer Eva mouthguards with an A-silicone interlayer. The research objectives are:

- To solve the problem of deformation of teeth during occlusion for a specific clinical
case, with/without mouthguards;

- To model the frictional contact in the area of teeth occlusion;
- To use an elastoplastic model of behavior on the base material of the EVA mouthguards;
- To model various configurations of mouthguards for a clinical case;
- To analyze the influence of the geometry and thickness of the A-silicone layer on the

system “mouthguard–teeth”.

1.3. Problem Description

Analysis of the influence of the geometric configuration of protective mouthguards
on their performance during teeth contact is presented in this study. In this case, the load
of the jaw compression is considered as the indentation force with consideration of the
friction between the contacting surfaces.

The paper presents a comparative analysis of the deformation behavior of a pair of
antagonist teeth during frictional contact interaction through mouthguards of different
geometric configurations.

The task was carried out on the basis of the clinical case data. The patients practiced
sports professionally. Figure 1 shows the components of a biomechanical unit for one of
the clinical cases: the upper jaw cast and CT (Computer tomography) image.
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Improving the performance of protective mouthguards by introducing additional
layers of materials has been considered by many scientific groups [16–18]. In [16], the novel
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idea of introducing an additional layer of A-silicone into the design of an ethylene–vinyl
acetate (EVA) mouthguard was proposed.

The influence of the geometric characteristics of mouthguards on the stress–strain
state of the hard tissues was carried out in Reference [19]. When analyzing the results, it
was found that the geometric configuration of the A-silicone interlayer of the mouthguard
has a significant effect on the deformation behavior of the dentition. However, in that work,
the canonical geometries of the teeth were considered in contact through an individually
adaptable mouthguard.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design of the Experiment

In this work, an attempt was made to analyze the influence of the geometric config-
uration and the thickness of the interlayer on the deformation behavior of the elements
of the dentition. The peculiarity of the models is the use of data on the geometry of teeth
for a real clinical case. To fully evaluate the effectiveness of a multilayer mouthguard
with an A-silicone interlayer, the contact of a pair of antagonist teeth was simulated for a
clinical case (Figure 1) with and without the multilayer EVA of an individual protective
mouthguard.

Five numerical models of the contact of a pair of teeth, with and without protective
mouthguards of different geometries (Figure 2), were analyzed.
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Figure 2. Numerical scheme of the contact between upper (1) and lower (2) teeth with and without
a mouthguard: (a) case a without mouthguard; (b) case b with a multilayer EVA (3) mouthguard;
(c) case c with a multilayer EVA (3) mouthguard with an A-silicone interlayer (4) of different geome-
tries and thicknesses (A–C). (Sσ is the boundary where the loading is applied; SK is the boundary
where the contact occurs (for multilayered mouthguards SK= SK1 ∪ SK2 ); SU is the boundary where
displacements are set).

The geometric configuration of the teeth was based on clinical case data (Figure 1).
Mouthguard fit of the teeth geometry and frictional contact were considered. In case a,
frictional contact was taken into account in the area of teeth-antagonists occlusion. In cases
b, c-A, c-B, c-C, antagonist teeth were in contact with mouthguards.
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The maximum thickness of multilayer mouthguards in the area of teeth occlusion was
about 7 mm. All multilayer mouthguards were based on EVA layers. Contact interaction
between EVA layers was not considered (modeled as a solid). Multilayer mouthguards
with a layer of A-silicone were modeled within the framework of the frictional contact
between the layers of EVA and A-silicone.

To analyze the influence of mouthguard on the teeth deformation under contact, three
variants of the A-silicone interlayer were considered (Figure 2):

• Case c-A—the thickness of the A-silicone interlayer in the occlusion region was
1.6–1.9 mm (22.8–27.1% of the maximum thickness of the mouthguard);

• Case c-B—the thickness of the A-silicone interlayer in the occlusion region was
2.9–3.2 mm (41.4–45.7% of the maximum thickness of the mouthguard);

• Case c-C—the thickness of the A-silicone interlayer in the occlusion region was
2.2–3.2 mm (31.4–45.7% of the maximum thickness of the mouthguard).

For the first two variants of the geometric configuration of the A-silicone interlayer,
a slight change in thickness in the occlusion region of 10–15% is characteristic. The third
variant of the interlayer has a more significant change in thickness in the occlusion region
(more than 30%). It should also be noted that the interlayer thickness was adjusted to the
teeth geometry: for the area where the tooth has a smaller contact area, the interlayer was
selected to be the thinnest and vice versa.

2.2. Mechanical Properties of the Mouthguard Components

A multilayered mouthguard construction was studied. The mouthguard was from
EVA (Drufosoft, Dreve, Germany) with an embedded layer of A-silicone (UfiGelP, Voco,
Germany). UfiGelP is a base paste and a catalyst paste, which can be mixed in certain
ratios (in this case 1:1). Once cured, UfiGelP is a highly elastic polymer material. The
proportion of base and catalyst pastes in the manufacture of the splice tray was selected
empirically. Before solidification, the material is soft enough and easily adjusts to the
required shape. That allows you to form a layer of A-silicone in the mouthguard. The
properties of these materials were obtained from experimental studies performed by the
research team from Perm National Research Polytechnic University, Perm State Medical
University and Perm State National Research University [16,20]. The Young’s modulus E
and Poisson’s coefficient v are E = 17.3 MPa, v = 0.46 (EVA) and E = 0.3 MPa, v = 0.49 (A-
silicone). It was shown that EVA exhibits elastoplastic properties. The experimental plots
are presented in Reference [20]. To describe the EVA mechanical properties, the deformation
theory of elastoplasticity was chosen. A-silicone was shown to be an elastic material.

2.3. Loading and Boundary Conditions

The mathematical problem statement is described in Reference [20] and includes
equilibrium equations, physical and geometric relations, as well as contact boundary
conditions. When realizing the problem, the mathematical formulation was supplemented
by considering the possibility of the appearance of large deformations in the EVA. The
task was implemented as a 2D problem. The mathematical formulation of the problem
was supplemented by boundary conditions: a constant load varying from 50 to 300 N
(indentation force) was applied at the boundary Sσ; at the boundary Su, movement along
the vertical coordinate y was prohibited.

2.4. Numerical Finite Element (FE) Solution and Convergence

The numerical schemes were implemented in the ANSYS software package (version
11.0, ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA), by the finite element method using quadrangular
plane finite elements with Lagrangian approximation and two degrees of freedom at each
node. The basic procedures for constructing FE models are based on the use of the Galerkin
method procedure with the choice of basic functions with a compact support by the finite
element method.
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The analysis of the convergence of the results of the numerical solution of the problem
of contact interaction of a pair of teeth with and without a protective mouthguard from
the degree of discretization of the system was carried out in an earlier paper [21]. It was
found that a finite element mesh with a gradient concentration of elements to the contact
zones provides an optimal solution to the problem in terms of accuracy and computation
time: the maximum element size is 0.25 mm, the minimum element size is approximately
4 times less than the maximum one. The finite element subdivision of the biomechanical
units considered in this work was performed similarly to the previously selected mesh.

3. Results

The influence of the mouthguard geometry on the stress–strain state and the parame-
ters of the occlusion region was considered in our findings.

Figures 3 and 4 show the stress intensity distributions in the hard tissues of the teeth
with an indentation force of 250 N for the upper and lower teeth. As expected, the use of a
mouthguard leads to a significant decrease in the level of stress intensity.
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In the case of teeth contact without a mouthguard, the maximal stress intensity was
observed near the occlusion region. When using mouthguards, a significant decrease
in the level of stress intensity was observed. In most cases, the maximum stresses are
distributed over a larger area. For the multilayer EVA case, the mouthguard shifted the
zone of maximum stresses towards the neck of the tooth.
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For multilayer mouthguards with an A-silicon interlayer, the maximum stress intensity
was observed in the contact zones, but removed from the tooth occlusion zone. When
using individual mouthguards, the intensity of stresses in the tooth of the upper dentition
decreased by 3.6 times when using a multilayer EVA mouthguard and on average by
6.2 times when using multilayer mouthguards with an A-silicon interlayer.

The greatest decrease in the level of stress intensity was observed when using a
mouthguard with an interlayer adjusted to the geometry of the elements of the dentition
(Figure 3e), maximal stress intensity was less by more than eight times.

The decrease in the maximum level of stress intensity in the hard tissues of the tooth
of the lower dentition when using a multilayer individual EVA mouthguard was found
to be much less than for the tooth of the upper dentition (Figure 4). The maximum stress
intensity decreased by only 1.9 times. In this case, the maximum stress intensity when
using a multilayer EVA mouthguard was localized near the edge of the contact area with
the mouthguard.

When using multilayer mouthguards in the tooth of the lower dentition, the greatest
decrease in the maximum level of stress intensity was observed on average four times more
without their localization near the contact surface. Of particular interest is the analysis
of the influence of the geometric characteristics of the mouthguard on the deformation
behavior of the elements of the dentition. Within the framework of a series of numerical
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experiments, the dependences of the maximum level of stress intensity on the force of
indentation in hard tissues of teeth were established for all variants of design schemes
(Figure 5). As expected, the dependence of the maximum level of stress intensity on the
indentation force between a pair of antagonist teeth without mouthguard usage was linear.
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When using a mouthguard, the dependence of the maximal stress intensity on the
indentation force was found to be close to linear. With an increase in the force of indentation,
an increase in the effect of reducing the intensity of stresses in the hard tissues of the teeth
was observed when using all types of mouthguards. In the tooth of the upper dentition, the
greatest decrease in the level of stress intensity was observed when using a mouthguard
with an interlayer adjusted to the geometry of the elements of the dentition.

The mouthguard use was shown to have a significant impact on the parameters
of contact interaction. With the contact of antagonist teeth without a mouthguard, the
maximum level of contact pressure and contact shear stress reached 78.6 and 7.19 MPa with
an indentation force of 250 N. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the maximum level of the
parameters of the contact zones when using individual dental mouthguards of different
geometric configurations.
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A significant decrease in the maximum level of contact pressure can be noted for all
types of dental mouthguards. The maximum level of contact shear stress decreased less
than the contact pressure in the zone of contact with the tooth of the upper dentition.

The maximum contact pressure was higher in the tooth of the lower dentition, and the
maximum contact shear stress was in the tooth of the upper dentition (Figure 6). As in the
case of stress intensity, the maximum decrease in the level of contact interaction parameters
was observed when using a mouthguard with an interlayer adjusted to the geometry of
the elements of the dentition (case c-C).

The dependence of the level of plastic deformations in the mouthguard was not linear
and did not exceed 30% at a maximum load.

4. Discussion
4.1. Limitation Statement

Within the framework of the study, the models of materials and objects of the study
had a number of limitations.

When modeling the EVA behavior model, it is possible to consider the viscosity of
the material. Additional studies of the deformation material and further clarification of
the constitutive relations are required. Friction coefficients of EVA-tooth material and
EVA-A-silicone are constant at 0.3; the coefficient of friction was taken from the reference
literature. Investigation of the friction of materials requires specialized equipment and an
original test procedure. Considering the experimentally obtained frictional properties of
materials will make it possible to obtain a better picture of deformation of the elements of
the dentition.

Within the framework of the task, the multilayered teeth were not considered, which
introduces an additional error into the model. The tooth is a composite structure. In further
studies, it is planned to consider the multilayered tooth with different properties of the
materials of the layers.

The 2D FEA problem was solved. The contact between the layers of the mouthguard
was considered, but the level of the parameters of the EVA-A-silicon contact zone was a
lower order of magnitude than in the occlusion area. No delamination of the interlayer
was observed during the simulation. Frictional contact with a previously unknown contact
area, and the nature of the distribution of contact state status zones was realized in the
zone of teeth closing.

The study of the influence of the geometry of the mouthguards on the deformation of
the elements of the dentition was carried out in the first approximation. Researchers have
a number of challenges that follow:

- Clarification of the physical, mechanical and frictional properties of the materials of
the biomechanical unit;

- Clarification of the models of teeth and analysis of the influence of their multilayerness
and the nature of the conjugation of layers on the deformation of the biomechanical
unit in flat and axisymmetric formulations;

- Clarification of the level and type of loads acting on the biomechanical unit;
- Transition to three-dimensional models.

Mouthguard thickness has a significant impact on the patient’s comfort. Recent stud-
ies considered an influence of the mouthguard’s thickness on its performance [22–24].
Westerman et al. [22] revealed that the rational thickness for an EVA mouthguard is 4 mm.
When a mouthguard’s thickness exceeds 4 mm, there are some negative effects on the
patient’s speech and breath. Bochnig et al. [23] studied various mouthguards with thick-
nesses ranging from 2 up to 11 mm. It was concluded that thickness increase by insertion
of additional layers results in protective properties of the construction. Sarac et al. [24]
obtained similar results.

We studied multilayer mouthguards with 7 mm thickness, including harder interme-
diate layers. The thickness of the mouthguard can have a number of limitations when
athletes use them.
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4.2. Main Results

Almost all studies in the field of sports dental medicine pay attention to the need to
use mouthguards to prevent dentofacial injuries during sport activities with a high and
moderate level of injury [17,25,26]. The effectiveness of mouthguards has been proven
in practice. The choice of mouthguards is wide [26]: from standard to individual, from
single-layer to multilayer, from ordinary to specialized, etc. Standard and thermoplastic
designs of protective mouthguards have a number of disadvantages [18]:

1. The loose fit, which leads to the need to hold the mouthguard, difficulty breathing
and distorted speech.

2. Adaptation to the dentition through heating and seating is similar to taking a dental
impression; this mouthguard fit on the teeth depends on the human factor, which is
often not ideal.

3. Fracture and creep can be observed with repeated heat treatment, as well as an
increase in the hardness of materials, which leads to its early failure and a negative
effect on the athlete’s body.

The most effective protective dental constructions are individual mouthguards [18,27].
Sousa et al. [27] consider different designs of mouthguards, highlighting individual mouth-
guards as more effective, including multilayer ones. The classic single-layer mouthguard
design reduces the maximum stress intensity in the teeth by a maximum of 54.4% [14].
The multilayer individual EVA mouthguard reduces the maximum stress intensity in teeth
by 72.2%, as shown in this work. The efficiency of the multilayer mouthguard is more
than 17% higher than that of the classic design. The use of a multilayer mouthguard from
relatively soft material changed the stresses distribution nature in the dentition elements
(Figures 3 and 4b). In this case, the maximum stress level was observed in the tooth neck.
The stress in the teeth decreased in general but increased in the tooth neck by 2.2–2.3 times.

Rationalization of mouthguard designs has been ongoing. The work is aimed at a
number of factors [28,29]: materials, production methods, and geometry, etc. The assump-
tion is considered that by introducing an intermediate layer made of a harder material
into a structure, it is possible to achieve a better effect in protecting the teeth [16,29,30].
The intermediate interlayer of A-silicone in mouthguards made it possible to maximally
reduce the stress intensity of the teeth by 87.6%, as shown in this work. Nevertheless,
the insertion of additional elements or layers into the structure of the mouthguards is
not always effective. For example, the mouthguard with an interlayer of a silica-nylon
mesh did not show an improvement in the mechanical reaction of teeth [28]. Mouthguards
with A-silicone interlayer reduced tooth stress significantly more than adaptive and mul-
tilayer EVA mouthguards, the study showed. At the same time, it was established that
the interlayer geometry significantly affects the performance of the biomechanical unit.
The maximum stress concentration in the upper tooth was observed, with an interlayer
thickness of 22.8–27.1% of the total mouthguard thickness, but not in the teeth closing zone.
The geometry of the A-silicone interlayer of the mouthguard affects the deformation of
the elements of the dentition. An improperly chosen interlayer shape can lead to a stress
concentration in the tooth, with further cracking.

Another feature of this work is the use of a nonlinear model of EVA material behavior.
Kerr et al. [17] revealed that when choosing and analyzing the operation of mouthguards,
it is necessary to consider the physical and mechanical properties of the materials from
which they are made. One of the most common materials in mouthguards is the EVA
polymer [28]. Currently, there is a significant amount of research devoted to the analysis of
the properties of EVA from different manufacturers [29,30]. The behavior EVA model is
nonlinear and reflects elastoplastic deformation. Many works consider the EVA material as
elastic, for example, Lokhov et al. [16]. Consideration of EVA in terms of elastic deformation
distorts the research results. The many effects and patterns were made noticeable due to
the nonlinear description of the EVA operation within this study.
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4.3. The Mouthguard Thickness Analysis

Standard thickness of EVA mouthguards is 3–4 mm. This work considered a multilayer
EVA kappa with a thickness of 7 mm. Of interest is the comparative analysis of the operation
of EVA mouthguards of standard thickness and mouthguards with a layer of A-silicone.
The stresses in the teeth in contact with EVA mouthguards of 3 and 4 mm thickness of a
load of up to 600 N are shown in Figure 7.
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It was found that with a standard thickness, the EVA aligner reduces the intensity of
stresses in the teeth to a level close to the aligners with a layer of A-silicone. The maximum
intensity of stresses in a mouthguard made of EVA with a thickness of 3–4 mm were
observed in the neck of the tooth.

At loads less than 250–350 N, EVA splints perform better than multilayer splints with
an A-silicone interlayer. Under heavy loads, the mouthguard with an interlayer adjusted
to the geometry of the elements of the dentition (case c-C) reduces tooth stress better than
all other aligners reviewed.

The geometry of the A-silicone interlayer has a significant effect on the deforma-
tion distributions.

5. Conclusions

A comparative analysis was carried out on the deformation behavior of a pair of
antagonist teeth during contact with and without mouthguards of different geometric
configurations, with a range of functional loads (50–300 N). Data were obtained on the
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intensity of stresses and deformations, the parameters of the contact zone, as well as the
dependence of the maximum level of deformation characteristics on the physiological load.

Analysis of the results of a series of numerical experiments established the follow-
ing conclusions:

- Mouthguards, with an additional intermediate layer of A-silicone, make it possible
to reduce the level of stress intensity in the hard tissues of the teeth by 15–25% more
than when using individual multilayer EVA mouthguards.

- There is no pronounced localization of zones of maximum stress intensity in the hard
tissues of the teeth, for all considered options for the geometry of the intermediate
layer of A-silicone, when using multilayer mouthguards with an A-silicon interlayer.

- The geometric configuration of the A-silicone interlayer has a significant effect on the
stress–strain state of a pair of antagonist teeth and a mouthguard.

- The greatest decrease in the level of deformation characteristics of the investigated unit
is observed when using a mouthguard with an interlayer, adjusted to the geometry of
the elements of the dentition.

The thickness of 7 mm multilayer mouthguards can lead to a number of limitations
when used by athletes. Additional practical research is required on the physical and
psychoemotional state of patients when they are using it.
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to investigate and compare the stress distribution of a reconstructed
pelvis under different screw forces in a typical walking pattern. Computer-aided design models of the
pelvic bones and sacrum made based on computer tomography images and individually designed
implants are the basis for creating finite element models, which are imported into ABAQUS software.
The screws provide compression loading and bring the implant and pelvic bones together. The
sacrum is fixed at the level of the L5 vertebrae. The variants of strength analyses are carried out with
four different screw pretension forces. The loads equivalent to the hip joint reaction forces arising
during moderate walking are applied to reference points based on the centres of the acetabulum.
According to the results of the performed analyses, the optimal and critical values of screw forces
are estimated for the current model. The highest stresses among all the models occurred in the
screws and implant. As soon as the screw force increases up to the ultimate value, the bone tissue
might be locally destroyed. The results prove that the developed implant design with optimal screw
pretension forces should have good biomechanical characteristics.

Keywords: strength; computer simulation; finite element analysis; implant; pelvis; walking

1. Introduction

The human pelvis is a geometrically complex, biomechanical structure that carries
the weight of the human body and stabilizes and protects inner organs. The pelvis can
be damaged due to problems with the primary implant, infections, accidents, or bone
tumours, which usually involve a large area of tissue removal and affect the patients’ lives.
Due to the complex anatomical structure, the reconstruction of pelvic biomechanics after
the loss of bone structure is still a challenge [1]. Various implants are used for different
types of pelvis injuries, such as modular pelvis prostheses, saddle prostheses, pedestal
cups, and custom-made pelvis prostheses. Among them, custom-made endoprostheses are
matched with the patient’s bones, which in turn can reduce the risk of infection, dislocation,
or failure of the implant [2]. Therefore, a custom prosthesis design is in demand when it is
required to treat a complex bone fracture or replace a primary serial implant.

Previous research [3] presented pelvis reconstruction by applying a fibula and a
variation of the methods of internal fixation of the implant. In this study, a vertical load
of 500 N was applied to the L3 lumbar vertebrae, and the pelvis was considered to be
in a bipedal standing position. As a result, the stress concentration in the fibula implant
was extremely high, but this effect was minimized by internal fixation, which partially
transferred the stresses from the fibula to the screw system. Additionally, a high stress
concentration was detected in the implant. Among the four methods of fixation, the best
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method was a double rod system with an L5-S1 pedicle and iliac screws, which provided
the lowest stress concentration and the lowest displacement of the pelvis.

A previous study [4] describes a modular endoprosthesis for the damaged half of
the pelvis. In the course of this research, a comparative analysis of the stress distribution
between the healthy and reconstructed pelvis was carried out in three static positions:
sitting, standing, and standing on the foot of the injured side. The loads and boundary
conditions were similar to those described in the study above [3]. In the healthy pelvis, the
stress distribution was concentrated in the upper region of the acetabulum, arcuate line,
sacroiliac joint, sacral midline, and, in particular, the upper region of the greater sciatic
notch. In the reconstructed pelvis, the stress distribution was concentrated on the proximal
area of the pubic plate, the top of the acetabulum, the connection between the CS fixator
and acetabular cup, and the fixation between the prosthesis and sacroiliac joint. The stress
distribution in the reconstructed pelvis was similar to the stress distribution in the healthy
pelvis in the three different static positions.

Generally, the clinical efficacy and biomechanical features of the implants used for
pelvic injuries should be evaluated through biomechanical experiments in vitro. How-
ever, irregular geometry and material heterogeneity of the pelvis often make mechanical
experiments challenging [5].

In modern orthopaedic biomechanics, a computational approach was developed for
analysing the stress and strain distributions of a hip joint endoprosthesis [6]. The study
under consideration is based on the finite element (FE) method to investigate stresses on
the bones and implant.

The FE method has proven to be a powerful tool in reducing the cost and time
in many biomechanical studies and has become an important tool for understanding
overall biomechanical behaviour. Nevertheless, many factors, such as material properties,
anatomical geometry, the integrity of the human structure, and boundary conditions, could
influence the accuracy of FE results [7].

Thus, the FE method is becoming increasingly popular in pelvis biomechanics research
and plays a critical role in failure analysis and revision prosthesis design [2]. Although
some FE analyses of custom-made prostheses have been carried out, studies of the influence
of the prestress of the screws on the biomechanical performance of a reconstructed pelvis
for walking patterns are rarely reported [2].

The aim of this study was to investigate the stress distribution of the pelvis recon-
structed by individual endoprostheses with different screw forces and then identify which
force value is optimal for tightening the implant and the bone. After that, the stress distri-
bution in the “bone–endoprosthesis” system was obtained for typical walking loads and
chosen screw forces.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Finite Element Models

Three-dimensional reconstruction was performed for the case of a young patient
whose weight was 50 kg. He underwent treatment at the Federal State Budgetary Institution
National Medical Research Center of Oncology named after N. N. Blokhin of the Ministry
of Health of the Russian Federation (N.N. Blokhin NMRCO). Three-dimensional models of
the patient’s pelvis were obtained using next-generation, multi-slice computed tomography
with high resolution and innovative software [8]. These 3D models were provided by N. N.
Blokhin NMRCO (Figure 1). The CAD models consisted of several faceted surface bodies.

The abovementioned CAD models were the basis for developing a computer model
of the individual endoprosthesis. The design of the customized endoprosthesis is shown
in Figure 2. The main parts of the implant are the cup (1), the bearing flange on the iliac
bone (2), the bearing flange on the pubic bone (3), and the bearing flange on the ischiatic
bone (4).
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Figure 1. A virtual resection of the pelvic bones for pelvic tumour surgery: (a) resection planes; (b) 
the pelvis reconstructed with the individual endoprosthesis. 
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Figure 2. Developed design of the individual endoprosthesis considered in this paper: (a) design
and main components of the implant: the cup (1), the bearing flange on the iliac bone (2), the bearing
flange on the pubic bone (3), and the bearing flange on the ischiatic bone (4). (b) Implant position
and fixation by seven screws.

The personalised implant fastened to the damaged parts of the pelvic bones with
seven screws (Figure 3). The drilled holes, which are also shown in the figure, have the
same numbering as the screws. Screws with numbers from 1 to 3 have a length of 55 mm
and diameter of 6.5 mm, and screws from 5 to 7 are 15 mm long and have a diameter of 4.5
mm. Screw 4 has a length of 45 mm and diameter of 5.5 mm.

The development of models for numerical analysis is a relatively complicated process.
Medical researchers are always concerned about verifying analytical models because
incorrect assumptions in the FE model might lead to an incorrect stress distribution [9–13].
For this reason, a great amount of time was devoted to the development of the FE model,
in particular the choice of the FE types and the mesh grid density.

Additionally, it was necessary to consider the performance of the computer while
defining the parameters of the finite element models. The current study was performed
using an ordinary workstation, and the mesh grid parameters were chosen in such a way
that the analysis model could be successfully run on the machine. The total number of
finite elements in the assembly amounted to 1,203,061 elements of the mesh prepared in
ABAQUS/CAE software (Dassault Systems Simulia Corp., Johnston, RI, USA) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Finite element model of the “bone–endoprosthesis” system: (a) finite element mesh on the
pelvis; (b) finite element mesh on the implant.

The finite element size for the pelvic bones and implant ranged from 0.5 mm to 2 mm.
It complied with the conclusion of previous research [2] studying the dependence of the
optimal mesh size and obtaining reliable results. It should be mentioned that the cortical
layer was modelled as a solid body with a constant thickness by offsetting the outer surface
inward by 0.5 mm (Figure 3b). The characteristics of the FE model are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the finite element model.

Part Number of Finite
Elements

Finite Element
Type

FEM Verification

Aspect Skewness Warping

Top of the damaged half of the pelvic
bone 77,392 Four-node

linear solid
tetrahedral
C3D4 type

No
violations

2892 elements off

No
violations

Bottom of the damaged half of the
pelvic bone 122,131 3031 elements off

Healthy pelvic bone 265,775 8807 elements off
Sacrum 44,746 2009 elements off
Implant 329,828 12,615 elements off

The quality of FE models is verified by three criteria: aspect ratio, skewness, and
warping. The verification showed that the general quality of the mesh was relatively high,
but some elements did not satisfy the quality criteria, as indicated in Table 1. Note that
according to the aspect ratio and warping criteria, no poor-quality elements were found.
The poor-quality elements appeared due to the strict skewness criteria. However, at current
skewness settings, the maximum error is no more than 3.5% of the total quantity of the
finite elements. So, the amount of such elements was quite low, and this fact could be
neglected without loss of accuracy.

2.2. Material Properties

Particular attention should be given to the physical and mechanical properties of the
bone tissue. The pelvic bone consists mainly of low-density spongy tissue and a thin and
dense cortical layer. Most of the load is transferred through the cortical layer, and the
spongy tissue works as a support material, preventing the cortical layer from collapsing.
Due to age and other reasons that may cause degradation of bone tissue, the mechanical
properties can change [14–17]. Bone tissue is anisotropic [12,14,18,19], and the distribution
of Young’s modulus depends linearly on the density. However, the variation in Young’s
modulus both for the compact and spongy tissue is negligible for the pelvic bone, as proven
previously [9,14]. Many papers devoted to the pelvis finite element study considered the
pelvic bone as isotropic and linear elastic [1–8]. After analysing the data from these sources,
the mechanical properties are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2. Material properties used in the present study.

Material
Young’s

Modulus, GPa
Poisson’s

Ratio

Ultimate Stress, MPa

Yield Fatigue

Cortical tissue [9,18] 17 0.3 80–150 [18] the same as the yield stress
Spongy tissue [14,20] 0.07 0.2 1.4–2.1 [20]

Normal Ti-6Al-4V [21] 113.8 0.34 950 310–610 [21]
3D printed Ti-6Al-4V [22,23] 123.4 0.26 910 200–500 [23]

Polyethylene [24] 1 0.35 26 -

It is important to mention that the yield strength reported previously [12–14] for
spongy bone seems excessively high. From a clinical point of view [20], the spongy bone
has a yield strength of approximately 1%, so some additional evaluation is required to
confirm that the spongy bone could be loaded up to 2–3% of strain without any plastic
deformation, damage, or fracture. Therefore, a value range of 1.4–2.1 MPa was used in
this study as the ultimate strength of the spongy bone. Data reported previously [20] were
confirmed by the authors’ research on spongy tissues extracted from the femoral head after
surgery [15].

The next important point is to study the material characteristics of the other parts
of the assembly. The main advantages of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V are good corrosion
resistance under all conditions and excellent biocompatibility.
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The screws and prosthetic head should be made of normal solid titanium alloy Ti-6Al-
4V [21], and the considered implant is manufactured by 3D printing [22]. The mechanical
properties of 3D printed and solid titanium are slightly different, particularly those charac-
terizing the fatigue behaviour [23].

Finally, the acetabular liner is made of ultrahigh-molecular-weight polyethylene [24].
This polyethylene, reinforced with chemical cross-links, is distinguished by its strength,
low friction coefficient, and high biocompatibility. These properties allow using it for
artificial joints.

2.3. Loads and Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions and contact interactions were defined in ABAQUS/CAE soft-
ware (Dassault Systems Simulia Corp., Johnston, RI, USA).

The solution of the task in ABAQUS included two steps: screw tightening and stand-
ing. The region of the contact interaction and boundary conditions were unchanged
between the steps. The model had contact interactions with friction in the following
pairs: the implant and pelvic bone and the acetabular liner and the artificial femoral head.
The coefficient of friction was equal to 0.2 for the titanium–bone pair and 0.15 for the
polyethylene–titanium pair. The screw heads and threads are bonded with implant and
bone correspondingly, so these contact pairs are considered as linear contacts without
friction and separation.

The first step was to bring together the implant and the pelvic bone with the screws.
Therefore, a special compressive screw force was applied to each screw. The calculations
were conducted with four values of screw forces: 100, 500, 1000, and 1500 N. The upper
surface of the sacrum is fully constrained.

The second step simulated the walking cycle as a slow, quasistatic process. The
reaction forces corresponding to the patient’s weight were applied to the reference points
in the centres of the acetabular cups (Figure 5). The reaction force was obtained from the
HIP98 software available from the OrthoLoad open resource (https://orthoload.com/test-
loads/data-collection-hip98/, accessed on 1 October 2021). The software generates the
biomechanical forces based on the special database, which was developed within study [25]
using special instrumented implants.
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Figure 5. Boundary conditions and applied forces: (a) model with boundary conditions and loads
including screw pretension and reaction forces applied to the centres of the left and right joints;
(b) reaction force curves for walking simulation measured as a percentage of body weight (BW).

At the beginning of the second loading step, where the walking process was simulated,
the length of the screws was fixed, which occurs at the end of the pretension phase. A
detailed strength analysis was further performed for screw force values of 500 N and 1000
N. The general kinematic boundary conditions remained unchanged from the previous
step of the considered computer simulation.
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2.4. Model Validation

The FE method requires strict validation of the model because an inaccurate model
may lead to incorrect and unreliable results [9–11]. Comprehensive experimental validation
of the FE model of the reconstructed pelvis is not carried out before the surgery because a
definite forecast of the bone stress state is required before performing surgery.

However, the evaluation of the general adequacy of the model was carried out in
accordance with several parameters. First, the FE mesh was assessed based on several
criteria (aspect ratio, skewness, warping), and mesh quality was evaluated based on
element size, type, and shape. Second, the physical and mechanical characteristics of
materials ensuring model accuracy were obtained from reliable sources [9,12,14,16,18,19].

Kinematic boundary conditions for the model and contact regions were applied and
approved by the medical studies described in other articles [11,26,27]. The loading scheme,
which was used in current research and based on the loading of the structure with the hip
joint force acting as a reaction force, was the same as used previously [28]. It allowed us to
describe the stress-strain state in a more accurate way.

The preliminary frequency analysis proved that the reconstructed pelvis assembly
was joint and adjusted correctly, and all the connections were set up properly.

Another validation based on the displacement distribution (Figure 6) showed that the
values obtained in the current study were within range close to the ranges described in
papers [1,10,29]. The results of the analysis of the stress and strain fields were also close to
previous results [1,2,10], proving the principal qualitative and quantitative conformance.
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Figure 6. Total displacement in the “bone–endoprosthesis” system for the walking condition and a
screw load of 1000 N: (a) typical displacement distribution (mm); (b) displacement values for the full
gait cycle at the spherical center of the left femoral head.

3. Results

In this study, the problem of assessing the screw force effect on overall stress distribu-
tion is solved for the four values of pretension load equal to 100, 500, 1000, and 1500 N, and
reliable results were obtained. Based on these results, a detailed analysis of the structural
strength in the case of slow walking is presented below with emphasis for the screw force
values of 500 and 1000 N.

3.1. Results for the Stage of Tightening the Screw Simulation

In the beginning of the study, the initial step of screw pretension was analysed, and
the optimal value for the screw force was chosen. Since there was no specific value for
the pretension force, it was decided to investigate this point in more detail. For the final
assembly, the calculations were carried out with several values of the pretension force from
100 N up to 1500 N, and the force values were considered incrementally.

Figure 7 demonstrates the dependence between the maximum stress in each of the
bolts and the applied tension force. The typical stress distribution in the screws and implant
itself caused by the screw preload force of 1000 N is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Dependence of the maximum von Mises stress in the screws as a function of the applied
preload values.
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Figure 8. Equivalent von Mises stress (MPa) distribution caused by a pretension load of 1000 N: (a) 
in the screw system; (b) in the implant. 

  

Figure 8. Equivalent von Mises stress (MPa) distribution caused by a pretension load of 1000 N: (a) in the screw system; (b)
in the implant.

Particular attention should be given to the stresses in the pelvic bones because the
destruction of the bone might be initiated due to the high value of the screw force. Figure 9
represents comparative graphs of the maximum stress values arising in the spongy (a) and
cortical (b) layers in the first row of the finite elements of holes 1, 2, and 3 in the spongy
tissue and holes 5, 6, and 7 in the cortical tissue.

Figure 10 shows the typical stress distribution around the holes in the resected pelvic
bone after surgery.

The comparison was carried out separately for the spongy and cortical layers because
screws with numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 interacted only with the spongy layer. However, screws
with numbers 5, 6, and 7 crossed the cortical layer. The screw with number 4 entered the
spongy tissue but was located very close to the cortical layer.

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, the maximum von Mises stress values that occurred
in screw 7 and holes 4 and 7 in the case of a pretension force of 1500 N were close to the
ultimate stresses according to Table 2. A significant change in the stresses took place near
the holes, as shown in Figure 10, while the remaining volume of the bone was almost free
from the stresses.

The analysis proved that a pretension force of close to or higher than 1500 N may
lead to local bone fracture, and further analysis of the walking simulation made no sense.
The optimal screw force was expected to be between 500 N and 1000 N, since it did not
cause any bone destruction but provided sufficient contact between the bone and implant.
Therefore, the following strength analysis of the “bone–endoprosthesis” system was carried
out for a walking condition assuming screw forces equal to 500 N and 1000 N.
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Figure 9. Comparative graphs of the maximum von Mises stresses occurring in the reconstructed
pelvis bone on the hole boundaries: (a) the spongy tissue; (b) the cortical tissue.
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Figure 10. Equivalent von Mises stress (MPa) distribution in the bone tissue caused by a pretension
load of 1000 N: (a) the upper part of the resected pelvic bone; (b) the lower part of the resected pelvic
bone. The images on the left show the stresses in the cortical tissue, and the images on the right show
the stresses in the spongy tissue.
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3.2. Results of the Walking Cycle Simulation

The detailed walking FE simulation was carried out for the prepared model with
screw pretension values equal to 500 N and 1000 N as follows from the previous section.

First, Figure 11 shows the von Mises stresses in the screws preloaded with forces of
500 and 1000 N, while the hip joint reaction force altered according to the graph in Figure 5
that simulates the gait cycle.

In addition, for the initial stage of screw pretension, the stress state in the titanium
parts of the endoprosthesis in the walking condition was also considered. Particular
attention was given to the load case corresponding to 17% of the gait cycle because this
phase is the phase of the maximum reaction force applied to the centre of the left joint,
where the implant was placed. However, obviously, extremely high stresses in the screws
occurred at 45% of the gait cycle (Figure 11).

Similarly, the peak von Mises stresses for the considered walking phases were expected
on the hole edges (Figure 12). The highest stresses in the implant took place at 45% of the
gait cycle in the case of a 1000 N preload but at 17% and 65% for a 500 N preload.
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Figure 11. Maximum von Mises stress in each of the screws with pretension in the walking cycle
phases: (a) pretension force equal to 500 N; (b) pretension force equal to 1000 N.
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Figure 12. Maximum von Mises stress in the implant on the boundaries of the holes in the walking
cycle phases: (a) pretension force equal to 500 N; (b) pretension force equal to 1000 N.

The general view of the typical stress distribution in the endoprosthesis is shown in
Figure 13 for a preload of 1000 N and gait cycle phase equal to 45%.
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Finally, the maximum von Mises stresses evaluated on the boundaries of the holes for
the screws at every load point in the walking cycle are shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Maximum von Mises stress in the bone tissue on the boundaries of the holes in the walking cycle phases: (a) the
pretension force equal to 500 N; (b) the pretension force equal to 1000 N.

The total stress distribution that occurred in the pelvic bones for the typical gait phase
was 45%, and the screw force of 1000 N is presented in Figure 15.
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4. Discussion

For a more convenient assessment and comparison of the obtained results, a summary
of the maximum von Mises stresses (MPa) occurring in the endoprosthesis parts and bone
tissue are presented in Table 3 for the two considered values for the screw pretension loads:
500 and 1000 N.

Table 3. Summary of the maximum von Mises stresses occurring in the endoprosthesis parts and bone tissue for screw
pretension loads equal to 500 N and 1000 N.

Assembly Components

Maximum Von Mises Stresses (MPa) and Their Location

Pretension Force of 500 N Pretension Force of 1000 N

Pretension Stage Walking Cycle
(45% Phase) Pretension Stage Walking Cycle

(45% Phase)

Screw system 122 MPa, screw 7 192 MPa, screw 7 212 MPa, screw 7 263 MPa, screw 7

Implant 151 MPa, hole 1
197 MPa, hole 1

255 MPa, hole 1 (65%
phase)

253 MPa, hole 4 335 MPa, hole 1

Pelvic cortical tissue,
top part of resected bone 29 MPa, hole 7 171 MPa, hole 7

168 MPa, hole 5 48 MPa, hole 7 168 MPa, hole 7
162 MPa, hole 5

Pelvic spongy tissue,
top part of resected bone 0.68 MPa, hole 4 4.98 MPa, hole 1

4.3 MPa, hole 4 1.25 MPa, hole 4 5.0 MPa, hole 1
4.1 MPa, hole 4

Pelvic cortical tissue,
bottom part of resected bone 2.7 MPa 19 MPa 4.5 MPa 19 MPa

Pelvic spongy tissue,
bottom part of resected bone 0.28 MPa, hole 3 1.1 MPa, hole 3 0.47 MPa, hole 3 1.2 MPa, hole 3
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The first step in the assessment of the long-term strength and reliability of the biome-
chanical “bone–endoprosthesis” system is to evaluate the mechanical strength of the
implant and its fixation system. According to Figure 7, the stresses occurring in the screws
vary mostly linearly depending on the applied pretension force. This finding allows us to
obtain the required force in a relatively simple way. The high stresses are distributed quite
locally. The highest stress level takes place in the areas of contact between the screws and
the screw holes in the implant (Figure 8) and the bone tissue (Figure 10).

However, it should be mentioned that the real stresses in the screws differ significantly
from the tensile stress in the metal rod loaded with a similar tensile force, which is calculated
as the ratio between the force and the cross-sectional area. For example, for screws 5, 6,
and 7 with a diameter of 4.5 mm loaded with a longitudinal force of 1000 N, the sectional
stresses are equal to 63 MPa, whereas the total equivalent stresses considering the contact
interaction reach values from 117 to 212 MPa. This fact emphasizes the importance of
considering the contact interaction of the bodies of the “bone–endoprosthesis” system both
for the first stage of screw pretension and for the subsequent walking step.

According to Table 3, the screws and implant at pretension values of 500 N and 1000
N have a safety factor of more than 4.0 based on data in the literature [3] (Table 2). The
Mises equivalent contact stresses on the edges of the screw holes in the implant are close
to the total stresses in the corresponding screws. However, the stresses in the implant are
slightly lower. The difference approximately equals the pretension stresses in the screws.

Analysis of the static strength of the screws allows us to assume that there should
be no destruction of the titanium components of the system when the patient is walking.
However, this assumption becomes debatable in further analysis of the structural strength
under periodic loads occurring in the hip joint during normal human activity.

In the case of walking, the development of fatigue damage is highly possible on the
edges of the implant holes for both considered options for screw tightening (Figures 12 and 13).
The maximum equivalent stresses exceed the lower bound of the fatigue limit for 3D printed
Ti-6Al-4V, which is 200 MPa according to the obtained material data (Table 2). At a preten-
sion force of 500 N, the stresses exceed the limit only in the region of hole 1, whereas at a
force of 1000 N, the limit is exceeded for all holes except hole 2. However, most likely, the
risk of fracture due to fatigue effects may decrease with successful osseointegration and
should not have any significant effect thereafter. Regardless, the use of high-quality tita-
nium powders and the application of advanced manufacturing technologies for producing
implants [22] should have a high priority in the planning stage for such surgeries.

In the fixation system, screws 1 and 4–7, which fix the implant to the upper part of the
pelvic bone, are mostly affected by the periodic loads that occur during walking. In screws
2 and 3, the stresses do not exceed 80 MPa since these screws do not carry any significant
external load. However, these screws cannot be excluded from the system because they
connect the implant and the lower part of the pelvic bone, reconstructing the pelvic ring.
In all screws, the maximum stresses did not reach the lower bound of the fatigue limit for
Ti-6Al-4V according to the obtained material data (Table 2). The highest stress value equals
263 MPa and occurs in screw 7.

The analysis of the stresses in the bone tissue of the analysed biomechanical system
requires special attention. As mentioned above, at the stage of screw tightening, the
equivalent von Mises stresses on the edges of the screw holes in the cortical and spongy
tissues (Figure 9) for tightening forces of 1000 N and above approach the lower bound of
the strength limit of the corresponding tissue (Table 2) but do not reach the critical values.
The cortical tissue of the upper pelvic bone has a safety margin against the strength limit
at the preloading stage for all the considered values of the pretension forces. The spongy
tissue also has a significant safety margin in the case of the pretension of 500 N. In the case
of 1000 N, the stresses are close to the limit but do not exceed it. The remaining regions of
the bone remain mostly unstressed, which is quite reasonable due to the chosen detailed
setup of the problem.
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In the cortical layer of the lower part of the pelvis, maximum stresses are situated in
the pubic joint. These stresses are caused by the rigid connection of the left and right pelvic
bones in this area. In other areas, at all stages of the simulation, stresses do not exceed
20 MPa, and there is a safety margin of at least 4.0. A similar situation occurs in the area
of the rigid connection between the upper part of the pelvic bone and the sacrum. The
increased stresses in these areas might be neglected because they are caused by artificial
rigid constraints and occur due to the absence of the soft cartilage layer in the model.
Furthermore, these areas are not subjected to surgical intervention, and their physiological
condition remains unchanged compared with the healthy biomechanical system of the
pelvis, where there are no high mechanical stresses that exceed the strength limits during
normal human activities [30].

During the walking phase, areas with extremely high stresses, which exceed the al-
lowed limits, appear both in the cortical and spongy tissues in the upper part of the resected
pelvic bone and for both pretension forces considered (Figures 14 and 15). According to
Table 3, the most dangerous regions where local destruction might be expected are the
edges of screw holes 1 and 4 (spongy layer, equivalent stress of 4–5 MPa) and holes 5 and
7 (cortical layer, equivalent stress of 160–170 MPa). The limits are significantly exceeded
in the walking cycle phases of 17% and 45%. The stress near hole 6 equals 95 MPa and
exceeds the lower limit of the allowable stress range (80 MPa). This fact confirms the high
risk of bone damage.

The stress values obtained in the “bone–endoprosthesis” system during the walking
simulation are slightly higher than the stress values reported previously [28], where a
similar approach was used. The reported peak stresses in the implant were approximately
105 MPa during the walking phase, and the stresses in the screws and pelvic bones were
approximately 50 MPa under the same loading condition. Therefore, the authors [28]
expected that the fatigue limit could be reached only in the case of more severe loading
scenarios, such as stair climbing. The difference in the results can be explained by the
difference in the implant design and the differences in the approaches of finite element
modelling of the behaviour of the bone tissue.

Thus, according to the performed analysis, slight destruction of the bone might be
expected in local areas near the screw holes in cases of walking. This destruction can
affect the stability of the implant fixation to the upper bone. However, bone tissue is
capable of regeneration when it is loaded with an external mechanical field, in particular,
with periodic loading of a sufficient level. Therefore, in the case of a moderate dynamic
compressive load, the process of regeneration could be initiated in the area that might be
initially damaged [31].

The current study particularly focuses on the screw tightening process and on the
analysis of the values of the forces applied to the screws. This issue is usually neglected
in studies, and the number of related publications is very limited [2–4]. Nevertheless,
this point is quite important for proper patient surgery planning. The degree of fixation
between the implant and the bones directly depends on the value of the screw pretension
force. Additionally, fixation affects the reliability of the reconstructed pelvis in terms of
cyclic loading and fatigue effects. If the screws are tightened loosely, then the process of
bone regeneration might take much more time. If the screws are tightened excessively,
local destruction will occur in the bones near the holes. This fact can lead to more serious
consequences over time. Considering previous results [2], it should be pointed out that the
screw pretension force equals 3000 N. However, according to the current study, increasing
the screw tightening force from 1000 to 1500 N may lead to local bone destruction. Compar-
ison of the obtained results with the charts provided [2] shows the compliance of stresses
for tightening forces up to 500 N. The results from previous research [2] also confirm the
linear growth of stresses in the screws.

The shape of the endoprosthesis is customized, which causes additional problems for
the stress-strain state analysis of the structure. It should be mentioned that the methods of
designing individual implants differ in complexity from the methods of developing serial
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endoprostheses [1]. Additionally, the design of the individual endoprosthesis can change
during the modelling process. However, the design of serial implants is usually as efficient
as possible, as opposed to individual implants, which are designed and produced only
once for a specific patient. Using the finite element method, it is possible to predict the
areas of stress concentrations and to choose the optimal number and parameters of the
screws. In the current study, there were several screws that did not carry much load. This
finding indicates that they may be removed from the structure. The authors presume that
if the stress concentration does not occur in the screws, such action should not affect the
general performance and reliability of the structure. A previous study [32] confirms this
statement, saying that such screws accumulate excess stresses and should be removed.

When the current stress-strain state results are compared to results from similar
studies [1,2,10], it should be considered that the forces applied to the structure are not
universal and vary depending on the patient. For the stress-strain state comparison [2],
the stress concentration arises around holes, and the stress values match the results of
current research. The same trend takes place in other studies [11], especially for cup-shaped
structures.

5. Conclusions

The stress distribution for a pelvis reconstructed by an individual endoprosthesis with
four different screw forces was analysed. The obtained optimal screw pretension force for
tightening the implant to the bone was from 500 N to 1000 N for this specific model.

Screw tightening with a force less than 500 N seemed to be insufficient for firm fixation
of the implant. At the same time, the results show that a tightening force exceeding 1000
N may result in a local bone fracture. Therefore, the optimal and critical screw forces are
determined, and the stress states are calculated for the walking condition. The peak stresses
occur near the holes in the bones, implant, and screws. Screw tightening with a force of
500–1000 N should be optimal because the stress state of the bones did not exceed the limits
globally. This value for screw force provides reliable fixation of the implant to the bones.

When conducting the subsequent surgery, it is strongly recommended to monitor the
value of the actual screw pretension force. In this case, the endoprosthesis will be reliable
and durable. To prevent the undesirable development of degenerative effects during the
patient’s recovery process after osteosynthesis surgery, the rehabilitation plan should be
adjusted to reduce the loads on the reconstructed bone by providing additional support
when the person is walking.

As a result of the arthroplasty described in current research, the patient has fully
recovered with no limitations in motion or activities [8]. This fact confirms the relevance of
the performed studies and the significance of further development of computer modelling
methods and approaches for solving the problems of personalized orthopaedics. The
technology of implant development using computer modelling, finite element analysis,
and 3D printing makes it possible to create anatomical prostheses with sufficient safety
margins, anatomical designs, and reliable fixation methods.
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Abstract: The development of additive manufacturing technology leads to new concepts for design
implants and prostheses. The necessity of such approaches is fueled by patient-oriented medicine.
Such a concept involves a new way of understanding material and includes complex structural
geometry, lattice constructions, and metamaterials. This leads to new design concepts. In the article,
the structural design method is presented. The general approach is based on the separation of the
micro- and macro-mechanical parameters. For this purpose, the investigated region as a complex
of the basic cells was considered. Each basic cell can be described by a parameters vector. An
initializing vector was introduced to control the changes in the parameters vector. Changing the
parameters vector according to the stress-strain state and the initializing vector leads to changes in
the basic cells and consequently to changes in the microarchitecture. A medium with a spheroidal
pore was considered as a basic cell. Porosity and ellipticity were used for the parameters vector.
The initializing vector was initialized and depended on maximum von Mises stress. A sample
was designed according to the proposed method. Then, solid and structurally designed samples
were produced by additive manufacturing technology. The samples were scanned by computer
tomography and then tested by structural loads. The results and analyses were presented.

Keywords: structural design; porous constructions; additive manufacturing; CT

1. Introduction

The modern approach for design implants and prostheses implies patient-oriented
solutions. Such an approach involves not only new manufacturing methods but also a
new vision of the product. Additive manufacturing allows production constructions with
complex geometry. However, the solution for the automation of the design of such products
is still open. So, nowadays lattice constructions have become popular for this purpose. Yet,
the dependence between the different geometries of the lattice, the mechanical properties,
and the biological adaptive is being researched [1–3]. Additionally, a manifestation of the
brittle properties and the geometry deviations after manufacturing is still an issue of the
day [4–7]. By changing the materials and melting modes [8–10], the mechanical parameters
can be improved or vice versa. Despite the aforementioned difficulties, it is obvious that
additive manufacturing and patient-oriented design can notably increase the quality of the
medical treatments.

This article is focused on an approach for the structural design method. Previously, a
method for designing a lattice endoprosthesis for long bones was developed [11]. The en-
doprosthesis was manufactured and passed clinical experiments. The developed approach
was generalized. The main idea is based on the bone adaptation analogy. It is known that
adaptation can be formulated by Wolff’s law [12]. To describe bone tissue orthotropy, a
fabric tensor is used. The fabric tensor is also used to calculate the stiffness tensor [12,13].
The foundation of the adaptation model is an alignment of the stress and stiffness tensors.
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In terms of the fabric tensor, it means that the orthotropic directions are equal to the stress
principal directions [13,14]. The widespread approach is to use representative volumes to
determine the fabric tensor and the effective mechanical properties [15,16].

It has been shown [17–19] that implants interact with bone tissue and that the structure
and the microstructure of the implant influence the quality of this interaction. Additive
manufacturing allows the generation of solid irregular or lattice geometry [20,21], but on
the other hand, local microporosity decreases fatigue resistance. Classical post-processing,
such as tempering, allows the counteraction of the negative sides of the technology [22,23].
Despite the aforementioned technological barriers, the opening opportunities are promising.
The ability to design material within a product opens up new possibilities in patient-
specific prostheses [24,25]. The complexity of such an approach appears in defining the
external loads and the formulation criteria of the design [26,27]. A novel approach is the
use of additive manufacturing technology for liquid crystal elastomers, the exceptional
properties of which show good usage in a range of applications in the fields of biology
and medicine [28–30].

In this article, a method of structural design is presented. An example of structurally
designed construction is presented. The designed and regular constructions were manufac-
tured and compared in natural experiments.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Problem Formulation

The mechanical behavior of the region V in R3 with the boundary ∂V, within the linear
theory of elasticity, can be described by the following system of equations [11]:

∇ · σ̃ = 0, ∀→x ∈ V0 (1)

ε̃ =
1
2

(
∇→u +

(
∇→u

)T
)

, ∀→x ∈ V0 (2)

σ̃ =
˜
C : ε̃, ∀→x ∈ V0 (3)

→
u = 0, ∀→x ∈ Skin (4)

σ̃ ·→n =
→
p , ∀→x ∈ Ssta (5)

Ssta ∪ Skin = ∂V (6)

where V◦ = V ∪ ∂V; u is the displacement vector; σ is the stress tensor; ε is the elastic strain
tensor; and C is the stiffness tensor. Ssta is the surface on which static boundary conditions
are specified, and Skin is the surface on which kinematic boundary conditions are specified
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Scheme for problem formulation.
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It is necessary to find a distribution of the stiffness tensor C in the volume V such that
the stress invariant (in our case, the von Mises stress) reaches a minimum at the constant
boundary conditions.

˜
C =

˜
C(
→
x ), max→

x∈V′
‖σ̃‖ → min (7)

Applying the design conditions, it is necessary to determine the region Vcon, in which
the components of the tensor of elastic properties remain unchanged:

Vcon ∈ V0 (8)

Let us call the region Vcon the constant region. So, V′ in (7) can be determined as
V◦\Vcon. Adding Equation (7) to Equations (1)–(6) allows the formulating of the optimiza-
tion problem for the structure.

2.2. Structural Problem Formulation

The general idea of the method is that the stress-strain state depends on some of
the parameters vectors. Assuming that the anisotropy of the material is provided by the
microarchitecture, we consider the forming material isotropic [13,16]. The parameters
vector λ describes the material microarchitecture and influences the macro-stiffness tensor.
On the other side, we should add an additional vector with initializing parameters, which
describe the stress-strain state of the microarchitecture. Let us call it the initializing vector γ,
which, obviously, depends on the invariants of the stress tensor f. The initializing vector can
be interpreted as the control function of the microarchitecture changes. So, we propose that
the stiffness tensor can be presented as a function of the parameters vector, the initializing
vector, and the spatial coordinate:

˜
C =

˜
C
(→

λ
(

γ,
→
x
)

,
→
γ
(

f (σ̃),
→
x
)

,
→
x
)

(9)

Let us consider region V as the number of basic cells. For each basic cell we assume:




→
λ
(

γ,
→
x
)
=
→
λ(γ)

→
γ
(

f (σ̃),
→
x
)
=
→
γ( f (σ̃))

(10)

This approach considers a basic cell as a micro-construction with constant macro-
properties. The parameters vector λ should be changed according to values of the initializ-
ing vector γ. So, if we introduce the control function U the problem can be rewritten:





→
λ
(

γ,
→
x
)
=
→
λ
(

γ, U
(→

x
))

U
(→

x
)
= f

(→
γ
(

f (σ̃),
→
x
))

˜
C =

˜
C
(→

λ
(

γ, U
(→

x
))

,
→
x
) (11)

This means that the state of the initializing vector γ determines the changes of mi-
croarchitecture in terms of the parameters vector λ, and the microarchitecture influences
the macro-stiffness tensor. Let us consider the investigated region as a composition of
basic cells; each one describes the microarchitecture of a material. Each basic cell can be
described by the parameters vectors and can be changed according to the initializing vector.
To implement such an approach, the basic cell should be determined in order to define the
parameters vector and its relationship with the stiffness tensor.
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2.3. Basic Cell

In the research unit, a cube with a spheroidal pore was used as a basic cell. In this
case, the parameters vector consists of porosity (λ) and the ellipticity coefficient (β). To
investigate the dependence between the stiffness tensor and the parameters vector, a
representative elements method was used [31–33]. For this purpose, the parameterized
finite element model of a cube with a spheroidal pore was implemented. Twenty-node
hexahedral finite elements were used. Kinematic loading was used in the numerical sim-
ulation. Uniaxial and shear loads in three directions were implemented. To clarify the
mechanical properties, additionally combined (uniaxial with shear) loads were imple-
mented [16,26,34,35]. The parameters were investigated in the interval (0; 1). According to
the received data, the functions describing the influence of the parameters on the mechani-
cal properties were found:





→
λ =

→
λ(λ, β)

Eii = Eii

(→
λ

)
≡ Ciiii

(→
λ

)

Gij = Gij

(→
λ

)
≡ Cijij

(→
λ

)

νij = νij

(→
λ

)
≡ Ciijj

(→
λ

)
(12)

For approximation, a fourth-degree polynomial function was used with an approx-
imation error threshold of about 0.9 [33–36]. In the calculations, some of the coefficients
were equal to zero, so a common form of the final calculated polynomial was as follows:

Cijkl(λ, β) = c00 + c10λ + c01β + c11λβ + c21λ2β + c31λ3β + c12λβ2 + c22λ2β2 + c13λβ3 (13)

where λ and β are components of the parameters vector—porosity and ellipticity,
respectively, cij are coefficients of the polynomial, where i shows the power of porosity and j
shows the power of ellipticity. The received values of the coefficients for the approximation
polynomial are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The values of coefficients of approximation polynomial for stiffness parameters.

c00 c10 c01 c11 c21 c31 c12 c22 c13

E11, GPa 109 −3.9 −5.3 −192 287 −115 319 −209 −136
E22,33, GPa 102 2.9 10.6 −111 325 −278 −17.8 −18.7 27
G12,13, GPa 10.7 −0.1 0.25 −2.7 13 −10 −3.9 −0.1 4.1
G23, GPa 2.5 −0.1 −0.06 −4.4 8 −3.4 6.4 −5 −2.5

ν12,13 0.011 −0.005 −0.009 −0.032 −0.038 0 −0.027 0.464 0
ν23 0.017 −0.049 −0.017 −0.07 0.4 0 0.09 −0.18 0

It should be noted that the polynomial coefficients for Poisson’s ratio can be reduced
up to c00 because the influence of the parameters vector is insignificant. So, ν12,13 ≈ 0.011
and ν23 ≈ 0.017.

2.4. Proposed Algorithm

After the principal stress and directions are found, the orthotropic directions can be
oriented according to the principal directions. The semi-major axis is directed to the 1st
principal stress direction. The porosity is determined by von Mises stress and value [σ]inf.
The [σ]inf is the infimum of the stress value and determines the value of the underload. So,
porosity can be restored by the equation:

λ
(→

x
)
=





1− [σ]inf−σV.M.

(→
x
)

[σ]inf
, σV.M.

(→
x
)
< [σ]inf

1, σV.M.

(→
x
)
≥ [σ]inf

(14)
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To determine the ellipticity coefficient, the 1st and the 3rd principal stresses were used:

β
(→

x
)
=

min
(∣∣∣σ1

(→
x
)∣∣∣,
∣∣∣σ3

(→
x
)∣∣∣
)

max
(∣∣∣σ1

(→
x
)∣∣∣,
∣∣∣σ3

(→
x
)∣∣∣
) (15)

Then, the stiffness constants can be calculated by porosity and the ellipticity coefficient
and the stress-state problem can be solved. So, the algorithm can be described:

Algorithm of structural design

1. Load a mesh and apply boundary conditions.
2. Highlight elements from the constant region (8)
3. Set initial parameters vector
4. Solve the stress-state problem (1)–(6)
5. for each element not from constant region
6. Calculate the principal stress and directions
7. Calculate the parameters vector (14), (15)
8. Calculate stiffness tensor (13)
9. Orient element coordinate system according to the principal directions.
10. end for
11. if not stop goto 4
12. Restore geometry by parameters vector.

2.5. Model Task

A rectangular beam of 140 mm × 28 mm × 14 mm was used for the algorithm
implementation. Eight-node hexahedral finite elements were used for the calculations.
The kinematic loading of 1 mm was used in the numerical simulation. The length of the
kinematic loading region was 20 mm. In Figure 2, the loading scheme is presented; the
Vcon region is marked by a green color. The end faces of the beam were fixed.

Figure 2. Loading scheme; U is applied displacements; the green region is Vcon region.

The mechanical properties of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene were used for further
production by additive manufacturing. So, Young’s modulus was equal to 200 GPa, the
shear modulus was equal to 71.5 GPa, and the Poisson ratio was 0.4. For [σ]inf, 10% of
maximum von Mises stress in the construction was used. The stop condition was as follows:

max(|λi − λi−′|, |βi − βi−1|) < ε (16)

where ε was equal to 10−3.

2.6. Experiments

After restoring the geometry, the beam was produced by additive manufacturing
technology. Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene was used for the manufacturing. Both the
solid and the structural design samples were produced. For every two types of samples,
longitudinal and transverse directions of printing were used. Computed tomography (CT)
(Vatech PaX-I 3D, Kazan, Russia) was used to estimate the structure. After that, three-point
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bending was carried out and stress-strain curves were obtained for all samples. For the
stress-strain curves, the ultimate force and slope were analyzed.

3. Results and Discussion

The stress-strain state for the initial (solid) and the structurally designed beam were
compared. The maximum stress did not change significantly, but the distribution of stress
inside the product decreased (see Figure 3). The algorithm showed fast convergence; it was
about 38 iterations. The maximum stress was localized in the zones of kinematic constraints
for the initial geometry. In addition, for the structurally designed beam the maximum stress
was localized in the zones of kinematic boundary conditions (see red regions in Figure 3).
On the other hand, zones of stress reduction appeared for the structurally designed beam
(see blue regions in Figure 3).

The distribution of the received porosity and ellipticity coefficients is shown in
Figure 4. The zones of high porosity are localized where the von Misses stress was minimal
(red zones in Figure 4a). In the same zones, the pore’s ellipticity coefficient is close to 1 (red
zones in Figure 4a), which means that in this region the pore is almost spherical.

The 3D geometry was restored for the following manufacturing (see Figure 5a). The
initial and structurally designed samples were manufactured in two ways: longitudinal
and transversal printing. After the manufacturing, the samples were scanned by CT (see
Figure 5b,c). The deviations of pore geometry in the manufactured samples were noted.
They were caused by the cooldown speed of the printing material drop. However, the
distribution of the porosity was close enough to the design (deviations about 5%).

In the three-point bending experiments for the initial geometry, which was longitu-
dinally printed, the maximum force was 1675 N, and the maximum displacement was
3.35 mm. For the structurally designed geometry, which was longitudinally printed, the
maximum force was 1825 N, and the maximum displacement was 3.56 mm. A crack
appeared in the middle, in the longitudinal direction between the kinematics constraints
and the applied force (see Figure 6a). In the three-point bending experiments for the
initial geometry, which was transversally printed, the maximum force was 7196 N, and the
maximum displacement was 10.73 mm. For the structurally designed geometry, which was
transversally printed, the maximum force was 6271 N, and the maximum displacement
was 4.76 mm. A crack appeared under the applied force. The stress-strain curves for all the
cases are shown in Figure 6b,c. The ultimate force deviation for the initial and structurally
designed cases was about 10%, and it could be decreased by improving the manufacturing
of the samples. A significant difference was noted for the displacements in the case of the
transversal printing. The structurally designed sample became more rigid (4.76 mm vs.
10.73 mm).

Comparing the slope (for the longitudinal printing), a 25% increase was noted for the
structurally designed sample (1184 N/mm and 1491 N/mm, respectively). The slope in
the case of the transversal printing decreased by 20% for the structurally designed sample
(710 N/mm and 894 N/mm, respectively).
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Figure 3. Von Mises stress distribution for initial (a) and structurally designed (b) beam.

Figure 4. Distribution of porosity(a) and ellipticity coefficient (b).
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Figure 5. Restored 3D geometry (a), CT scans for longitudinal printing (b), and transversal printing (c).
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Figure 6. Three-point bending scheme (a), a stress-strain curve for longitudinal printing (b), and transversal printing (c);
black lines—initial geometry, red lines—structurally designed geometry.
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4. Conclusions

The algorithm for the structural design of the geometry was proposed. In the frame-
work of the study, a porous cube was chosen for the basic cell. The following assumptions
were used: calculation was carried out in an elastic zone; the material is isotropic; and
anisotropy appears by the porosity of the basic cell. The iterative algorithm for the structural
design was presented. The samples were designed, and the verification of the structural
simulations was carried out. The comparison of the maximum von Mises stress for all
the samples did not show a significant difference. However, for the structurally designed
beam, zones of stress reduction appeared.

The manufacturing was provided using additive technologies. The samples were
printed using different directions, and three-point bending tests were performed. Stress-
strain curves were obtained for all the samples. In the case of the longitudinal direction
printing, the ultimate force of the structurally designed sample was about 10% higher. In
the case of the transversal direction printing, the rigidness of the structurally designed
sample was almost 40% higher. The analysis of the stress-strain curves for all the samples
shows the significant influence of the printing directions on the mechanical properties and
demonstrated the need for post-processing.
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